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“Puerto Rican white rum J | 
makes the best screwdriver. 

a 
= 

“Better than gin. Better than vodka. That's why so many 
people are switching to our Puerto Rican white rum?” 

& f } Luis Soto, film director and his wife, Laura Mola, lawyer 

It's happening in beach houses, penthouses, ski houses and 
town houses. Everywhere you look, white rum from Puerto Rico is 
being used instead of gin or vodka. In screwdrivers, Bloody Marys, 
mixed with tonic, soda or on the rocks. 

The reason? Puerto Rican white rum has a smoothness that gin 
or vodka can't match. Rum from Puerto Rico, by law, is aged for a 
full year. And when it comes to smoothness, aging is the name of 
the game. 

Make sure the rum is from Puerto Rico. 
Great rum has been made in Puerto Rico for almost five 

centuries. Our specialized skills and dedication have pro- 
duced rums of exceptional dryness and purity. No wonder 
over 88% of the rum sold in this country comes from 

"cro. RUMS OF PUERTO RICO 
Aged for smoothness and taste. © 1981 Government of Puerto Rico 
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ALetter from the Publisher 
y the time Quarterback Joe Montana had led San Francisco 
to its heart-stopping victory over the Dallas Cowboys and to 

the National Football Conference championship last week, 
TIME Sport Writer Tom Callahan had already 
completed much of his reporting for this week's 
cover story on the 49ers and their crackerjack 
young star. Callahan had flown to the West Coast 
the week before to watch San Francisco defeat the 
New York Giants, and spent the intervening days 
interviewing the team. Washed out of San Fran- 
cisco by torrential rains, the 49ers retreated south 
to dryer practice fields at Anaheim, and Callahan 
pursued them there. “I was very lucky,” he says. 
“Coach Bill Walsh is an old friend, and even in the 
tense days before the championship, with packs of 
reporters besieging the players, he made sure I had 
access to them and time with him. And Montana, 
a guy who doesn’t like to chat about himself, came 
and knocked on my hotel-room door a couple of 
evenings to talk.” Callahan was assisted by Sport Reporter- 
Researcher Jamie Murphy, who traveled to Montana’s home 
town of Monongahela, Pa., to interview Joe’s mother Theresa 

TIME THE WEEKLY NEWSMAGAZINE 

both in and gut of professional football. What if the 49ers had 
lost last week? “I’m a bad prognosticator,” admits Callahan. “I 
went all the way to Africa to pick Foreman over Ali in 1974, 

Sport Writer Callahan 

and Joe Montana Sr., formidable influences on their son’s ca- 
reer. Chicago Correspondent Ken Banta talked with Montana’s 
college football mentor, former Notre Dame Head Coach Dan 
Devine, and spoke with several of his undergraduate teammates 

down my spine.” 

Cover: Photograph by Andy Hayt—Sports Illustrated 

and I picked the canyon over Evel Knievel the same year. Even 
so, this seemed like a worthy gamble.” 

Callahan, 36, has been covering athletes since 1967, when 
he was offered a job on the sports staff of the Balti- 
more Evening Sun. A graduate of Mount St. 
Mary’s College in Emmitsburg, Md., he had no 
previous experience as a sportswriter, but he be- 
came so proficient that by 1971 he was writing a 
sports column for the Cincinnati Enquirer. After 
seven years there, he switched to the Washington 
Star, then joined TIME last summer. He likes writ- 
ing about sports precisely because it doesn’t deal 
with the monumental: “It isn’t nuclear physics. 
When I was in California, floods and mud slides 
were killing people. On the football field, catastro- 
phe is a fumble.” On the other hand, Callahan 
thinks, sporting events do give fans a lift. “I try not 
to get involved emotionally,” he says, “but the feel- 
ings can sneak up on you. I’m not particularly 

knowledgeable about horse racing, but when I watched Secre- 
tariat come down the stretch at Belmont Park in 1973 to be- 
come the first Triple Crown winner in 25 years, even I had chills 
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Cover: At the Super 
Bowl this Sunday, the 
49ers’ fate—and their 
fans’ dreams—will be 
riding on Quarter- 

back Joe Montana, 

the master of perfect 
timing, who has made 
the final drive his own 
thrilling trademark 
See SPORT 
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Economy & Business: 
Now a slumbering gi- 
ant, AT&T will be- 
come a tough compet- 

| itor in the new world 
markets of telecom- 
munications. » To 
lower car costs, auto- 
workers at GM agree 
in principle to accept 
smaller benefits. 
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The Polish generals 
turn back the clock 

> Haig finds the su- 
perdiplomat for the 
Middle East: none 
other than himself. 
> On the trail of the 

Red Brigades in Italy 
> A strange disap- 

pearance in the Phil- 
ippines. » Guatema- 
la: both the left and 
right step up the war 
> South Africa’s legal 
outcasts 
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Nation 
Reagan's plans for 
new taxes and cuts. 
> A quick reversal on 
discrimination 

> High-society saga 
in Newport, R.I. 
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Two once mighty 
newspapers seek new 
owners as the prob- 

lems crippling them 
strike dailies across 
the country 
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Religion 
Soviet Pentecostalists, 
desperate after 34 
years in the U.S. em- 
bassy in Moscow, 
launch a hunger 
strike for freedom 
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Francis Coppola 

holds a risky preview 
of One from the Heart 
The film is dazzling in 
style but dramatically 
weak 
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Art 
In New York, a show 
of recent drawings by 
Richard Diebenkorn 
signals a shift from 
the remote geometry 
of his paintings. 
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Books 
Gail Godwin turns 
old-fashioned ro- 
mance upside down 
> In E.B. White's 
Poems & Sketches a 
dark future looms 

Fairbanks Court, Chicago. Ill. 60611 
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Opera is not enough 
for Diva Teresa Stra- 
tas, who has searched 
from the Met to Cal- 
cutta for more mean- 
ing in life 
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Sexes 
The joys and sorrows 

of married couples 
whose jobs are in dif- 
ferent cities and who 

work hard to get to- 
gether on weekends. 
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We aa the closest 
thing to cost-free driving.” 

Harold A. Poling 
Executive Vice Pre ne nt 
North American Automotive Operatic 

wv Ford Motor compiny 
v 



“Ford Escort and Mercury Lynx are two of the world’s most 
extraordinary cars. The evidence is convincing. 

Escort, alone, is outselling every import car line in America, based 
on reported deliveries through November, 1981. 

And both Escort and Lynx are retaining the highest percentage of 
original price of any compact cars, according to NADA’s most recent 
Used Car Guide. 

An unprecedented offer. 
Now, as proof of our confidence in these world-class cars, Ford is 

making an unprecedented offer: 
From now through March 13, 1982, Ford will give every buyer of a 

new Escort or Lynx the following two-year, all-encompassing program: 

Two years of cost-free maintenance. 
For the first two years or 24,000 miles, Ford will pay for all 

scheduled maintenance. Including oil changes and filters. Including 
parts. Including labor. At no cost to you. To reduce the cost of 
ownership still further, Ford is also giving you: 

Two years of workmanship coverage. 
Our workmanship coverage includes virtually everything—for two 

years or 24,000 miles, whichever comes first. 
The only things not covered by this limited warranty are tires, 

fluids between scheduled intervals, abuse and accidents. 
Everything else is covered. Everything. 

A 5% cash bonus. 
As additional help to the buyer, Ford is also offering a cash bonus 

equal to 5 percent of the base vehicle sticker price of any 1982 Escort 
or Lynx. 

This can mean as much as $375 on the Escort GLX wagon and as much 
as $405 on the Lynx LS wagon. This cash bonus comes direct to you from 
Ford and may be taken as a check, or used as part of the down payment. 

In total, this is the best offer on any small cars sold in America. 
Andit is the closest thing to cost-free driving.” 

1982 Ford Escort 1982 Mercury Lynx 

The 5% Cash Bonus is limited to one car per customer. Take delivery 
from your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer between January 13 and March 13, 1982. 

Sor 
FORD AND LINCOLN-MERCURY 
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La Quinta. 
La Quinta is checked into more and more by frequent 
travelers. 

This growing popularity springs from a simple 
philosophy. We provide our guests with clean, comfort- 
able, attractive rooms and friendly service in convenient 
locations at reasonable prices—about 20% less than 
other fine motor inns. 

It's just that simple. ..and sensible. 
No wonder 4 out of 5 of our guests are business 

travelers—the people who really know what to look for on 
the road. 

No wonder 4 out of 5 of our guests are repeat 
customers. 

Isn't it time for you to discover La Quinta? It's a nice 
way to go to sleep and a great way to wake up. Now in 
24 states and growing. 

For free directory, write La Quinta Marketing, 
Dept. T1, P.O. Box 32064, San Antonio, Texas 78216. 

Toll free reservations: 800-531-5900 
(800-292-5200 from Texas) 

La Quinta Motor Inns, Inc. 

© 1982, La Quinta Motor Inns, Inc. 
Listed on New York Stock Exchange-ticker symbol (LOM) 
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ermany, now only*3.15 
It’s the new low rate. $3.15 for 

a 3-minute call to Germany. 
Just dial the call yourself during 
the lower rate periods. ..any night, 
5p.m. to 5a.m. 

If youdon’thave International 
Dialing in your area, you still get 
the same low rate as long as it’s a 
simple Station phone call. 
(Person-to-person, creditcard 
and collect calls, forexample,cost 
more because they require special 
operator assistance.) Just tell the 
local Operator the country, city, 
and telephone number you want. 

Here’s how easy it is to dial 
Munich: 

011 + 49 + 89 + LOCAL NUMBER 

(If you are calling froma 
Touch-Tone* telephone, press the 
“#°” button after dialing the entire 
number. This will speed your 
call along.) 

$3.15! What a nice surprise! 
Or, as they say in Germany, “Ach 
Du lieber!” "Trademark of ATAT Co 

Want to know more? Then call our 
International Information Service, toll free: 

1-800-874-4000 
In Florida, call 1-800-342-0400 

© Bell System 

INITIAL 3-MINUTE DIAL RATES 

FROMTHEUS 
MAINLAND TI DAY RATE | LOWER RATE 

Austria $4.05] — A 

Belgium 4.05|$3.15B 

Denmark 4.05} 3.158 

Finland 4.05) 3.15B 

France |} 4.05}— A 

5 Germany 4.05) 3.15C 

Greece 4.05] — A 

ireland 3.00} 2.40B 

Italy 4.05} 3.15B 

Luxembourg} 4.05} 3.158 

Monaco 4.05} — A 

Netherlands | 4.05) 3.158 

Norway 4.05} 3.15B 

Portugal 4.05|} 3.158 

San Marino | 4.05] 3.15B 

Spain 4.05} 3.158 

Sweden 4.05} 3.15B 

Switzerland | 4.05) — A 

United 
Kingdom | 3.00) 2.40B 

VaticanCity | 4.05) 3.158 

A) No lower rate period 

B) Nights 5pm-5am & Sunday 
C) Nights 5pm-5am only 

Thecharge foreach additional 

minuteis1/3theinitial3-min. 

dial rate. Federal excise tax of 

2% is added on all calls billed 

in the United States. 



NOW YOU CAN AFFORD TO BUY 

Tired of today’s 
bookstore prices? 
Consider the QPB 
alternative: softcover 
editions in hardcover 
sizes that are durably 
bound and printed on 
fine paper—but that 
cost up to 65% less 
than their hardcover 
counterparts. QPB. 
It’s the idea whose 

532. From Bauhaus to Our House 
Tom Wolfe 
Hardcover: $10.95 QPB Ed: $5.95 

130. Positioning: The Battle for 
Your Mind. Al Ries and Jack Trout 
Hardcover: $10.95 QPB Ed: $5.95 

632. Dover Logic Books: Puzzles in 
Math and Logic, Aaron J. Friedland; 
My Best Puzzles in Logic and Reasoning. 
Hubert Phillips (“Caliban”); Test Your 
Logic, George }. Summers; Recreations 
in Logic, D.G. Wells. (4 Vols.) 
QPB: $7.50 
169. African Stories 
Doris Lessing. QPB: $8.50 

In Search 
of Reagan’ Brain 

497. The New York Times 
60-Minute Gourmet. Pierre Franey 
Hardcover: $10.95 QPB: $5.95 

487. Reinhart’s Women 
Thomas Berger 
Hardcover: $13.95 QPB Ed: $6.95 

108. Build Your Own Furniture 
Peter Stamberg. QPB: $7.95 

111. The Search for Alexander 
An Exhibition. Contributions 
by Nicholas Yalouris, Manolis 
Andronikos, and Katerina 
Rhomiopoulou. (Photo = 
Hardcover: $24.95 OPB: 9.95 

112. Inversions: A Catalog of 
Calligraphic Cartwheels. Scott Kim 
QPB: $7.95 
229. Starting to Draw 
Wendon Blake. QPB: $5.95 

412. Modern Irish Short Stories 
Edited by Ben Forkner 
Preface by Anthony Burgess 
Hardcover: $14.95 QPB: $4.95 

151. The Lord of the Rin 
(3 Vols., Boxed) J.R.R. Tolkien 
Hardcover: $35.95 QPB: $9.95 

ys 

290. The Heresy of Self-Love 
A Study of Subversive Individualism 
Paul Zweig 
Hardcover: $17.50 QPB: $4.95 

304. Finding Facts Fast: How to 
Find Out What You Want and Need 
to Know (Second Edition) 
Alden Todd 
Hardcover: $7.95 QPB: $3.95 

311. Madhur Jaffrey’s World-of- 
the-East Vegetarian Cooking 
Madhur Jaffrey 
Hardcover: $17.95 QPB: $8.50 

312. The Key to Chinese Cooking 
Irene Kuo 
Hardcover: $16.95 QPB Ed: $8.95 

422. In Search of Reagan's Brain 
A Doonesbury book by G. B. Trudeau 
Hardcover: $8.95 QPB: $4.95 

512. The Gate of Heavenly Peace 
The Chinese and Their Revolution, 
1895-1980. Jonathan D. Spence 
Hardcover: $19.95 QPB Ed: $8.95 

260. Naming Names 
Victor S. Navasky 
Hardcover: $15.95 QPB: $4.95 
269. Fine Lines: The Best of Ms 
Fiction. Edited and with an 
Introduction by Ruth Sullivan 
Hardcover: $12.95 QPB Ed: $6.95 

163. Conceptual Blockbusting 
A Guide to Better Ideas. 
(Second Edition) James L. Adams 
Hardcover: $10.95 QPB: $3.95 

181. The Chinese: Portrait of 
a People. John Fraser 
Hardcover: $14.95 QPB Ed: $7.95 

183. The Art of Picture Framing 
Sherwood and Connie McCall 
QPB: $7.95 

430. Going to Extremes 
Joe McGinniss 
Hardcover: $11.95 QPB: $6.95 

432. Celebrations of Life 
René Dubos 
Hardcover: $12.95 QPB Ed: $6.95 

405. Let's Go: The Budget 
Guide to Europe 1981-82. Edited by 
Jonathan Hand. QPB: $6.95 
439. Woody Allen Set: Side Effects, 
Without Feathers, Getting Even 
G Vols., Boxed) Woody Allen 
Hardcover: $26.85 QPB Ed: $10.95 

440. Everybody's Business: An 
Almanac (The Irreverent Guide to 
Corporate America). Edited by 
Milton Moskowitz, Michael Katz 
and Robert Levering 
Hardcover: $21 QPB: $7.95 

445. Changing of the Guard 
Power and Leadership in America 
David S. Broder 
Hardcover: $14.95 QPB: $4.95 

447. Myths of Greece and Rome 
Thomas Bulfinch. Compiled by 
Bryan Holme. QPB: $8.95 

454. Brewer's Dictionary of Phrase 
& Fable. Centenary Edition, 
Revised. Edited by lvor H. Evans 
Hardcover: $25.95 QPB Ed: $12.95 

456. The Mind Test. Rita Aero and 
Elliot Weiner, Ph.D. QPB: $7.95 

398. The Dinosaurs. I!lustrated by 
William Stout, Edited by Byron Preiss, 
Introduction by Dr. Peter Dodson 
QPB: $10.95 

328. The Arbor House Treasury of 
Horror and the Supernatural 
Compiled by Bill Pronzini, Barry N 
Malzberg and Martin H. Greenberg 
With an Introduction by Stephen 
King. Hardcover: $19.95 QPB: $7.15 

330. The Poetry of Robert Frost 
Edited by Edward Connery Lathem 
Hardcover: $14.95 QPB: $6.95 

349. The Art of Calligraphy 
A Practical Guide. Marie Angel 
QPB: $5.95 
351. The American Medical 
Association's Handbook of 
First Aid and Emergency Care 
Developed by the American Medical 
Association. QPB: $4.95 

356. Gnomes. Text by Wil Huygen 
Iustrated by Rien Poortvliet 
Hardcover: $17.50 QPB: $8.50 

367. Johnny Blackwell's 
Poor Man’s Catal 
Hardcover: $14.95 QPB: $4.95 

371. The Concise Oxford 
Dictionary of Music. (Third Edition) 
Michael Kennedy 
Hardcover: $19.95 QPB: $8.95 

527. The Collected Poems of 
Sylvia Plath. Edited by Ted Hughes 
Hardcover: $17.50 QPB: $6.50 

635. Drawing on the Right Side of 
the Brain: A Course in Enhancing 
Creativity and Artistic Confidence 
Betty Edwards 
Hardcover: $13.95 QPB: $6.95 

637. The Cook’s Book. Howard 
Hillman with Shannon Ocork and 
Dana Shilling. QPB: $7.95 



THE BOOKS YOU WANT TO READ 

381. The New York Times 
Book of Wine. Terry Robards 
Hardcover: $14.95 QPB: $5.95 

462. Mathematical Magic Show and 
Mathematical Circus. (2 Vols.) 
Martin Gardner 
Hardcover: $18.90 QPB: $7.90 

464. Whitney's Star Finder 
A Field Guide to the Heavens 
(Third Edition) QPB: $7.95 

480. The Collected Stories of 
Eudora Welty 
Hardcover: $17.50 QPB Ed: $8.95 

474. The Big Book of Jewish 
Humor. Edited by William Novak 
and Moshe Waldoks 
Hardcover: $24.95 QPB: $9.50 

485. The Book of Laughter and 
Forgetting. Milan Kundera 
Hardcover: $9.95 QPB: $4.95 

397. The Unabridged Mark Twain, 
Vol. 1. Edited by Lawrence Teacher 
QPB: $8.95 

114. The Unabridged Mark Twain, 
Vol. II, Edited by Lawrence Teacher 
QPB: $8.95 

142. The Physicians’ and 
Pharmacists’ Guide to Your 
Medicines. The United States 
Pharmacopeial Convention 
Hardcover: $20 QPB: $7.95 

149. Peter the Great 
His Life and World. Robert K. Massie 
Hardcover: $19.95 QPB: $7.95 

372. The Second Complete 
Home Decorating Catalogue 
José Wilson and Arthur Leaman 
Hardcover: $18.95 QPB: $8.95 

100. The Almanac of American 
Letters. Randy F. Nelson 
Hardcover: $16.95 QPB: $7.95 

327. Riddley Walker. Russell Hoban 
Hardcover: $12.95 QPB Ed: $6.95 

429. July's reopie. Nadine Gordimer 
Hardcover: $10 

126. The Arbor House Treasury of 
Modern Science Fiction 
Compiled by Robert Silverberg and 
Martin H. Greenberg 
Hardcover: $19.95 QPB: $7.95 

5 QPB Ed: $5.95 

Let’s eherainens 

459. The Next Whole Earth 
Catalog: Access to Tools. (Second 
Edition) Edited by Stewart Brand 
QPB: $12.80 

195. Calligraphic Styles 
Tom Gourdie, MBE. QPB: $5.95 

198. The Essential Darkroom Book 
Tom Grill and Mark Scanlon 
Hardcover: $17.95 QPB Ed: $10.50 

er for 6 months. 
Club, Inc., Middletown, Pa. 17057. Quality 

Please enroll me in QPB and send the 3 choices I've listed below. Bill 
me $3, plus shipping and handling understand thatl amnot 
required to buy another book. You will send me QPB Review (if my 
account is in good standing) for 6 months. If] have not bought and 
paid for at least 1 book in every six-month period, you may cancel my 
membership. A shipping and handling charge is added to each 
shipment. QB 188-1 

Indicate by number the pore pocerenton I a | a | 
Name 2-16 

(Please print clearly) 

Address Apt. 

Oy ee 

How membership works. Points. For each book or set you 
1. You receive QPB Review 15 take (except the first 3 youget for 
times each year (about every 34 $1 each), you earn Bonus Points 
weeks). Each issue reviewsanew _ whichentitle youtochooseanyof 
Main Selection, plus scores of re mea eo 
Alternates. All Main Selections shipping and handling charges. 
with established publisher's 4. Return privilege. If QPB 
prices are offered at at least 20%  Reviewis delayed and you re- 
discount off that price. ceive the Main Selection 
2. If you want the Main Selec- _ without having had 10 days to 
tion do nothing. It will be notify us, you may return it for 
shipped to you automatically. If credit at our expense. 
you wantone or more Alternate 5. Cancellations. You may 
books—or no book at all—indi- cancel membership at any time 
cate your decision on the reply by notifying QPB. We may can- 
form always enclosed and return _cel your membership if you elect 
it by the date specified. not to buy and pay for atleastone 
3. Bonus books for Bonus book in every six-month 

Prices generally higher in Canada 

284. The Last Laugh. S. |. Perelman 
Hardcover: $12.95 QPB Ed: $6.95 

399. The Complete Directory to 
Prime Time Network TV Shows 
1946-Present (Revised) 
Tim Brooks and Earle Marsh 
Hardcover: $25 QPB: $10.95 
386. Rapid Viz: A New Method for 
the Rapid Visualization of Ideas 
Kurt Hanks and Larry Belliston 
QPB: $6.50 

389. Sex in History. Reay Tannahill 
Hardcover: $17.95 QPB: $7.95 

Join now. Pick any 
3 books or sets for 
$leach-with no 
obligation to buy 
another book. 
234. Five Economic Challenges 
Robert L. Heilbroner and 
Lester C. Thurow 
Hardcover: $10 QPB Ed: $5.50 

257. The Comet Is Coming! 
The Feverish Legacy of Mr. 
Nigel Calder 
Hardcover: $12.95 QPB Ed: $7.50 
191. A Treasury of Modern Fantasy 
Edited by Terry Carr and Martin Harry 
Greenberg. QPB: $7.15 

116. Information Please Almanac 
Atlas and Yearbook 1982 
Hardeover: $9.95 QPB: $4.95 

580. World's Sprin 
Edited by Vladimir Gakov 
Hardcover: $12.95 QPB Ed: $6.95 

629. The Complete Poems of 
Marianne Moore 
Hardcover: $15.95 QPB Ed: $7.95 

alley. 

The first 
book club 
for smart 
people 
who 
aren't rich. 

QPB 



Letters 

Man of the Year 
To the Editors: 

If we can produce Christlike figures 
such as Lech Walesa [Jan. 4] and his 
brave countrymen, then 1981 was not a 
bad year for humanity. 

Eugenia Pawlik Zeitlin 
Woodland Hills, Calif. 

The suffering! The sorrow! The face of 
Lech Walesa is the face of Poland. 

Thomas C. Moran 
Longboat Key, Fla. 

oak imal Nes /\ rr 
Spey tes : 

I applaud your choice of Lech Walesa. 
Like past selections for Man of the Year, 
Walesa is a natural leader. But the award 
should not go to Walesa alone. It belongs 
to all the Poles who, through their dedica- 
tion to freedom and their bravery and de- 
fiance in the face of overwhelming mili- 
tary might, taught the world a lesson in 
human dignity. 

Toby Moffett 
Representative, Sixth District, Connecticut 

Washington, D.C. 

The very things the Poles are striking 
for today—freedom to govern themselves, 
economic stability, sufficient food and 
fuel to survive—are strikingly similar to 
what Lenin sought when he created the 
structure that is now choking Poland. The 
circle is complete. 

Patricia Bradley 
Miami 

As President Reagan stated in his In- 
augural Address, “Those who say we're in 
a time when there are no heroes—they 
just don’t know where to look.” There is 
no problem finding one in Lech Walesa. 

Steve Barnhoorn 
Honeoye, N.Y. 

Lech Walesa and other nameless 
union officials and workers deserve our 
admiration. But let us not be sanctimo- 
nious about the events in Poland. The 
US. press and the Administration would 
have us believe that there is something 

new about a superpower cracking down 
on one of its pawns. What about Chile in 
1973, the Dominican Republic in 1965 
and—though the effort was unsuccess- 
ful—Cuba in 1961? 

Thomas A. Gentile 
Chevy Chase, Md. 

Lech Walesa is a poor choice for your 
Man of the Year. He is not an anti-Com- 
munist. He is only protesting against mis- 
management and mistreatment by over- 

| lords—but not because they are Com- 
munist overlords. 

Carl Swanson 
Tomah, Wis. 

Your choice of Lech Walesa for Man 
of the Year is good, but not best. Anwar 
Sadat taught the world what Christ meant 
by forgive and forget. He overlooked his- 
torical grudges for the cause of peace. 

Victoria Finley 
Phoenix 

I try to equate Walesa’s contribution 
to his country with Bobby Sands’ death 
for the cause of a united Irish republic. 
Sands would have been my choice. 

Julia M. Bernstein 
Elizabeth, N.J. 

In Poland a gigantic trade union has 
called strike after strike, causing much of 
the country’s industry to halt, food sup- 
plies to dwindle and transportation to be- 
come sporadic. If U.S. labor unions joined 
forces and called a national strike so that 
food vanished from the stores and oil sup- 
plies stopped, what would President Rea- 
gan do? He would bring in the Army and 
call a state of emergency. 

B. Rosalyn Moran 
Redondo Beach, Calif. 

The Third World remains mute on 
Poland. The Catholic Church sidesteps 
the repression and detention with vague 
symbolic rhetoric. Europe dares not speak 
for fear of offending the Soviets. Napo- 
leon was correct when he declared that 
morality belongs to the country with the 
largest artillery. 

Frederick M. Burkle Jr., M.D. 
Kula, Hawaii 

Communism’s Troubles 
Strobe Talbott’s essay on the failure of 

Communism [Jan. 4] is prizewinning ma- 
terial. He captured the contradictions, 
false assumptions and lust for power that 
underlie this vast totalitarian system. 
However, the essay failed to pay sufficient 
attention to one striking aspect of the di- 
lemma presented by Soviet power: it is the 
support of the Western world that has 
made the U.S.S.R. so indomitable. With 
our shipments of food and technology we 
have not only sustained the sinking ship, 
we have armed it as well. 

Steven Oppenheimer 
Yonkers, N_Y. 

| are expensive, they are seldom used to” 

J 
Congratulations on an excellent arti- 

cle lucidly describing the powers and 
weaknesses of Communism. Mr. Reagan 
should study it thoroughly. He may then 
understand that discontent in a populace 
ruled by a dictator, no matter how benev- 
olent, is fertile ground for the growth of a 
Communist Party. The right-wing dicta- 
torships of Latin America, which Reagan 
supports, are a mockery to capitalism. 

Felipe Lebron 
Baltimore 

If we accept the theory that the ills ofa 
society are found in its political and eco- 
nomic institutions, then we must concede 
that the use of force, an anemic economy 
and widespread alcoholism are indict- 
ments of the Soviet system of repression 
and command economics. By the same 
measure, our own anomie, represented by 
industrial decline, drugs and divorce, is 
symptomatic of the American society's 
weaknesses brought about by unrestrained 
freedom and excessive self-interest. 

Tyler Carpenter 
Boston 

Strobe Talbott’s commentary is a su- 
perb assessment of the legacy of Karl 
Marx. I am not blind to the shortcomings 
of our political and economic system. 
Nevertheless, misuse of power and posi- 
tion, however gross, is hindered in the 
US. by internal controls and (sometimes 
excessive) scrutiny by a free press. Even if 
some abusers go unseen and unchecked, 
their terms are limited by law. 

Gary Sternick 
Philadelphia 

Fair Wage 

Motion Picture Association of Ameri- 
ca President Jack Valenti’s letter [Jan. 4] 
must be answered. No one in this country 
is better compensated than the actors and 
writers in Hollywood, and no one in any 
other profession gets paid over and over 
for the same job. But just how many times 
should Marlon Brando receive a million 
dollars for a week’s work? Once is 
enough. 

Robert H. Downing 
Panama City Beach, Fla. 

The large majority of video-recorder 
owners utilize their machines for delayed 
viewing of TV programs. Since the tapes 

store programs. The usual practice is to 
erase and reuse the tapes. It is difficult to 
understand how watching Tuesday’s TV 
program on Wednesday or Thursday de- 
prives any artist of his just income. 

Arthur B. Nehman 
Osprey, Fla. 

Embattled ERA 

What a display of twisted legal logic 
by Federal Judge Marion Callister [Jan. 
4}: on the one hand he rules “that states 
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Icy, creamy, easy. 
Mmmm! Banana Colada 

Serve garnished with a banana 
wedge. 

Oooh! Strawberry Colada 
{ Blend 6 whole fresh or frozen 

strawberries, 1 oz. cream of 
coconut, 14 oz. Bacardi light 
or dark rum and '% cup ice 
cubes. Serve garnished with 
whole berries. 

Ahhh! Pinta Colada 
Blend or shake 2 oz. unsweet- 
ened pineapple juice and 1 oz. 

I cream of coconut (or use 
prepared mix) with 1% oz. 
Bacardi light or dark rum 

a" and '2 cup ice cubes. 
Serve garnished with 

a " a pineapple spear. 

Blend 2 ripe banana, 1 oz. cream Q 
of coconut, 1% oz. Bacardi light j [ | Be Y x 
or dark rum and % cup ice cubes. i 



Stress can rob you of vitamins 
What is stress? 
Severe injury or infection, physical 

overwork, too many martini lunches, 
fad dieting—any condition that places 
an unusual demand upon your y 
constitutes stress and may cause B and 
C vitamin depletion, if the diet is 
inadequate. 

Vitamins the body can’t store. 
Your body absorbs two kinds of 

vitamins from the food you eat: fat- 
soluble and water-soluble. Substantial 
reserves of the fat-soluble vitamins are 
accumulated in body tissues. But this is 
not true of most of the water-soluble 
vitamins, B-complex and C. They 
should be replaced every day. 

When your vitamin needs are in- 
creased by stress, your body may use u 
more B and C vitamins than your usua 
diet can provide. When that stress is pro- 
longed, a vitamin deficiency can develop. 

STRESSTABS' 600 High Potency Stress 
Formula Vitamins can help. 

STRESSTABS® 600 has a single 
purpose: to help you avoid a B-complex 
and C vitamin deficiency. With 600 mg 
of vitamin C, and B-complex vitamins, 
high potency STRESSTABS® 600 can 
help restore your daily supply of 

these important vitamins. 
STRESSTABS® 600 also contains the 

U.S. Recommended Daily Allowance of 
vitamin E. 

A stress formula to meet a woman's 
need for iron. 

STRESSTABS® 600 with Iron 
combines the basic STRESSTABS 
formula with 150% of the Recommended 
Daily Allowance of iron, plus folic acid 
and more Be, to help satisfy the special 
nutritional needs of many young 
women. 

STRESSTABS 600 with Zinc. 
Because zinc requirements have 

also been found to increase during 
various forms of stress, it has recently 
been concluded that there are times 
when your body may need more zinc. 

STRESSTABS' by Lederle. The Stress 
Formula Vitamins preferred by physicians. 

Doctors have relied upon the quality 
of Lederle medicines, vaccines and 
research for over 70 years. 

Today, that same quality goes into 
STRESSTABS® Sosrninenaes by doctors 
more often than any other stress formulas. 

Look for the Lederle mark on every 
STRESSTABS® package. If it doesn't say 
Lederle, its not STRESSTABS® 

Stresstabs 
HIGH 

POTENCY 
STRESS ( 
FoRMuLa @2> 
VITAMINS 

81, Lederle Laboratories 



You are blind. A student 
Facing four years of college. With 
about thirty-two textbooks to 
read. Plus fifty supplemental texts 
How are you going to manage? 

With Recording for the Blind 
Since 1951, we've helped over 
53,000 blind, perceptually and 
physically handicapped students 
get through school. By sending 
them recordings of the books they 
need to read. Free. 

Recording for the Blind is 
non-profit, and supported by 
volunteers and contributions from 
people like you who can jmagine 
whatit's like to be blind 

Your tax-deductibledonation | 
will help our students meet their 
educational goals. We'd all be 
grateful 

If you wantto know more 
aboutus, write 

ae 
Recording 

for the Blind, Inc., 
an educational lifeline 

Station E, 215 East 58th Street, 
New York, New York 10022 

(212) 751-0860 

LIMATE AND 
w. WRONME nT 

Some things never change... 
And we're spending $35 million to make sure they don’t. From 
the Empire elegance of our historic lobby, to the world’s largest 
conference center (38 brand new rooms on our 7th floor), our 

guests’ taste for luxury is quietly indulged. Like the Palmer 
House, it's a tradition too good to change. Call 312-726-7500 

or your Hilton Reservation Service. 

Thank goodness...and the 
é 

Hilmer House 

The buck 
starts here. 

Miexin a start 
is probably the most important step 

toward saving. 
There is a way to take the initial step and know 

youre on the right track toward a regular, scheduled 
savings. Just join the Payroll Savings Plan at work. A 
little is taken out of each paycheck toward the purchase 
of U.S. Savings Bonds. You don’t have to worry about 
making a special effort to put something aside each 
payday. It’s all done for you. Automatically. DS 

a 1 sive ate iling S. TH, lhe bucks start piling up, 2 %, 
the interest grows, and you lake * R. * 

realize you've found one surefire 
way to save. , Stock”%559 

In ‘America. 



Ford Motor Company talks about 
quality, and the people on the 
assembly line make it happen. 

We use special gauges and 
measuring devices to check the 
fender and door fits of every car 
that comes down the assembly 
line to make sure they meet the 
designers’ exact specifications. 

But even more than that, 
quality comes from careful 
attention to detail. 

JOHN JACKSON 
Fender Fitter, 
Wixom, Michigan, 
Assembly Plant 

There's a new spirit at Ford 
Motor Company. And everyone is 
involved— from the man in the 
corner office to the people on the 
assembly line. 

This dedication to quality is 
already paying off. Overall, a 25% 
year-to-year improvement in 
quality, as reported by our new 
car owners. 

At Ford Motor Company, 
Quality is Job 1. 

Ford 
Mercury 
Lincoln 

Ford Trucks 
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Letters 
have the constitutional right to change 
their minds,” while, on the other hand, 
Congress has no constitutional right to its 
decision to extend the original deadline 
for passage of ERA. 

Seija A. Hyténen 
Berkeley, Calif. 

I am a pro-ERA Mormon who has 

between NOW and Judge Callister. The 
outcome of the ERA extension-recision 
cases was determined by the male Mor- | 
mon hierarchy from the day the case | 

showed up in Callister’s courtroom. 
Susan W. Howard 

Santa Barbara, Calif. | 

Having Judge Callister, a member of 
the Mormon Church, rule on the fate of 
the most significant piece of women’s 
rights legislation since the 19th Amend- 
ment 60 years ago is akin to having an ex- 
ecutive of the National Rifle Association 
decide on the constitutionality of gun- | 
control legislation. 

Leslie B. Hardy 
Oklahoma City 

Begin Erupts 
Menachem Begin asks [Jan. 4]: “Are 

we a vassal state; a banana republic; 14- 
year-old boys . . .?” The answer must be 
yes. Years ago the U.S. assumed its “spe- 
cial relationship” with Israel, and we 
have confirmed it with untold amounts of 
economic and military aid and political 
support. We have become hostage to Isra- 
el’s unpredictable actions. 

Dallas M. Coors 
Bethesda, Md. 

Prime Minister Begin certainly has no 
diplomatic finesse. Yet what he told U.S. 
Ambassador Samuel Lewis accurately 
represents what his fellow Israelis feel. Is- 
rael has always made clear that it is in our 
camp but does not want to be bullied in 
the name of friendship. Israel is our only 
enduring ally in the Middle East. Can't 
we respect its judgment as to what securi- 
ty means? After all, we do not have to face 
Syrian-manned Soviet-made tanks. Israe- 
lis do. 

Ron Ménéstrés 
. Raleigh, N.C. 

Ever since Begin became Prime Min- 
ister he has pursued a policy that has pro- 
moted the cause of the Palestinians. His 
myopic actions have earned friends for 
the Palestinians at the expense of the Is- 
raelis. He has alienated many of the tradi- 
tional supporters of his country and, even 
inside Israel, has generated some sympa- 
thy for the Palestinians. 

Sudhangshu B. Karmakar 
Flushing, N.Y. 

Address Letters to TIME, Time & Life Building. 
Rockefeller Center, New York, N.Y. 10020 

| closely followed the legal maneuverings | 

Challenge, 
the essence of competition 

Less than 30 years ago, many people were convinced that man 
could never run amile in less than four minutes. And just25 years 
ago, most track and field fans believed a 16-foot pole vault to be 
beyond the limit of human capacity. 

Indeed, the only people who knew these barriers could be 
broken were the athletes themselves. And so, in 1954, Roger 
Bannister broke through the four-minute mile barrier by nearly 
one second, and his record has been improved upon many times 
since. Then, in 1962, John Uelses vaulted 16 feet, a feat since 
eclipsed by countless others. The record is now 19 feet. 

Whatis it that drives amateur athletes to seemingly superhu- 
man achievements? If any one word can provide an answer, it is 
“challenge’—the annual season of track and field events, in- 
doors and outdoors, at which strength, skill, and concentration 
are put to the test of competition. This competitive crucible has 
given America great pride in the records set by its amateur track 
and field athletes. But, unfortunately, each year the opportunity 
for competition is diminished. The economic squeeze has re- 
duced the number of meets. And the U.S. boycott of the 1980 
Olympic games in Moscow, justified though it may have been, 
deprived American athletes of their most prestigious showcase. 

To counteract this trend, Mobil initiated the USA/Mobil 
Indoor Track and Field Grand Prix. It's an ongoing national track 
and field event which culminates at the USA/Mobil Indoor Track 
and Field Championships, to be held at New York's Madison 
Square Garden, February 26. 

Competition for Grand Prix points began Saturday, January 
16, with the Vitalis/U.S. Olympic Invitational at the Meadowlands 
arena in East Rutherford, New Jersey. It continues, around the 
U.S. and Canada, at15 other meets on this year's North American 
indoor track and field circuit. At all of these competitions, athletes 
can amass Grand Prix points by winning designated events or by 
equaling or breaking established records. The athletes’ score on 
the night of the USA/Mobil Championships will be added to their 
accumulated points to determine the Grand Prix winners. Mobil 
has posted a minimum of $100,000 in prize money, which will be 
paid to the winners’ sponsoring athletic clubs in accordance with 
the rules of amateur track and field. 

We believe corporate support of amateur sports is vital to 
their growth. We also think it's part of the role corporations should 
play inthe community at large, just as corporate sponsorship has 
supported the arts and sciences. Not only does this support help 
maintain the viability of amateur competition, it also serves to 
encourage promising athletes to enter the arena and stay there. 

America’s athletes are a credit to our country. They deserve 
the challenge competition provides. 

Mobil 



The week's worst disaster: rescue helicopter hovering above wreckage of Boeing 737 that crashed into Potomac River 

Nation 

The Numbing of America 
Snow and chilling frosts and death beneath the Potomac’s icy waters 

old, so awfully cold. It seemed as if 
winter’s hard core had descended 
from out of the Arctic all at once, 
freezing not just a town or a city 

here and there, but giving nearly the whole 
US. a case of chilblains. The week began 
with thermometers reading lower than 
they had in decades, a century, ever. Then 
the astonishing chill spread, breaking 
weather records all week long in 75 cities. 

There was at first a certain shivery 
merriment, a sense of shared rigor. “For a 
few hours,” E.B. White once wrote of ex- 
treme cold’s onset, “all life’s dubious 
problems are dropped in favor of the clear 
and congenial task of keeping alive.” But 
as the cold settled in, White’s “clear and 
congenial task” proved too much for some 
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of the frail and the elderly, for luckless 
travelers exposed for too long a time to 
the bite of winter. By week’s end more 
than 230 people had died, victims of hy- 
pothermia (low body temperature), heart 
attacks and a variety of icy disasters. By 
far the most tragic accident was the crash 
in Washington, D.C., of a Florida-bound 
Boeing 737 that plowed across a traffic- 
clogged bridge over the Potomac and 
plunged into the icy river. The death toll: 

78, including three infants. The most 
prominent explanation of the crash cited 

ice that may have glazed the plane’s wings 
and tail, and could have acted as a drag on 
the aircraft as it took off during a snow- 
storm (see following story). 

By sundown Monday, the weather 

12 

SYGMA DAN BEIGEL 

| had achieved folk-epic status, and the 
day was being widely touted as The Cold- 
est of the 20th Century. Statisticians at the 
National Weather Service were unwilling 
to go that far. Yet it was they who con- 
firmed that, indeed, alltime low-tempera- 
ture records were broken in Chicago 
(—26°F) and Augusta, Ga. (1°), among 
other places, while Atlanta (— 5”), Mil- 
waukee (—25°) and Cincinnati (— 14°) 
had not been so cold since the 1800s. Sin- 
gle-day records for the date were set in 
Washington (2°), Philadelphia (1°), St. 
Cloud, Minn. (— 30°), and in nine Florida 
cities, including Miami (33°), Orlando 
(23°) and Tallahassee (14°). The cold in 
Florida froze perhaps 84% of the state’s 
unharvested citrus, and the ripened 



vegetable crop was wiped out entirely. 
Experts groped for images of suitable 

enormity to describe the far-reaching cold 
wave. Meteorologist Robert Case of the 
National Weather Service called it simply 
“a glob, a monster.” In essence, a frigid, 
unusually slow-moving air mass formed 
over Alaska and the Yukon, cooled fur- 
ther, and then was plunged suddenly 
southward through a high-altitude chan- 
nel of powerful winds. Another National 
Weather Service meteorologist, Amet Fi- 

| gueroa, traced the violent cold even far- 
ther afield. Said he: “It has its origins in Si- 
beria, where it’s been lying for the past 
couple of weeks.” The consequences of the 
Arctic cold sweep were global. The same 
air mass refrigerating the U.S. helped set 
records and disrupt life all over Europe 
All of the weathermen agreed that the 
continuing frigidity was extraordinary. 
Said Case: “It was the type of mass out- 
break, in size and severity, that we see once 
every 50 years.” Strong winds made the 
cold even more bitter. In Chicago, the 
wind-chill factor was calculated at —81°. 
Even for weather-jaded Nws Meteorolo- 
gist Roger Bygrave of Sault Ste. Marie, 
Mich., where the temperature bottomed 

out at — 36° (one degree short of an alltime 
record), the conditions were startling. Said 
he: “It was a once-in-a-century setup to be 
so cold and so windy at the same time.” 

And, almost everywhere, it snowed. 
In western Montana, 40-ft. drifts foiled ef- 
forts to reclaim two bodies from a private- 
plane crash. Near South Bend, Ind., 107 
travelers were blizzardbound for a night 
in a state police barracks. Buffalo had a 
snowfall record: 25 in. in 24 hours. In the 
South, snow of any depth is a shock, and 
snow fell in every Southern state, in some 
for three days running; as much as 5 in 
piled up in Georgia 

ome-energy supplies across the coun- 
try were overtaxed. Power lines in Al- 

abama grew icy and brittle and then 
snapped, leaving nearly | million people 
without electricity for up to five days. As 
the weather broke records, so did efforts 
to cope. More natural gas was pumped to 
consumers in a single day than ever be- 
fore in New York City, Baltimore, Wash- 
ington, Louisville, St. Louis and Chicago 

It was not enough to save some of the 
cold-struck. In New York City, John 
BohIman, 90, and his wife Rose, 86, had 
plenty of heating oil in their furnace. But 
the fuel pump broke; the couple, both deaf 
mutes, were unable to signal neighbors for 
help and froze to death. Near Pendleton, 
S.C., Margaret Swaney’s new wood- 
stocked heater malfunctioned and started 
a fire; her three teen-age children were 

| killed. Herbert Ahlstedt, 54, of Level 

The frigid air gushed out of the Arctic, and Chicago was colder than ever before: steam swirls off icy Lake Michigan toward the city 

Plains, Ala., was knocked unconscious by 
falling, ice-heavy tree limbs. Face down 
in the snow, he froze and died 

Not only was it simultaneously colder, 
windier and snowier across a wider swath 
than anyone could remember, but the 
harshness seemed to clamp down and stay 
On Wednesday a new round of snow- 
storms rose in Arizona and New Mexico, 
moved east into Texas and covered the 
Waco area with up to a foot of snow. A 
blizzard struck the Great Plains on Friday 
and the Great Lakes states on Saturday; 
Midwestern temperatures once more fell 
into the —20° to —30° range. Snow fell 
again on the battered Gulf Coast and the 
Eastern seaboard off and on during the 
weekend. By then, each region had en- 
dured the storming in its own way. A sur- 
vey of the hard, white landscape: 

THE WEST WORRIES For the most part, 
the Rocky Mountains and states west 
were spared weather extremes. Califor- 
nians’ concern focused mostly on fore- 
casts of more rain for the state’s northern 
counties. The hillsides around San Fran- 
cisco Bay are still waterlogged from weeks | 
of downpours. Residents feared that dev- 
astating floods and mudflows, which 
killed 37 people just a week earlier, might 
strike again. In Idaho, there was concern 
about the prospect of warm chinook 
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On a snowy Manhattan sidewalk, an elderly woman checks her belongings and a dauntless jogger chooses not to trudge 

winds, which could thaw the state’s flood- 
high but now frozen rivers. Boise, Idaho, 
wedged in a valley, had halfa foot of snow 
and subzero temperatures, but the most 
worrisome weather anomaly was a fetid 
“inversion layer” of smog that blanketed 
the city. Low temperatures and a dearth 
of forest forage, Utah wildlife officials say, 
accounted for the unusual number of deer 
that were seen roaming cold and hungry 
through the streets of Salt Lake City. 

THE BONE-COLD MIDWEST The Plains 
states were frigid, even by local standards 
(—22° in Omaha and Des Moines, — 29” in 
Fargo, North Dakota), but the cold was no 
real surprise. “There are towns in North 
Dakota,” explained one NWS meteor- 
ologist, “that haven't gotten above zero 

since the year began.” 
Minnesotans enjoyed a short respite 

midweek, but raw weather returned on 
Thursday, when St. Cloud’s — 30° seta city 
record for the date, and a steady snowfall 
covered the state. Earlier, in rural south- 
ern Minnesota, Karlie Sazama, 17, spenta 
long night in a car with her boyfriend Rob- 
ert Schaaf, 19. But this was no teen-age 
frolic: the couple was stuck for 16 hours in 
drifting roadside snow. Said Schaaf of 
their survival: “We tore seat covers off the 
front seat and wrapped them around our 
heads and snuggled together.” 

On Michigan's thinly settled Upper 
Peninsula, the storms were ferocious. 
Schools, businesses and most roads were 
shut down, and mail delivery stopped, as 

snowdrifts up to 14 ft. high froze solid. 
Buffeted by 50-m.p.h. winds, giant Mack- 
inac Bridge was closed for only the third 
time in its history. Actually, last week’s 

new snow was hardly noticeable atop the 
3 ft. that had fallen since Dec, 30. With 

temperatures as low as —17°, naturally, 
Hell (pop. 20) was frozen over. 

The historic cold and 30-m.p.h. winds 
left Chicago streets hushed and nearly de- 
serted. The most prominent and telling 
sound was the blare of sirens cutting 
through the frigid city air. Firemen fought 
eight major fires on Sunday night alone. 
One on the city’s West Side, ignited acci- 
dentally by a homeowner who used a 

| blowtorch to defrost his frozen plumbing, 
ultimately destroyed 15 houses. The fire 
department had to cope with frozen hy- 
drants and bursting hoses as well as the 
wind-whipped fires. Retreating from a 
flaming house, one dispirited fireman 
kicked at a useless ice-filled hose. “We lost 
it,” he growled. “We're frozen.” 

In metropolitan Chicago, 16 deaths 
were attributed to the weather. One of the 
hypothermia victims was Bertha Heart, 
80, who had somehow survived two previ- 

Temperatures represent 
the period trom Jan. 10 to Jan. 14 

ous winters without heat in her shabby 
South Side apartment. Peoples Gas had 
shut off her gas service in 1979. Explained 
a company spokesman: “She did not keep 
to her payment arrangements.” Furnace 
repairmen, Illinois Bell Telephone (which 
in one day logged 613,000 calls to its Chi- 
cago weather information number, six 
times more than normal) and travel 
agents, among others, all had as many 
customers as they could handle. Said 
Travel Agent Jason Hess of his booming 
business: “Everybody wants to go to Ja- 
maica or the Bahamas.” 

THE SOUTH IN SHOCK Texas, at least, 
made it through the cold without wide- 
spread calamity. Schools closed for much 
of the week, and haute Houston seemed to 
welcome the rare chance to preen in fur 
coats and fancy down parkas. Some token 
flakes fell on that city, and one delivery 
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boy said excitedly: “I've only seen it once 
before.” There were some real problems: 
power outages were widespread, the Rio 
Grande Valley's tomato and pepper crops 
were nearly wiped out. In E] Paso, where 
the streets iced over, 126 minor car acci- 
dents occurred during one 14-hour period. 
Said a policeman: “It was Demolition 
Derby.” 

The South in general is ill equipped to 
handle severe winter weather. In New Or- 
leans, which had its coldest day in 20 
years, one problem is basements: most 
houses do not have them, and so plumbing 

| is particularly vulnerable to freezing. The 
combination of pipes bursting in the 16° 
weather, and people continuously running 
lap water (a common precaution 
against frozen pipes) left the city with 
critically low water pressure. Twenty- 
three miles upriver from New Or- 
leans, a grain elevator in Destrehan 
(pop. 1,760) burst in the 18° cold, 
spewing out 1.5 million bushels of 
wheat that crushed an adjacent 

| cafeteria. 

ublic life nearly ground to a 
standstill in Mississippi. The 
main reasons: treacherously 
icy roads and power outages. 

| In Alabama, 46 National Guard ar- 
mories served as shelters for the 
thousands whose heaters were use- 
less in the widespread blackout, and 
Guardsmen carted generators to re- 
mote towns. Birmingham residents 
were shocked enough by the —2° 
cold, but then the weather became 
positively weird: multicolored light- 
ning flashed in the night sky. Weath- 
ermen speculated that the colors 
resulted from light-refracting ice 
crystals suspended in the atmo- 
sphere. Alabama Governor Fob 
James proclaimed a state of emer- 
gency and, in a televised address, 
chastened his constituents: “Don’t 
get out unless you absolutely have 
to.” Two young couples in the Bir- 

gether with Douglas, Judy and one- 
year-old Benjamin Jackson, went on a 
joyride in a four-wheel-drive vehicle. Ca- 
reering over the snow-covered country- 
side, the truck plunged into an ice-cov- 
ered pond. The adults drowned immedi- 
ately. The baby crawled from the wreck a 
dozen yards across the ice, fell into the 
water and died. 

gia’s coldest day of the century. But then 
snow and freezing rain began on Tuesday. 
More snow fell on Wednesday. And the 
day after. In Atlanta, which does not have 
asingle municipal snowplow, the first flur- 
ries appeared at the beginning of the after- 
noon rush hour, and immediately prompt- 
ed an even more chaotic commuter 
scramble. Peachtree Street, the city’s main 
thoroughfare, was hopelessly jammed un- 

til midnight with stalled and sliding cars. 
Mused one former Chicagoan: “I feel a lit- 
tle ridiculous being snowbound in 1 in. of 

snow.” Many motorists simply abandoned 
their cars. But Virginia Lichlyter, a 
graduate student at Georgia State Univer- 
sity, persevered. Her six-mile commute 
from school to home took 74 hr. Thou- 
sands of people were marooned overnight 
in office buildings, shopping malls and a 
mortuary. Atlantans rushed to stock up 
on portable heaters, batteries, lanterns 
and candles. “It’s been crazy, totally 
insane,” said Hardware Store Salesman 
James Hoelscher. “We're sold out of just 
about everything.” In fact, the clamor for 
survival equipment was not just hysteria: 
1,000 Atlanta-area homes were without 
heat for twelve hours. 

In the long run, Georgia farmers 

stand to suffer more than city folk. Ac- 
cording to Thomas Irvin, the state’s com- 
missioner of agriculture, cash-crop and 
grazing acreage both incurred “sizable 

| damage.” Said Irvin: “A third of our 

Monday was unquestionably Geor- | 

farmers are already on the borderline of 
bankruptcy. The storms just put another 
nail in the coffin.” 

The threat to Florida’s $3 billion agri- 
culture was even more substantial. Only 
about 20% of the state’s oranges and 
grapefruit had been picked, and as tem- 
peratures began edging toward a hard 
freeze, growers made frantic efforts to 

| save crops. Irrigation pipes in groves cov- 
ered the trees with a fine, warm mist. 
Crews worked day and night to harvest 
citrus crops, helicopters hovered over cel- 
ery and eggplant fields to circulate warm 
air, and the tempering flames of oil-fueled 
smudge pots burned all night long in or- 
ange-growing areas. Still the damage was 

mingham suburbs were heedless. Smudge pots fight the freeze in a Florida orange grove 

Charles Early and Diane Kelley, to- The damage was democratic, hurting everyone. 

severe. Almost all of the state’s orange 
and grapefruit crops may have frozen, 
and the Florida citrus commission or- 
dered a ten-day embargo on exports of 
fresh citrus fruit from the state to prevent 
the sale of spoiled produce. By the end of | 
the week, the wholesale price of orange 
juice concentrate had risen by 12%, and 
Florida’s juicing plants were operating 
around the clock to process the un- 
planned harvest of frozen fruit. 

Florida produce has endured cooler 
snaps, but the duration of last week’s 
freeze was unprecedented. “The tempera- 
tures were just too low for too long,” said 
Tomato Farmer Luis Rodriquez, who esti- 
mated his own loss at $1.7 million. Joe 

rostetecixton Knight of the Florida farm bureau 
called it “a very democratic freeze,” 
explaining that “it hit everywhere 
and just about everything.” Yet only 
one human succumbed to the Florida 
chill. John Thomas Williams of 
northern Cantonment (pop. 3,241) 
had been toasting his 5ist birthday 
with friends until he wandered off for 
some air. He passed out in a ditch 
three miles from home and died the 
next day. 

IN THE NORTHEAST, THE CITIES 
SUFFER In Philadelphia and New 
York City the snow was heavy (8 in. 
and 9 in., respectively) and the cold 
unreasonable. The downtrodden and 
the elderly suffered most of the real 
pain. In Philadelphia, municipal 
workers cruised the cold streets in 
vans searching for endangered va- 
grants. About 25 were picked up and 

houses. The roundup missed one 
man, a “street person” who was 
found frozen to death after daybreak 
in a vacant lot downtown. The city 
also distributed about 250,000 gal. of 
heating oil to 5,000 needy house- 
holds. New York, lacking fuel to give 
away, offered 200 heated apartments 
instead, for $10 a month. 

More than 7,000 New Yorkers 
daily called a city hot line with com- 
plaints about heat and hot water, and 

250 inspectors responded, monitoring 
room temperatures and citing landlords 
for illegally cold apartments. Denise Gos- 
sin, 27, who lives with her two children, 
ages six months and two years, said that 
the inspectors took a 35° reading inside 
her two-bedroom apartment in Spanish 
Harlem. “If I didn’t have the oven on,” 
she said, “the whole house would be freez- 
ing. We sleep in the kitchen with sweaters 
on and just pray for warm weather.” The 
city dispatched survival bundles, each in- 
cluding a blanket, gloves, heating pad and 
cocoa, to any older person who asked for 
one. 

The cold permitted one extravagant 
demonstration of Christian faith. A 

| Greek Orthodox ritual, performed the 
week after Epiphany, requires devotees to 
retrieve a cross that has been tossed into 
the sea: last week in the frigid Atlantic 
Ocean off New York’s Long Island, the 

given shelter and breakfast in fire- | 
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} ee ie Nation — 
successful retriever was a teen-age boy. 

New Englanders would feel cheated if 
a winter passed without deep snow and a 
stern, bitter chill. Accordingly, the re- 
gion’s residents largely professed indiffer- 
ence to the ubiquitous cold. Yes, it was 
—23° in Chester, Mass. Yes, the record 
cold in Worcester (— 8°) broke a local tele- 
vision station’s transmitter and knocked 
out broadcasting for a day. And, yes, the 
freezing temperatures in Boston caused 
subway rails to crack. But stoicism hardly 
faltered. Said NWS Meteorologist John 
Pollock of Concord, N.H. (where it was 
— 10°): “This is just beautiful New Eng- 
land weather.” 

Less hearty was Linda Landry, 21, a 
student at Boston’s Northeastern Univer- 
sity. Said she of life in an unheated apart- 
ment: “Before I went to bed I put on sweat 
pants, long johns, four sweaters and three 
pairs of socks. On top of that I had blan- 
kets and a quilt. I still woke up and was so 
cold I cried.” In New Hampshire, where 
nearly a foot of snow fell in two days, the 
storms’ dangers were taken seriously: fire- 
men in Nashua (pop. 67,865) urged that 
the town’s schoolchildren be conscripted 
for a day to shovel out buried hydrants. 

Weather forecasters were not hopeful 

America. A new blast of supercooled Arc- 

The roar, an eerie silence, then panic—and heroism 

lurries of thick, wet snow swirled 
through the streets of Washington last 

Wednesday, clogging traffic and slowing 
down pedestrians to a labored trudge. As 
the snow piled up, Government offices 
and private businesses closed early and 
sent their workers home. By mid-after- 
noon, traffic on the bridges over the Poto- 
mac River that link the capital with its 
Virginia suburbs had already slowed to a 
crawl. Meanwhile, Washington National 
Airport had just reopened after having 
been shut down by the snowfall for two 
hours. At 3:59 p.m., Air Florida’s Flight 
90 to Tampa, a Boeing 737 with 74 pas- 
sengers aboard, began rolling down the 
airport's main runway for takeoff. 

Lloyd Creger, an administrative assis- 

ing along the northbound span of the 14th 
tant in the Justice Department, was inch- | 

Street Bridge in his Chevrolet station 
wagon when he heard the roar of Flight 
90's engines. He thought nothing of it; 
hundreds of planes every day take off 
from National and head out over the 
bridge. But this time was different. Creger 
watched in horror as the blue-and-green 
jetliner suddenly appeared out of the gray 
mist. The plane slammed into the crowd- 
ed bridge, smashed five cars and a truck 
and then skidded into the frozen river. “It 
was falling from the sky, coming right at 
me,” recalls Creger. “It hit the bridge and 
just kept on going like a rock into the wa- 
ter.” He remembers that the plane’s nose 
was tilted up when its tail crashed into the 
bridge, as if the pilot “was trying like hell 
to get that jet up.” 

| then pandemonium. Commuters watched 
For a moment, there was silence, and | 

about a quick end to the numbing of | 

tic air was expected to rush deep into the 
country early this week, once again send- 
ing temperatures toward zero and below 
in the Midwest, the South and the East. 
That might not be the last. “When it stays 
very cold,” said NWS Meteorologist Nolan 
Duke, “it’s kind of setting up a situation 
where anything else that comes your way 
is going to be even colder.” His colleague 

| Larry Wilson added a disquieting caveat. 
he warned, “can 

For most of the US., 

“These situations,” 
last for a month.” 

| where even a brief thaw was still a 
| dream, one week had seemed more than 
enough. — By Kurt Andersen. Reported by 

Ken Banta/Chicago, with other U.S. bureaus 

Policeman waves away spectators from the dasbeciian, including cheared-off car, caused by jetliner as it hit the 14th Street Bridge 

“We’re Not Going to Make It” helplessly as the plane quickly sank be- 
neath the ice floes; only its tail remained 
visible. A few passengers bobbed to the 
surface; some clung numbly to pieces of 

debris while others screamed desperately 
for help. Scattered across the ice were 
pieces of green upholstery, twisted chunks 
of metal, luggage, a tennis racquet, a 
child’s shoe. On the bridge, a red flatbed 
truck with a 20-ft. crane was knocked on 
its side; the arm of the crane swung over 

| the water. Two of the cars were flattened 
| like tin cans; a brown Ford held the body 
| ofa man who had been decapitated when 
the roof was sheared off by the plane 

Within minutes, sirens began to wail 
as fire trucks, ambulances and police cars 
rushed to the scene. A U.S. Park Police he- 
licopter hovered overhead to pluck survi- 
vors Out of the water. Six were clinging to 
the plane's tail. Dangling a life preserver 
ring to them, the chopper began ferrying 
them toshore. One woman had injured her 
right arm, so Pilot Don Usher lowered the 
copter until its skids touched the water; his 
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As rescue workers set off in a rubber dinghy to search for survivors in the Potomac, a helicopter flies over the body of a victim (foreground) 

partner, Eugene Windsor, scooped her up 
in his arms. Then Priscilla Tirado, 23, 
grabbed the preserver, but as she was be- 
ing helped out of the icy river by Fellow 
Passenger Joseph Stiley, she lost her grip. 
Lenny Skutnik, a clerk for the Congressio- 
nal Budget Office who was watching from 
the shore, plunged into the water and 
dragged her to land. But the most notable 
act of heroism was performed by one of the 
passengers, a balding man in his early 50s. 
Each time the ring was lowered, he 
grabbed it and passed it along to a com- 
rade; when the helicopter finally returned 
to pick him up, he had disappeared be- 
neath the ice (See ESSAY). 

eanwhile, rescue workers feverishly 
tossed out ropes and ladders over the 

frozen river and launched rubber din- 
ghies, but their efforts were hampered by 
floating chunks of ice. As dusk fell, search- 
lights were switched on, but by 5:30, offi- 
cials realized the quest was in vain. Divers 

sent down to inspect the fuselage had dis- 
covered that nearly all of the passengers 

were still strapped in their seats. The toll 

78 dead, including four motorists. Only 
five aboard Flight 90—four passengers 
and a stewardess—survived the first ma- 
jor US. airline crash in 26 months 

Even as the search for survivors end- 
ed, a team of 70 experts from the National 
Transportation Safety Board began piec- 
ing together the reasons for the disaster 
One possible cause: ice on the wings and 
tail, which acts as a drag on the plane 
That afternoon, the 737 had _ been 
swabbed twice with glycol, an anti-icing 
chemical, but more than 20 minutes had 
elapsed between the second coat and take- 
off. The plane’s engines may also have 

sucked up slush from the runway, thereby 
diminishing their power during the crit- 
cal climb. Survivor Stiley is a pilot, and he 
recalls that “the plane was just too heavy 
as it was going down the runway.” He re- 
members turning to his secretary in the 
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next seat—she also survived the crash— 
and saying, “We're not going to make it.” 
Investigators are mystified as to why the 
plane's landing gear was still down when | 
the jetliner hit the bridge; usually the 
wheels are brought up immediately after 
takeoff. Says one aviation expert: “Flight 
90 appears to have been barely airborne, 
and may have been staggering along at 
maximum power trying to get altitude.” 

Divers plunged into the icy Potomac 
to retrieve the “black boxes”—the flight 
data and cockpit voice recorders—that 
were in the tail of the plane. The divers 
were also examining the wreckage to see 
how the rest of the plane, and the bodies 
trapped inside, should be recovered. 
Meanwhile, National Airport, which 
was closed again immediately after the 
crash, opened the next day. Every few 
minutes, a departing plane roared over 
the icy waters that held the wreckage of 
Flight 90. —By James Kelly. Reported by 
Maureen Dowd and Jerry Hannifin/Washington | 
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SEE 

WHO'S WHO IN BUSINESS. 
Anybody who's anybody in business will tell you the best way to find out who's where, 
and what's what, is to check the Bell System Yellow Pages. And they should know. 

On the average they consult it at least once every business day, making it the #1 business source.* 
And now in many metropolitan areas there’s another popular source that's prestigious to be found in 

the new Business to Business Bell System Yellow Pages. It’s made up 
exclusively of businesses other businesses need, and has an easy-to-use index 

Let your fingers do the walking. 

Bell 
» System 
/ Yellow 
od ges *Burke Market Research Survey of 5000 businesses, April, 1980 



Program for a 
New Federalism 
A package of cuts and taxes 

| to stem all that red ink 

T= buildup to Ronald Reagan’s State 
of the Union address has been a kind 

of will-he or won’t-he suspense serial that 
has been running for almost two months. 
But when he steps before a joint session of 
Congress and the TV cameras next week, 
the President will finally provide the an- 
swer: yes, he will ask for higher taxes, per- 
haps $40 billion to $60 billion over the 
next two fiscal years. If enacted—a very 
large if—they could extract more money 
from everyone who buys a beer or a pack 
of cigarettes or drives a car, possibly also 
from people who have sizable medical ex- 
penses or run up charge-account bills. 

The payoff for this pain: a forecast 
that budget deficits will drop from around 
$100 billion this fiscal year to a range of 
$60 billion to $80 billion in fiscal 1983, 
and $40 billion to $60 billion by 1984. 
Earlier projections of a 1983 deficit of 
more than $150 billion had frightened not 
only Washington but Wall Street and the 
nation as well. 

There will, of course, be much more to 
| the speech than that. Reagan will stress 
one way to advance the “new federalism”: 
turning over to the states a portion of the 
revenues from increased federal taxes to 
help them carry on programs for which 
Washington has reduced funding. The 
President will also propose further deep 
slashes in federal social spending, totaling 
about $31 billion, most of which are al- 
ready known. 

economic program, contending that the 
second-stage income tax cut of 10%, 
which takes effect July 1, will fuel a strong 
recovery from the current recession. Dur- 
ing that recovery, he will doubtless pre- 
dict, inflation and interest rates will con- 
tinue to decline and unemployment will 
markedly turn down too. 

The President gave a preview of his 
argument last week in a speech to civic 

| and business leaders in New York City 
“Yes, we are in a recession,” Reagan said 
“Our Administration is cleanup crew for 
those who went on a nonstop [spending] 
binge and left the tab for us to pick up.” 

Presidential Aide Michael Deaver be- 
gan collecting ideas for the State of the 
Union speech in November, and the Pres- 
ident took a preliminary draft to Califor- 
nia on his end-of-year vacation. Reagan 
and his aides have been extensively re- 
writing ever since. As of last week, the 
draft contained blank spaces for new bud- 
get figures and proposals. Nonetheless, 
Reagan took 33 min. to deliver it in a pre- 
liminary run-through and told advisers: 

| “I want to sweat it down some more.” He 
is aiming at 25 to 28 min. Thus the speech 
will probably contain only bottom-line 
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Reagan will expectably defend his | 

With an “I Love New York” scarf in Manhattan 

An end to the will-he or won 't-he suspense 

| numbers and broad outlines for many 
proposals. 

he toughest problem that the White 
House faced in shaping the speech 

was to produce a forecast of dwindling 
deficits and a believable strategy for 
bringing them down. For months, the 
President's economic advisers have been 
locked in a dispute over those subjects 
that was a mixture of charade and reality. 
It did no harm to publicize predictions of 
a raging tide of red ink if nothing were 
done about spending and taxes. “We’re 
dealing with perceptions here,” explained 
one White House aide, “and the percep- 
tion is that Reagan is bringing the deficit 
down after it was in danger of being wild- 
ly out of control.” Nor did it hurt to have 

Jobless workers line up for unemployment checks in Dearborn, Mich. 

leak after leak portray the President as 
stubbornly resisting the tax increases be- 
ing urged by his advisers. 

At the same time, the fear in the 
White House of spiraling deficits was 
quite real, and the agonizing over tax in- 
creases entirely genuine. In fact, TIME has 
learned that Paul Craig Roberts, the most 
hard-line opponent of tax boosts in the 
Administration, will resign this week as 

| an Assistant Treasury Secretary to be- 
come a professor of economics at George- 
town University. Roberts thinks that the 
President’s program has been subverted 
by advisers who do not really believe in 
supply-side economics. 

Reagan has ruled out any delay or re- 
duction in the income tax cuts he won 
from Congress last year, since they are the 
heart of the supply-side program. Instead, 
the Administration will propose what one 
aide calls “consumption taxes that do not 
do violence to supply-side theory.” 

The most likely proposal is a doubling 
of federal excise taxes on alcohol and cig- 
arettes, which currently are $1.66 on a 
.75-liter bottle of whisky and 8¢ on a pack 
of smokes, and a boost in the 4¢-per-gal 
federal tax on gasoline, perhaps to 9¢ 
Doubling the 2% federal tax on interstate 
telephone calls might be included as well. 
A portion of the added revenue, estimated 
at $9.2 billion, would be turned over to the 
states, but the size of their share is still 
uncertain 

The Administration is also consider- 
ing a lid of $120 a month on the tax-de- 
ductible health-insurance premiums that 
an employer can pay for each worker, and 
perhaps letting individual taxpayers de- 
duct only medical expenses that exceed 
10% of annual income, vs. 3% now. That 
proposal is politically explosive, since it 
would raise the tax bills of people who are 
hard-pressed by illness. The rationale: 
medical inflation is being fanned because 
the underwriting of bills by private insur- 
ers or the Government gives neither hos- 
pitals, doctors nor patients any incentive 
to hold down costs. Another possible pro- 
posal: eliminating the deductions that 
taxpayers can claim for interest paid on 
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clothes, furniture or just about anything 
bought on credit (interest paid on home 
mortgages and auto loans would remain 
deductible). 

In addition, Reagan will resubmit the 
$22 billion, three-year package of loop- 
hole-closing measures that he first pro- 
posed in September. Among its provisions 
were ending some tax credits granted to 
businesses that conserve energy and re- 
quiring faster payment of taxes on profits 
earned by defense contractors. The Presi- 
dent definitely will not propose a wind- 
fall-profits tax on natural gas producers, 
but aides hint broadly that he will not 
fight a move by Congress to tack the tax 
onto a repeal of the remaining price con- 
trols on natural gas. Such a tax might 
bring in $10 billion to $20 billion a year. 

As to spending, Reagan will probably 
propose severe reductions in job-training 
programs and federal aid to public 
schools, along with additional! slashes in 
food stamps, Medicare and Medicaid. 
Construction of subsidized housing would 
be all but abolished; Reagan will recom- 
mend starting only 10,000 units in fiscal 
1983, vs. 153,000 this fiscal year. 

utlining the program is one thing; 
selling it is something very different. 

Though the President won every impor- 
tant legislative battle in 1981, one senior 
adviser concedes that “we are going to 
lose some” this year. Congress may well 
balk at further sharp cuts in social spend- 
ing unless Reagan agrees to significant re- 
ductions in defense-spending plans as 

| well. And no legislator will be eager to 
| vote for higher taxes in an election year. 

The severity of the recession is greatly 
compounding Reagan’s problems. Some 
Administration economists now expect 
the unemployment rate to peak at 9.5% in 
March or April; that would be a post- 
World War II record. Many other econo- 
mists fear that the figure could reach 10%. 
If it does, and if unemployment stays 
high, the President’s figures would be 
skewed. Every percentage point of unem- 
ployment adds $20 billion to the deficit in 
transfer payments (like jobless compensa- 
tion) and revenue loss. One little noticed 
fact: although the number of jobless 
jumped to nearly 9.5 million in December 
from 7.8 million a year earlier, the num- 
ber receiving unemployment compensa- 
tion actually fell, to just under 4 million, 
from 4.2 million. One reason is that last 
year’s budget cuts tightened the rules con- 
cerning who could qualify. 

If the Administration is right in con- 
tending that the jobless rate will start fall- 
ing in the spring, toward a year-end total 
of around 7.5%, Reagan may escape se- 
vere political damage. But if the rate rises 
into double digits by summer, the Presi- 
dent’s program will come under severe 
attack during a congressional session 
certain to be dominated by jockeying 
for partisan advantage in the November 
elections. —By George J. Church. Reported by 
David Beckwith and Douglas Brew/Washington 
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Memories on an Anniversary 
| eeprom stem Sesack si gird director and star in the first act of one of 

the most extraordinary political dramas this nation has seen. At noon on 
Wednesday, Jan. 20, with no special fanfare planned, the President completes a 
year in office, only one-fourth of his allotted term. The impact on Reagan of this 
first year is subtle, hard to detect by even those close to him. He tells more jokes 
than he used to, perhaps as a diversion from grim dilemmas and grimmer deci- 
sions. His infrequent secret moments may have lower depths than before. 

In appearance, he looks untouched by cares. His hair is still untinted, swears 
Barber Milton Pitts. Aides believe that a daily gymnasium routine as a substitute 
for ranch work has actually distributed his 183 Ibs. a little better than when he 
relied solely on riding and chopping brush for his exercise. 

Only tiny chest scars remain from his gunshot wound. The 11 Ibs. he lost 
while recuperating from the assassination attempt have been regained, and then 
some. “No Mexican lunch today,” he declared with resignation recently, survey- 
the the White Homesean. “T gained five pounds over Christmas.” 

Reagan’s most enjoyable moment last year may have been on the Fourth of 
July. Standing with friends on the Truman Balcony, he watched fireworks burst 

»» over the Washington Monument and Lincoln 
Memorial. “He was ecstatic,” claims one pal. 
Says another: “He is a ceremony freak.” 

The back lawn of the White House blos- 
soming in spring could be his favorite White 
House view. The Red Room surely is his (and 
Nancy’s) special one among the public cham- 
bers. She may have had the best time on her 
own at the royal wedding in London. She went 
a little batty over the Queen Mother; a portrait 
of the lovable old lady is in Nancy’s office. 

If pressed to vote for their favorite films, 
the first couple would probably bring up the 
British production Chariots of Fire and the 
Australian movie Breaker Morant before any 
of the Hollywood flicks they were able to see in 

: private screenings at the White House and 
. - Camp David. 

Jar of Reagan's jelly beans The Reagans were hit with hurricane force 
by the shootings of Pope John Paul II and 

Egypt’s President Anwar Sadat, something beyond their imaginations even after 
Ronald Reagan himself was wounded. They were lofted to heights of delight by 
Ella Fitzgerald and Lionel Hampton, two entertainers at the White House who 
took them way back when. 

Reagan is fascinated with twelve tiny bronze saddles, lent to him by Walter 
Annenberg, that are now ensconced in the Oval Office. Both he and Nancy had 
their most pleasurable art experience when they first saw Jamie Wyeth’s moody 
winter painting of the White House done for their Christmas card. 

When offered a pet for the White House, Nancy demurred. “It is wrong for 
me to have a dog in the White House,” she said. “I want my dogs to be able to 
run.” She doted on the novel Spring Moon, Bette Lord's story of a Chinese family 
through several generations, and she read deeply in White House lore. She de- 
clares that she has not yet heard a strange sound or witnessed an odd event she 
could claim was ghostly. 

Now that he has presidential reference points, the President talks less of his 
experiences as Governor of California. His interest in foreign policy has expand- 
ed, his respect for Secretary of State Alexander Haig deepened, his liking for 
Secretary of the Treasury Donald Regan grown. He has developed, too, more 
sympathy for—of all people—Jimmy Carter. 

Reagan is less critical of the United Nations and the Third World than he 
once was. He has concluded that he cannot revive the economy, improve defense 
and influence the world quite as easily and quickly as he thought. He has sampled 
loneliness and found a certain camaraderie with leaders of other nations that he 
had not expected. 

Ronald Reagan still reads the comic strips and he still eats jelly beans, scoop- 
ing a dozen into the palm of his left hand, popping them one by one into his 
mouth with his right hand. Most decisions during his first twelve months in- 
volved one-scoop problems. Ready or not, 1982 may be a two-scoop year. 
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n handling foreign policy, the Reagan 
Administration sometimes seems to 

have a perverse gift for making a well- 
intended gesture in a way that pleases no 
one. A case in point is last week’s decision 
on arms sales to Taiwan. The Adminis- 
tration’s proposed compromise managed 
to offend, simultaneously, both China and 
Taiwan, and to alienate further a large 
constituency of American conservatives 
who fear that the President is abandoning 
their cause. 

John Holdridge, Assistant Secretary 
of State for East Asian and Pacific Af- 
fairs, was in Peking for talks with the 
Chinese government, when the 
State Department announced that 
one of the key issues the Chinese 
wanted to discuss had already been 
resolved, unilaterally. Confronted 
with Taiwan's request to buy a U.S. 
fighter jet more sophisticated than 
its present model, Northrop’s F-SE, 
and China’s countervailing de- 
mand that all U.S. arms sales to 
Taiwan cease, the White House 
tried to split the difference. Taiwan 
could continue to get the F-S5E, 
which it co-produces with North- 
rop, but could not have a successor 
plane, the F-SG, which can carry 
radar-guided missiles. 

The Peking government, which 
insists that Taiwan is an integral 
part of China, was predictably an- 
gry, at least as much at the awk- 
ward timing of the announcement 
as at its substance. Railed the offi- 
cial New China News Agency: 
“This act constitutes an encroach- 
ment on China’s sovereignty and 
interference in her internal affairs. 
It cannot but arouse the indignation 
of the Chinese people.” Chinese 
spokesmen accused the US. of 
smugly relying on Peking’s fear of 
Soviet aggression. Said one official: 
“Some Americans seem to think 
that China is so afraid that it will 
never take the risk of any break in 
the relations with the US. This is a 
very dangerous point of view.” 

The uproar provided China an 

excuse to withhold, at least for the Conservative Critics Helms, above, Viguerie, left, and Phillips 

Anger over Arms to Taiwan 
Protests from Peking, Taipei and true-blue rightists 

By far the angriest response to the de- 
cision came from Reagan’s fellow conser- 
vatives. Republican Senator Charles 
Grassley of Iowa accused Reagan of 
breaking the statutory U.S. defense com- 
mitments guaranteed by the Taiwan Re- 
lations Act of 1979. California Senator S.1. 
Hayakawa charged the President with 
“kowtowing to Peking.’ Said Senator 
John East of North Carolina: “I’m very 
troubled by this Taiwan thing. It’s very 
disconcerting.” Jesse Helms of North 
Carolina, Reagan’s most militant and in- 
fluential critic on the right, suggested that 
aides were prompting Reagan to “imi- 

moment, a key concession Hold- 
ridge had been sent to obtain: Pe- 
king’s denunciation of the Soviet role in 
the military crackdown in Poland. None- 
theless, U.S. diplomats were heartened 
that the Chinese did not carry out their 
earlier threats to downgrade relations 
with the U.S. if it continued to sell arms to 
Taiwan 

The Taipei government accepted 
Reagan's decision as a mild disappoint- 
ment. It chose to emphasize the continu- 
ance of arms sales and hailed Reagan's 
“reaffirmation of concern for the contin- 
ued well-being of the people of the Repub- 
lic of China.” 
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Worries mount that “their” President is now a moderate. 

people” in appointive jobs while loyalists 
of the right are passed over. 

Especially troubling to them is the 
resignation of the New Right’s White 
House contact, Lyn Nofziger, assistant to 
the President for political affairs. Relegat- 
ed to secondary status at the White House 
and limited in influence, despite his long 
association with Reagan, Nofziger will 
become a Washington political consul- 
tant. Said Richard Viguerie, the direct- 
mail financier who is organizing an ad 
hoc conference of rightists to condemn 
Reagan: “Its obvious that the Adminis- 
tration is beginning to move away from 
the kind of views we thought it had.” 

The conservatives are also worried 
that Secretary of State Haig is now in full 
control of diplomacy and is promoting 
aides with close ties to Henry Kissinger at 

, the expense of conservative true be- 
slievers. After William Clark was 
“appointed National Security Advis- | 
zer, Haig chose Career Diplomat 
& Walter Stoessel and former Kissin- 
ger Colleague Lawrence Eagle- 
burger for the No. 2 and No. 3 jobs 
at State. In doing so, he passed over 
a New Right favorite, James L. 
Buckley, Under Secretary for Secu- 
rity Assistance, Science and Tech- 
nology. Buckley, frequently cut out 
of decision making even on his own 
turf, is known to be deeply unhap- 
py, and there is speculation that he 
will soon quit. 

Further frustrating the New 
Right has been the yearlong delay 
in Congress on such “social issues” 
as busing and abortion, while legis- 
lators struggled with taxes and 
economy. Some New Right Sena- 
tors, like Republican Jeremiah 
Denton of Alabama, insist that 
1982 must be “card-calling time” 
on the social issues. 

Reagan's defenders insist that 
the zealots are protesting too much. 
They point out that the F-5E deci- 
sion does not leave the Taiwanese 
defenseless. The President has not 
bent his knee to Moscow and has 
proved his determination to beef up 
U.S. defenses, a favorite far-right 
cause. Hard-line conservatives 
have been appointed to a number of 
key posts, notably James Watt to 
head the Interior Department and 
Fred Iklé and Richard Perle as key 
policy advisers at the Pentagon. In 
domestic policy, Reagan has start- 

tate” the “disastrous foreign policies of | ed to fulfill the most important conserva- 
Carter and Kissinger.” 

The loudest protests of all were from 
New Right fund raisers and lobbyists 
Said Howard Phillips of the Conservative 
Caucus: “Conservatives have absolutely 
no stake in Reagan’s foreign policy. Nei- 
ther does Ronald Reagan, though I’m not 
sure he knows it.” Phillips and other con- 
servatives saw the Taiwan decision as yet 
another disturbing example of how 
“their” President has been taken over by 
the Establishment. They resent the ascen- 

dancy of “moderates” and “George Bush Evan Thomas/Washington 

tive goal of all: shrinking the Federal 
Government. What the New Rightists 
forget, moreover, is that Reagan’s own 
program never coincided entirely with 
their own. And, like all Presidents, he has 
learned that judicious compromise is the 
key to legislative success. Finally, the 
New Rightists face an agonizing dilem- 
ma: If they abandon Reagan, where do 
they go except back into the wilderness of 
Opposition? —By William A. Henry iil. 

Reported by Richard Bernstein/Peking and 
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t was quite a turnabout. First, Ronald 
Reagan reversed a policy established 

by Congress, the courts and three previ- 
ous Administrations, by revoking an In- 
ternal Revenue Service rule barring tax- 
exempt status for racially segregated 
schools. When the inevitable uproar en- 
sued, the President backpedaled by pro- 
posing a law to undo what he had just 
done. Reagan insisted that he was firmly 
opposed to racial bias; his only concern, 
he said, was with a procedural princi- 
ple—the belief that Congress, not the 
IRS, should exercise control over such rul- 
ings. The awkward performance raised 
serious questions about Reagan's haphaz- 
ard policymaking apparatus as well as 
his sensitivity to civil rights. Admitted 

Pirouetting on Civil Rights 
Reagan goes round and round on tax breaks for schools 

| partments. Meese did not submit it to any 
of the Cabinet councils, which are de- 
signed to let Cabinet members and top 
staffers consider the consequences of 
pending proposals, nor did he mention it 
to the only high-level black presidential 
aide, Melvin Bradley of the Office of Poli- 
cy Development. 

The first that Chief of Staff James 
Baker heard of the plan to change the IRS 
rule was in a telephone call from Attorney 
General William French Smith two days 
before the announcement. When Baker 
asked about it at the next staff meeting, 
Meese assured him that he and Fielding 
had considered all the implications. 
Meese described the matter as a narrow 
legalistic change and seemed oblivious to 

Wrong-Way Reagan 

one top adviser ruefully: “We blew it.” 
The issue arose out of the contention 

by some fundamentalist Christian institu- 
tions, including Bob Jones University of 
Greenville, S.C., that the IRS policy of de- 
nying tax exemptions because of racial 
discrimination violated their freedom of 
religion. Their segregationist policies, 
they claimed, were grounded in their in- 
terpretation of the Bible. But that consti- 
tutional argument, which had been reject- 
ed by a federal appeals court, was made 
moot by the Administration’s decision to 
settle the case by revoking a twelve-year- 
old IRS rule against tax exemptions for 
schools that discriminate racially. If al- 
lowed to stand, the new policy would per- 
mit such schools to receive tax-deductible 
contributions and avoid paying income or 
Social Security levies. 

The decision illustrated a startling in- 
eptitude on the part of the President's 
staff. Only Counsellor Edwin Meese and 
Presidential Lawyer Fred Fielding re- 
viewed the proposal, which was recom- 
mended by the Treasury and Justice De- 

the moral and political issues involved. It 
was presented to Reagan as a routine Ad- 
ministration action, and he was never 
even asked to give his formal approval. 

“It is nothing short of criminal,” said 
Benjamin Hooks, executive director of 
the N.A.A.C.P. “It opens the door to every 
racist element in the nation to discrimi- 
nate and to do it with a subsidy from the 
Government.” For civil rights leaders, the 
decision was the culmination of an omi- 
nous series of Administration actions. 
Reagan has urged Congress to amend 
some of the key provisions of the 1965 
Voting Rights Act, which helped enfran- 
chise millions of blacks and elect thou- 
sands of black officials. The Justice De- 
partment has said that it would like to 
finda way to overturn a Supreme Court 
decision allowing companies to set up vol- 
untary affirmative action quotas for mi- 
norities and that it will not pursue busing 
as a method of desegregating schools. 

Black members of the Administration 
(only 18 now holding positions that re- 
quire Senate confirmation) were furious. 
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Said one: “The real question is whether it 
is the intention of this Administration to 
appear antiblack. Ifso, they should just let 
us know.”” Deputy Chief of Staff Michael | 
Deaver, who fumed that he would not al- 
low the President to be perceived as a rac- 
ist, argued that the Administration had to 
defuse the issue by proposing new legisla- 
tion to forbid the practice that had been 
instituted the previous week. Reagan 
agreed. A spokesman said the proposed 
legislation would bar tax breaks for all ra- 
cially biased schools, including Bob Jones 
University. 

Reagan issued a statement explaining 
that he had not intended to support segre- 
gationism. “I am unalterably opposed to 
racial discrimination in any form,” he 
said. His only intention in changing the 
tax regulations, he stressed, was to re- 
move from the IRS the power to determine 
public policy. Said he: “Such agencies, no 
matter how well intentioned, cannot be 
allowed to govern by legislative fiat.” 

he President's explanation seemed a 
trifle disingenuous. Had he simply 

wanted Congress to reaffirm the policy of 
denying tax exemptions to discriminatory 
schools, he could have submitted such leg- 
islation before revoking the rule. Even 
that could have been interpreted as an un- 
necessary reopening of an old controver- 
sy. Congress clearly forbade any Govern- 
ment sanction of, or support for, racial 
bias in the 1964 Civil Rights Act. In 1970 
the IRS applied the policy by withholding 
tax breaks to discriminatory schools, and 
the Supreme Court later ruled that this 
was a correct reading of the law and the 
Constitution. Argues a civil rights advo- 
cate within the Administration: “To at- 
tempt again to get Congress to speak on 
every issue of discrimination is an attempt 
to destroy the progress made so far.” 

Rather than wait for Congress to act, 
civil rights groups will ask the Supreme 
Court to prevent the IRS rule change from 
going into effect. The high court previous- 
ly had agreed to hear an appeal by Bob 
Jones of a lower court decision denying it 
tax exemptions. The Justice Department 
had argued against the university, but is 
now asking the court to drop the case be- 
cause of Reagan's directive. The Lawyers’ 
Committee for Civil Rights Under Law 
also said it would contest the new tax poli- 
cy in federal district court in Washington. 
That court issued a permanent injunction 
in 1971 forbidding tax benefits to dis- 
criminatory schools in Mississippi, and | 
noted that the principle was meant to ap- 
ply to other states as well. 

Reagan’s advisers say he was sur- 
prised by the vehement reaction to the 
change in IRS practice. This may be the 
worst indictment of the Administration. 
It shows an apparent insensitivity to a ba- 
sic American belief: that government 
should do nothing to promote racial 
discrimination. —By Walter Isaacson. 

Reported by Douglas Brew and Jeanne Saddler/ 

Washington 
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Lid on Leaks 
A White House crackdown 

he President opened the Cabinet 
meeting by waving a newspaper 

dominated by speculative stories on his 
1983 budget plans. The leaks must stop, 
he demanded. So once again a crack- 
down was ordered on an affliction that, 
particularly in times of trouble, seems to 
bedevil every Administration: the un- 
ending stream of information from inside 
the Government to the outside world. Al- 
though much of Ronald Reagan's wrath 
was directed at unauthorized speculation 

about his economic plans, the latest at- 
tempt to fasten loose lips was justified, as 
under previous Presidents, on grounds of | 
national security. 

The Administration had cause to be 
concerned about the seepage of national 
security secrets. In recent weeks, the Wall 
Street Journal has disclosed a private 
State Department memo discussing ways 
of putting pressure on the military regime 
in Poland, and the Washington Post has 
reported on a secret Pentagon study indi- 
cating that military costs over the next 
five years may be $750 billion more than 
now projected. Furor about this latter leak 
prompted Deputy Defense Secretary 
Frank Carlucci and some associates to 
volunteer to take lie-detector tests to show 
they were not culpable. Even as the White 
House was considering new ways of deal- 
ing with the problem, word was beginning 
to leak about another sensitive matter: the 
Administration's decision to sell Taiwan 
F-5E fighter jets, rather than the more ad- 
vanced model it had requested 

hus it became one of William Clark’s 
first jobs as National Security Adviser 

to draft statements for himself and the 
President warning Administration mem- 
bers of the consequences of discussing se- 
curity information with reporters. Ac- 
cording to a high White House aide, 
announcement of the guidelines had to be 
rushed because news of their existence 
was beginning to leak. The crux of the 
President’s order: “All contacts with any 
element of the news media in which clas- 
sified National Security Council matters 
or classified intelligence information are 
discussed will require the advance ap- 
proval of a senior official. In the event of 
unauthorized disclosure of such informa- 
tion, Government employees who have 
had access to that information will be 
subject to investigation to include the use 
of all legal methods.” Since the bureau- 
cracy is usually quite free in wielding the 

CLASSIFIED stamp, the rule could conceiv- 
ably be used to restrict most discussions of 
policy 

Clark emphasized that the Adminis- 
tration was not blaming reporters. Said 
he: “The press has been doing its job, col- 

lecting information, better than the Gov- 
ernment has been doing its job, protecting 
national security information.” But the 
new steps reflect an underlying feeling 
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National Security Adviser William Clark 

within the Administration that the un- 
wanted publication of unfavorable news, 
be it on foreign policy difficulties or bud- 
get disputes, is more injurious than the 
problem. When asked in November to re- 
late his biggest disappointment in office, 
the President did not point to rising un- 
employment, burgeoning deficits or vex- 
ing foreign policy issues. His answer: 
“The inability to control the leaks.” And 
he has blamed the press, rather than the 
officials involved, for the controversial 
foreign policy turf battles that have be- 
come public. 

Although Reagan and his top advisers 
have been quite accessible to reporters, 
they have sought to keep close control on 
the disclosure of information by others. 
Chief of Staff James Baker has sent a 
memorandum to Cabinet departments 
formally reminding them that all televi- 
sion appearances and major press inter- 
views must be cleared with the White 
House. Directives were also sent down 
within departments ordering that impor- 
tant contacts with journalists be approved 
in advance by superiors. The new guide- 
lines will isolate journalists from the mid- 
dle-echelon officials who are most knowl- 
edgeable about the details of policy 

The crackdown may stem, at least for 
a while, some disclosures that the Admin- 
istration finds embarrassing or ill timed 
But it is unlikely to plug the major leaks. 

| Officials in the Reagan Administration, 
like those in power before them, use leaks 
to serve their own political and personal 
purposes. Many disclosures spring from 
upper-level officials who feel they can ad- 
vance the Administration’s interest by 

discreetly floating ideas as trial balloons 
or by publicizing policy plans. As the old 
Washington saying goes, the ship of state 
is unique—it leaks from the top a 

Political Notes 
ALL FOR LOVE 
When he married after years in the jet set, 
and she took a fourth husband after lucra- 
tive years on her own, cynics noted that 
starry-eyed New York Governor Hugh 
Carey was also espousing a fortune and 
that his exuberant bride, Evangeline Gou- 
letas, was also wedding a political career. 

Carey, 62, helped restore New York 
City and State to financial health. But his 
personal behavior was sometimes erratic. 
When a dentist started building a house 
that would block the view from Carey’s 
summer home on Shelter Island, the Gov- 
ernor wanted the neighboring property 
seized under the right of eminent domain. 
Engie Gouletas had foibles too. She incor- 
rectly said that her first ex-husband was 
dead and claimed that there were only 

| two exes, not three. On top of all that, 
| American Invsco, a large real estate com- 
pany owned by Engie and her brothers, 

| tumbled into financial disarray. 
Slipping in the polls and facing chal- 

lenges from fellow Democrats, Carey an- 
=| nounced last week that he would com- 

plete his second term this year, then retire 
from elective politics. He pulled out, he 
explained, partly to spare his wife the 
pressures of the campaign. He said he | 
quit, exactly as he wed, all for love 

MY FRIEND BARBARA 

The campaign sounded like a referendum 
on President Reagan’s first year. The Re- 
publican predicted that Reaganomics 
would bring economic recovery; the Dem- 
ocrat denounced “tax cuts for the rich.” 
But the Republican distanced herself from 
Reagan, while the Democrat stressed the 
idea of sending a message. The outcome: a 
59% landslide that sent Democrat Barba- 
ra Kennelly to Congress in a special elec- 
tion last week in Connecticut’s First Dis- 
trict, which embraces Hartford. But the 
vote was probably more a 
reflection of her party’s 2- 
to-1 advantage in registra- 
tion than a plebiscite on 
the President 

Kennelly, 45, Con- 
necticut’s elected secre- 
tary of state, and her 
opponent, Republican 
Antonina P. Uccello, 59, 
had both campaigned the 
last time the House seat 
was vacant, in 1970. Ken- 
nelly stumped for her hus- 
band James J. Kennelly; 
he was defeated by William R. Cotter for 

the Democratic nomination. Uccello, 
then mayor of Hartford, narrowly lost the 
general election to Cotter, who held the 
seat until he died Sept. 8 

Kennelly, daughter of the late Demo- 
cratic national chairman John M. Bailey, 
got help from her father’s friends, includ- 
ing Senator Edward Kennedy; in the 
course of one rally he called her McNelly, 
Connelly, and Kannally before giving up 
and referring to “my friend Barbara.” 
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The Case of the Sleeping Beauty 
An aristocrat goes on trial for attempted murder 

| vorced in 1965, and by the next year, Sun- 
ny was married to Claus. They have a 
daughter, Cosima, 14. 

The new couple led a golden life, dash- 
ing between a residence in London and a 
spacious apartment on Fifth Avenue. 
They became patrons of the arts, donating 

| at least $200,000 to the Metropolitan Mu- 
seum of Art, and invested in Broadway 
plays. One hit: Deathtrap, the long-run- 

t isa case right out of Agatha Christie, a 
high-society saga with all the elements 

of mystery: a beautiful woman in a coma, | 
an aristocratic second husband, suspicious | 
stepchildren and a fabulous fortune. This 
is no storybook yarn but a true-life tale | 
that has scandalized the gentry. The final | 
chapter began to unfold last week in New- 
port, R.L., where jury selection was nearly 
completed in the trial of Claus von Billow, 
55. He is accused of attempting to 
murder his heiress wife Martha with 
injections of insulin, precipitating 
the coma in which she has lan- 
guished for more than a year. She is 
not expected to recover. During the 
quizzing of prospective jurors, the 
trial produced its first titillating rev- 
elation: Von Biilow had been having 
an affair with another woman. 

The accused, a tall, impeccably 
tailored man with ramrod-straight 
posture and austere mien, isa mem- 
ber of the Danish branch of an old 
and distinguished German family. 
Among his ancestors: Conductor 
Hans von Bilow, husband of Franz 
Liszt’s daughter. Sent to England 
during World War II, Von Bilow 
studied law at Cambridge. His rep- 
utation as a bright barrister attract- 
ed Oil Billionaire J. Paul Getty, 
who made him a chief aide. Getty 
called him “an extra right arm” 
and said he had “a rapier-quick 
mind and a penchant for hard 
work.” Von Biilow is said to be a 
man of great wit and charm, but his 
cosmopolitan suaveness and repul- © 
ed right-wing views have not ap- Vee ibileat teeas Goan Gesses nantes 
pealed to all. Says one acquain- Wife “Sunny,” top, and Alexandra Isles 
tance: “He isn't a monocle popper, 
not a Junker type at all. He is softer, more 
Viennese—a real snake.” 

Martha von Biilow, 50, remembered 
as a stunningly beautiful woman, does not 
evoke such strong reactions. The only 
child of Pittsburgh Utilities Magnate 
George Crawford, who left her a fortune 
conservatively estimated now at $30 mil- 
lion, she was early on dubbed “Sunny” for 
her sweet disposition. She did all the 
things that rich girls were supposed to do: 
attending finishing school, making a glit- 
tering debut and junketing to Europe. It 
was on One such trip, to Schloss Mittersill, 
an Austrian resort famed for introducing 
wealthy socialites to impoverished Euro- 
pean nobility, that she met the proverbial 
prince. He was the resort’s tennis pro, 
Alfie von Auersperg, an Austrian with a 
fabulous backhand, a fancy title and a 
sorry bank account. They were married 
and had two children, Princess Annie- 
Laurie, now 23, and Prince Alexander, 
22. But happy-ever-after lasted fewer 

ning suspense comedy about a 
man plotting to kill his wife. 

But much of their life 
revolved around Clarendon 
Court, the ten-acre estate on 
Newport's Millionaires’ Row 
that they acquired in 1970. The 
20-room mansion was some- 
what small by Newport stan- 
dards, and the Von Bilows were not 
birthright members of the “summer colo- 
ny,” but it was not long before they were 
pillars of local society. They entertained 
on a lavish scale. Says one frequent guest: 
“You go to John Doe’s house for an infor- 
mal visit and expect a gin and tonic. At 
Sunny’s house, you got imported cham- 
pagne.” The party celebrating Alexan- 
der’s 21st birthday was especially memo- 
rable. Women in white dresses carrying 
parasols and men in white suits and straw 
boaters played croquet on a manicured 
lawn that stretched to the sea 

It was at Clarendon Court that two 
than eight years. The couple were di- | murder attempts were supposedly made. 

6 

The prosecution alleges that in December 
of 1979 and again in December of 1980, 
Von Biilow gave his wife, who suffered 
from chronic low blood sugar, shots of in- 
sulin, the hormone that helps metabolize 
sugar. Excess insulin would have dropped 
her blood sugar dangerously low. Sunny 
was hospitalized for a few days the first 
time and permanently the second; she is 
now in the Harkness Pavilion at Colum- 
bia-Presbyterian Medical Center in Man- 
hattan. The seed of scandal was planted 
when Sunny’s maid of 23 years, Maria 
Schrallhammer, approached Annie-Lau- 
rie and Alexander with suspicions of foul 
play. The children retained an attorney, 

ue’ and he in turn pressed for the offi- 
cial investigation that resulted in 
Von Bilow’s indictment. Among 
the circumstantial evidence expect- 
ed to be presented at the trial: a 
small black bag containing drugs 
and three hypodermic needles, one 
of them with traces of insulin, that 
was retrieved from Von Bilow’s | 
closet by Alexander and a private 
investigator. 

The prosecution suggests that 
Sunny was planning to divorce Von 
Biilow over his infidelity and that 
he was anxious not to lose her mon- 
ey. Defense lawyers dismiss this as 
a possible motive, though they con- 
cede that the marriage had foun- 

dered and that Von Biillow had 
had an affair, reportedly with 
New York City Socialite Alex- 
andra Isles, a sometime actress 
who appeared in the television 
gothic soap opera Dark Shad- 
ows. They contend that Sunny 
was a pathologically shy wom- 
an, who assuaged her demons 
with alcohol, drugs and com- 
pulsive eating, and either de- 
liberately or accidentally 
caused the coma through her 
own excesses. Von Biilow, they 
say, had no need of her money, 
since he was capable of earn- 
ing hundreds of thousands of 
dollars a year on his own and 
had, in fact, been working part 
time, which disturbed Sunny 
because she wanted all of his 
attention. There is a report 
that Von Bilow considered di- 

vorcing her and had consulted her doctor 
to see if she could withstand the stress. 
There is also the suggestion that Von 
Billow’s stepchildren are upset because 
Sunny’s will gives him control of her es- 
tate until 21 years after her death. 

The case has split the Von Bilows’ 
circle in half. Some are convinced that he 
is guilty. Others find the idea implausible. 
Says one friend: “Claus is such a meticu- 
lous man. Bumbling something like this 
would be ridiculous.” Whatever the out- 
come, high society is uneasy. With Claus 
von Biilow as the defendant, a way of life 
is On trial. —8y Anastasia Toufexis. Reported 
by Joelle Attinger/Newport 
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Read about the advanced technology in the 
new mid-size Chevrolet Celebrity, Pontiac 6000, 
Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera & Buick Century 

from General Motors. 

AYA 

CM MAKES A BIC 
DIFFERENCE IN THE 
CARS YOU DRIVE. 



THE DIFFERENCE BEGINS 
WITH ADVANGED 

TEGHNOLOGY...IN THE WAY 
WE DESIGN GARS AND THE 

WAY WE BUILD THEM. 
Beneath the sleek, highly distinc- 

tive styling of GM's newest family of 
front-drive cars is a world of automo- 

tive technology that was practically 

nonexistent only a few years ago 

It is the General Motors world of 

robotics, where computer-controlled 

automatons with laser eyes measure 

door, window and other body open- 

ings to help provide precise fit 

It is a world where gamma rays 

have been harnessed to inspect parts 

concealed behind solid body steel 

And it is a world where the latest 

generation of robots weld body com- 

ponents into strong unitized struc- 

tures that meet precision tolerances 

Twin lasers, positioned on either side of a 

camera lens located in the robot's arm, gener- 

ate programmed pulses ¢ 

door and deck lid openings 

are then reflected back t 

er beams around 

he laser beams 

Now while all this sounds a bit like 

science fiction, the purpose in using 

this technology is much more down 

to earth 

It is to help us continually improve 

the quality and value of your General 
Motors car 

So please read on. You'll see what 

else we're doing to make a big differ- 

ence in the cars you drive 

Aerodynamic drag—the resistance 

an object meets as it moves through 

the air—is a major culprit in wasting 

fuel 

So designers and engineers from 

Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile and 
Buick tested, tuned and retuned full- 

scale clay models of their respective 

cars in the wind tunnel to help reduce 

drag 
How successful were they? 

Very 

Their cars achieved some of the 

best aerodynamic ratings ever re- 

corded by GM for mid-size notchback 

models 

That's a difference in design that 
really counts, and one that pays off 

for you in better fuel economy 

GM's robotic lay-down, 
body-side-frame 
welders align and se- 
cure the various compo- 
nents, then weld them 
together. This spectacu- 
lar operation assures 
precise and uniform 
door openings in body 
side frames that are built 
to last. 

High standards 
in fit and finish. 

To give you an idea of the quality 
that goes into these cars, let us begin 

by saying that they're designed for ex- 

port as well as the American market 

Which means that if they're going 

to compete overseas, they'll have 

to measure up to the local offerings 

Take exactness of fit 

Door and deck lid openings on 



these new cars are measured by la- 

sers to help meet our high tolerances. 

Supersoft door seals, along with 
full-frame window construction, prac- 

tically eliminate interior wind noise. 

And we're using new, improved 

paint formulas and new application 

techniques for exterior finishes that 

are as protective as they are beautiful 

We're proud of the way these new 

Cars look 

You'd be, too 

In the electrodeposition 
primer process, a corro- 
sion-resistant coating is 
applied uniformly to the 

entire car body using 350 
volts of electricity to 

attract the positively 

charged primer to the 

negatively charged body 

MAP OF CXCHLLENCE 

In designing these new cars for 

lasting value, we've made extensive 

use of corrosion-resistant materials 

like galvanized steel and aluminum, 
plus resilient coatings to help prevent 

stone chipping. 

But we've also turned to high 
technology to help produce a quality 

product 

Take phosphate coating, as a case 

in point. 

Before the body gets to the prime 

coat dipping tank, it is cleaned and 

then coated with a new phosphate 

material to help improve corrosion 

resistance 
As part of an ongoing quality con- 

trol procedure, this coating is tested 

for thickness and crystal size using a 

battery of sophisticated inspection 

devices. 

Next, the prime coat is applied by a 

process called electrodeposition. 

By giving the body and primer elec- 

trical charges which cause them to 

attract each other, even hidden crev- 
ices are coated to the same thickness 

as exposed surfaces to help ensure 

a uniform and durable finish. 



The difference 
continues in GM's 

advanced 
engineering, 

Consider the standard 2.5 liter L4 
engine. 

It has a new electronic fuel injec- 

tion system that offers impressive 

drivability, low exhaust emissions 
and good fuel economy. 

The traditional carburetor is re- 

placed by a throttle body-type fuel 

injection assembly with only 5 basic 
moving parts instead of 23. 

You get more accurate fuel delivery 

to the engine in all weather conditions 
for fast starts and consistent 
operation. 

And the mileage ratings of the new 

L4-equipped Chevrolet Celebrity, 

Pontiac 6000, Oldsmobile Cutlass 

Ciera and Buick Century are 40 hwy. 
est., (25) EPA est. mpg. 

Use estimated mpg for compari- 
son. Your mileage may differ depend- 

ing on speed, distance, weather. 

Actual highway mileage lower. 

There are three V-6s also available. 

A 2.8 liter V-6 you can order on 
Chevrolet and Pontiac. 

A 3.0 liter V-6 you can specify on 
Oldsmobile and Buick. 

And a brand-new transverse- 

mounted V-6 diesel that's available 
across the board 

It's smooth, quiet, quick-starting 

and unusually responsive for a diesel 

This all-new diesel engine is available on the 
; let Celebrity, Pontiac 6000, Oldsmobile 

a and Buick Century. It features a 
number of technica 

serpentine belt accesso 

pump. and aluminum cylinder heads and intake 

manifold 

vations, including a 

Irive, electric fuel 

A new electronic fuel injection system monitors the standard 2 5 liter L4 engine and calculates 
the amount of fuel required 80 times per second. The System also ‘‘learns’' and ‘‘remembers 
fuel and spark timing adjustments for varying engine operating conditions 
GM cars are equipped with engines produced by various divisions, subsidiaries, or affiliated companies worldwide 

An impressive list 
of standard features. 

As you might expect, our newest 

mid-size cars come well equipped 

But in addition to major items like 

the front-drive, fuel-injected engine, 

automatic transmission, MacPherson 

Strut front suspension and power 

Steering, there are many more that 

simply reflect our attention to detail. 

Things like side window defog- 

gers, maintenance-free wheel bear- 

ings, low rolling resistance radial tires 

and a roomy trunk that has nearly 16 

cubic feet of luggage space 

In addition, there's a full comple- 

ment of safety features, including the 

GM-developed, energy-absorbing 
steering column 

As you can see, we at General Motors are very proud of the many accomplishments 
we've made in these dramatically different front-drive cars. We urge you to see and 

drive them at your GM dealers. You won't be disappointed 
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GM makes a big difference in the cars you drive. 



Nation 

Abbott takes the stand 

Do” Lawyer Ivan Fisher asked his 
client: “Did you place the knife in the 

chest of Richard Adan?” 
Jack Henry Abbott, convict turned 

literary celebrity, answered: “Yes.” 
Silence fell over the Manhattan court- 

room where Abbott is on trial on a charge 
of murdering Adan, 22, a waiter and an 
aspiring playwright, last July—a bare six 
weeks after Abbott had been released 
from prison on the urging of Novelist 
Norman Mailer. Not a cough sounded as 
Abbott, 37, gave some grisly details of the 
aftermath of the 5 a.m. stabbing outside 

worked. Adan, Abbott related, “said, 
“You didn’t have to kill me.’ He started 
going backward, From his face he looked 
like he was dead ... he kept walking 

| backward on Fifth [Street]. I've never 
seen anyone dead walk that far.” Then, 
said Abbott, Adan fell to the sidewalk and 
spilled “a river of blood.” 

The courtroom tension exploded a 
few minutes later. Under questioning by 
Fisher, Abbott testified that he had 
thought Adan was about to attack him 
with a knife. “It was a tragic misunder- 
standing,” said Abbott, covering his eyes 
with a hand. From a front row of seats, 
Henry Howard, Adan’s father-in-law, 
shouted: “You intended it, you scum! You 
scum, you useless piece of s—. You and 
Mailer and all the [other] creeps.” The 

| standing-room-only audience burst into 
applause, and court officials hustled How- 
ard out of the courtroom. Fisher asked 
Judge Irving Lang to declare a mistrial. 
Lang promised a ruling Monday. 

The trial has been as sensational as its 
background was bizarre. Abbott, who has 
spent 24 of his 37 years behind bars, was 
paroled from Utah State Prison last 
spring, after Mailer had arranged publi- 
cation of Abbott’s book, /n the Belly of the 
Beast, a horrifying description of prison 
life, and offered him a job as a researcher, 
On the fatal July morning, Abbott was 
breakfasting at the Bini-Bon with two 
young women and asked Adan if he could 
use the restroom. Adan replied that it was 
for employees only, and the two began a 
quarrel that they went outside to settle, 

Fisher at first told the jury that Adan 
had been stabbed—in an “accident”— 
with a knife that Adan had brought out- 
side. But on the stand Abbott conceded 
that the lethal knife was his; indeed, he 
showed the jury how he had concealed it 
in the waistband of his jeans. He still in- 
sisted that he thought he saw Adan pull a 
knife and lunged self-protectively—but 
added that as Adan staggered backward 
after the stabbing, “that’s when I saw 
there was nothing in his hand.” 

Wayne Larsen, who was walking past 
the Bini-Bon that morning, told the jury a 
different, and chilling, story of a quarrel 

L iene 

“He Was Dead” > | 

the Bini-Bon restaurant where Adan had | 
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Jack Abbott in detention center last fall 
Silence, an outburst—and then applause. 

between a “shorter figure” (Adan) and a 
“taller figure” (Abbott). Adan, he said, 
made what looked like “a conciliatory 
gesture,” turned his back and walked 
away. Abbott flew after him, reached over 
his shoulder and stabbed with such “ter- 
rific velocity” that “the hair swung back 
on the taller figure’s head.” The sound of 
the knife thrust, said Larsen, “rings in my 
ears today.” As Adan lay dying, Larsen 

| said, the “taller figure” stood over him 
and taunted him “very sadistically.” 

If Judge Lang lets the trial continue, 
the jury can consider two verdicts besides 
acquittal: second-degree murder, which 
carries a sentence of 25 years to life, or 
manslaughter, for which the penalty is 84 
to 25 years. t 

F.D.R. on Tape 
Black arts, and sex talk 

W eakened and distorted by the warps 
of time, crackling with static inter- 

ference, the famous voice from the past 
gloats over the possibilities: “Now you'd 

| be amazed at how this story about the gal 
is spreading around the country... Awful 
nice gal, writes for the magazines and so 
forth and soon...” 

At the height of the Watergate scan- 
dal, when Americans were appalled to 
learn that Richard Nixon had secretly 
taped conversations in the Oval Office. 
his defenders liked to argue that Lyndon 
Johnson and John Kennedy had also 
taped at least a few White House talks. 

| There were even old rumors that Franklin 
D. Roosevelt had occasionally asked a 
stenographer to eavesdrop on meetings. 

Last week, almost on the eve of cele- 
brations commemorating Roosevelt's 
100th birthday, Professor R.J.C. Butow of 
the University of Washington published 
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in the February/March issue of American 
Heritage a remarkable transcript of some 
long-forgotten recordings at the Roose- 
velt Library in Hyde Park, N.Y. After 
three years of technical doctoring and 
close study, Butow re-created a Roosevelt 
talking indiscreetly with his aides about 
Japanese military threats, the black arts 
of politics and the sex life of his 1940 Re- 
publican opponent, Wendell Willkie. Bu- 
tow insists that Roosevelt had no “Machi- 
avellian designs,” and that the recorder 
“was never used to entrap anyone.” 

The 1940 experiment began because | 
Roosevelt was angered at being embar- 
rassingly misquoted aftera private meeting 
with some Senators. White House Stenog- 
rapher Henry Kannee suggested that such 
talks be recorded. The technology of bug- 
ging was still in its infancy, but David Sar- 
noff, then president of RCA, donated to 
Roosevelt an experimental device similar 
to machines used in making sound films. 
The microphone was hidden in Roosevelt’s 
desk lamp, and it could be switched on or 
off by a button in a drawer. Roosevelt used | 
the machine between August and Novem- 
ber mainly to record 14 press conferences, 
where no direct quotation was ever al- 
lowed. Butow speculates that on several oc- 
casions F.D.R. simply forgot to turn the 
machine off, and so it caught him in some 
revealing moments. Samples: 

> On a reported Japanese proposal 
that the U.S. demilitarize Pearl Harbor: 
“This country is. . . ready to pull the trigger 
if the Japs do anything . . . That's the first 
time that any damn Jap has told us to get 
out of Hawaii.” 

> On the possibility of publicizing 
Willkie's “awful nice gal”: “If they want to 
play dirty politics in the end, we've got our 
own people ... We can’t have any of our 
principal speakers refer to it, but the people | 
down the line can get it 
out.” 

>» On New York May- 
or Jimmy Walker's private 
life: “Jimmy Walker, once 
upon a time, was living 
openly with this gal all over 
New York, including the 
house across the street 
from me ... She was an 
extremely attractive little 
tart... Jimmy and his wife 
had separated, [but during 
the investigation of Walk- 
er on corruption charges] 
Jimmy goes and hires his 
former wife, for ten thou- F.D.R. (1940) 
sand _ dollars Mrs. 
Walker comes up to Albany, lives with him 
ostensibly in the samesuite in the hotel, and 
on Sunday the twoofthem goto Massat the 
Albany cathedral together. Price? Ten 
thousand dollars.” 

The recordings mysteriously end in 
November of 1940, perhaps simply be- 
cause Roosevelt had won re-election. 
Hardly the stuff of Watergate, but new ev- 
idence that no man is a hero to his own 
tape recorder. a 
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POLAND 

World 

Turning Back the Clock _ 
“Normalization ’”’ seems to mean a return to the practices of 1960 

oland’s military bosses call Poz- 
nan their model city. While the 
workers of Gdansk, Warsaw and 
Katowice resisted, rioting and 

striking, after martial law was declared 
on Dec. 13, not a ripple of unrest was re- 
ported in the industrial center 175 miles 
west of the capital. Indeed, Zdzislaw Roz- 
walak, the leader of the local Solidarity 
chapter, had promptly furnished the state 
radio with a statement of support for mar- 
tial law and condemned the union’s be- 
havior. Thus the regime of Wojciech Jaru- 
zelski last week confidently chose Poznan 
as the showcase site for the first officially 
organized foreign press trip outside War- 
saw since the crackdown began 

But when Rozwalak arrived at the 
modern Polonez Hotel, he proceeded to 
recant his earlier statements in the pres- 
ence of the Western reporters. As the lo- 
cal Communist Party leader and provin- 

cial governor looked on crestfallen, the 
pale and nervous mechanic told the for- 
eigners, “I regret it. I was not aware of 
what I was doing and acted under duress 

I had a choice—freedom or internment.” 

That embarrassing public disavowal 
came at an awkward moment for the re- 

gime. Not only did it belie government 

claims that Solidarity’s rank and file were 
disassociating themselves from the alleged 

excesses of their leaders, it also undercut a 
carefully orchestrated series of gestures in- 
tended to convince the world that all was 
well after five weeks of martial law 

Over the previous weekend, for ex- 
ample, Polish authorities had ended their 

censorship of foreign press dispatches 
Telephone links were restored within, but 
not between, major cities. At a Warsaw 
press conference last week, Deputy Pre- 

mier Jerzy Ozdowski even expressed 

vague hopes that martial law might be 
lifted “tomorrow or by Feb. 1.” The skep- 
ticism of Western observers seemed to be 
confirmed at week's end when Govern- 
ment Spokesman Jerzy Urban declared 
that martial law would last until “all fatal 
phenomena’—in other words, all opposi- 
tion—ended 

A key aim of Warsaw’s “normaliza- 
tion” campaign, apparently, was to sway 
Western European opinion and prevent 

the NATO governments from joining with 
the U.S. in denouncing martial law and 
imposing economic sanctions. But as the 
NATO foreign ministers assembled in 
Brussels last week, the generals’ strategy 

had clearly failed. It did not take U.S. Sec- 
retary of State Alexander Haig’s dismissal 
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Seeing eye to eye: Gromyko bidding Czyrek a friendly farewell at Moscow's airport " 

Accusing NATO of “grossly interfering in the internal affairs of a sovereign state.” 

of the Polish gestures as ‘phony modera- 
tion” to convince the Europeans; their in- 
telligence reports contradicted the rosy 
announcements from Warsaw 

Haig had come to Brussels deter- 
mined to prevent an open rift between the 
U.S. and allies like West Germany, whose 
initial responses to martial law had been 

far milder than Washington’s. Over and 
over, Haig warned that NATO must “pre- 
vent the failure in the East from becoming 
a failure of the West.” In the end, the al- 

lies closed ranks around a compromise 
that stopped short of adopting U.S.-style 
sanctions but prepared the way for future 

punitive acuon 

The final joint declaration con- 

Trying to narrow the gap: Mitterrand and Schmidt at the Elysée Palace after their talks 

demned Poland for violating the human 

rights provisions of the Helsinki accords 
and deplored “the sustained campaign by 
the Soviet Union” to crush Polish reform 
The allies also agreed to suspend com- 
mercial credits to Poland, except for food 
purchases, and to halt negotiations on the 
rescheduling of Warsaw’s $28.5 billion 
debt to the West. Beaming with satisfac- 
tion, Haig pronounced the Brussels decla- 
ration “a solid success.” 

Another step toward Western unity 
occurred in Paris, where French Presi- 
dent Francois Mitterrand met for three 
hours with West German Chancellor Hel- 
mut Schmidt. The two leaders had some 
differences to iron out over the Polish 
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question: Mitterrand had consistently 
taken a strong, anti-Soviet line about the 

| imposition of martial law, while Schmidt 
had originally been tepid in his criticism, 
although he took a tougher stand after 
conferring with President Ronald Reagan 
two weeks ago. At the end of their meet- 
ing, Mitterrand and Schmidt declared 
that their views were now in harmony. 

In Moscow, meanwhile, where Polish 
Foreign Minister Jozef Czyrek was con- 
ferring with his Soviet counterpart Andrei 
Gromyko, a joint communiqué de- 
nounced the NATO declaration as “an at- 
tempt at grossly interfering in the internal 
affairs of a sovereign state.” In a separate 
commentary, however, the Soviet news 
agency TASS expressed the hope that dis- 
agreements over the Polish question 
would not compromise the U.S.-Soviet 
talks in Geneva on limiting intermediate- 

| range nuclear weapons. 

Allied governments wasted no time in 
carrying out the squeeze recommended by 
NATO. Meeting secretly in Paris late last 
week, treasury representatives from 16 
Western countries decided to suspend all 
talks on rescheduling of the $3.5 billion 
due them in 1982. That was bad news for 
Warsaw. Only a few days earlier, Deputy 
Premier Janusz Obodowski had declared 
that Poland needed a yearlong moratori- 
um on all debt payments and a new loan 
of $350 million. Nor were the latest statis- 
tics on the Polish economy encouraging: 
in 1981 the total value of goods and ser- 
vices produced fell by 14%, while export 
earnings dropped 15.4%. 

overnment propaganda is in- 
creasingly blaming Poland’s eco- 
nomic problems on the U.S. sanc- 
tions, at the same time warning 

that prices for food and other consumer 
goods could soon rise as much as 400%. 
Since increases in state-subsidized food 
prices have sparked three major labor up- 
heavals, Communist authorities were re- 
luctant to raise them again before the 
crackdown. But martial law, says Deputy 
Premier Mieczyslaw Rakowski, now pro- 
vides “an umbrella for conducting neces- 
sary economic and social reforms.” By the 
same logic, however, an easing of repres- 
sion would invite open protest. Admits 
Rakowski, the onetime party liberal who 
has become a key figure in the regime (see 
box): “We cannot lift martial law today or 
tomorrow. We would just return to the sit- 
uation before Dec. 13, and this modern 
polonaise—the strike dance—would start 
anew.” 

Jaruzelski had originally hoped to ral- 
ly worker support by winning the cooper- 
ation of moderate union leaders, especial- 
ly Solidarity Chairman Lech Walesa. But 
Walesa, who is presumably still being 

held in a government villa near the capi- 
tal, continued his refusal to negotiate. Al- 
though Spokesman Urban said that Wa- 
lesa “is such a personality that a place will 

| be found for him in future agreements,” 
some Western analysts believe that the 
authorities have virtually given up hope 

| that he will cooperate 
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Jaruzelski’s Elite Thugs 
66% Olish soldiers will not fire on Polish workers.” That statement, which is 
P widely believed to have been made by General Wojciech Jaruzelski when 

workers rebelled in 1976, was often cited in the past year by optimistic Poles who 
believed that their experiment with liberalization would not end in repression 
and bloodshed. Despite the fact that the clampdown killed 17 people, by the gov- 
ernment’s admission, Jaruzelski may have remained true to his pledge—at least 
in a literal sense. Most of the acts of brutality that have been committed in the 
five weeks since Jaruzelski imposed martial law on Poland have not been the 
work of the young, generally amiable army recruits, but that of independent secu- 
rity squads specially trained to use force on their countrymen. 
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ZOMO troops prepare to break up a worker sit-in at the Gdansk shipyards last December 
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Until the heavy billy clubs start to swing, Poles sometimes have trouble dis- 
tinguishing the aggressive security forces from regular army and police units. 
Some of the shock troops travel with regular army and police units. Their leaders 
may even carry the rank of general in the army or police. Except for the white 
belts that are worn by the W.S.W. (the Military Security Service assigned to keep 
an eye on members of Poland’s 320,000-strong armed forces), the special troops 
have almost no distinguishing marks on their uniforms. Explains Tadeusz Nowa- 
kowski, a prominent Polish writer now living in Munich: “The leadership knows 
that Poles like Polish soldiers, so they play a trick on them. Poles never know pre- 
cisely if they are dealing with the army, the special units or the secret police in 
uniform.” 

The most feared and hated of the security forces are the 20,000 to 25,000 
troops known as ZOMO, the Polish acronym for motorized police units. They take 
their orders directly from the Ministry of Internal Affairs. In December's crack- 
down, while the army cordoned off the trouble spots, ZOMO units broke up most 
of the demonstrations that took place after Jaruzelski imposed martial law. In 
Gdansk they burst into the Lenin shipyards to end a sit-in by the workers who 
had launched the independent Solidarity trade union in August 1980. When coal 
miners in the Wujek pit near the Silesian city of Katowice resisted martial law, it 
was the members of ZOMO who opened fire. The government admits that eight 
miners were killed in the incident. ZOMO forces reportedly attacked even doctors 
and nurses who had arrived to take wounded miners to the hospital. When the 
goon squads indiscriminately swung their batons at protesting teen-agers in Cra- 
cow, they drew shouts of “ZOMO—Gestapo.” 

ZOMO members are often country dwellers, generally poor and with only six 
to eight years of education. Some are convicted felons. Says a Polish exile: “If 
someone has a criminal background, the authorities might say, ‘Okay, we'll for- 
get that little blemish if you give us a year in ZOMO.’” The selection process is 
said to favor brawny youths who in some fashion feel alienated from society. 
ZOMO members are generally kept apart from the people they are being trained 
to subdue. They live in their own barracks outside major Polish cities and enjoy 
special privileges, including generous salaries and ready access to consumer 
goods. 

ZOMO troops are well equipped with machine guns, bazookas, armored vehi- 
cles and helicopters. But their favorite weapon is often sheer muscle. Says a Brit- 
ish diplomat: “They're exceptionally tough and brutal. I saw three ZOMO thugs 
beat a striking worker in Warsaw with the butt end of their automatic rifles until 
both his arms and legs had been broken.” 
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The Solidarity underground, mean- 
while, continued to issue calls for “passive 
resistance,” but its activities seemed to be 
tapering off. One newsletter that surfaced 
in Paris last week listed the locations of 
prison camps where some 5,937 Solidarity 
activists and intellectuals rounded up in 
the crackdown were being held. Union 
members in Paris also published the text 
of the loyalty oath that employees were 
being forced to sign in order to keep their 
jobs. The pledge stated: “Bearing in mind 
the fact that ... Solidarity recently op- 
posed the constitution and government 

. with the aim of undermining the so- 
cialist system, I hereby resign from the 
above-mentioned organization.” 

That is the sort of pledge that Arch- 
bishop Jozef Glemp, the Polish Primate, 
has publicly denounced as “unethical.” 
Last week Pope John Paul II also at- 
tacked Warsaw’s coercive use of loyalty 
oaths in a strongly worded speech from 
the Vatican. Said he: “The violation of 
conscience is a serious injury done to man. 

It is the most pitiful blow inflicted upon 
human dignity. It is in a certain sense 
worse than inflicting physical death.” 

Despite the government's token ges- 
tures, and its talk of restoring some of the 
freedoms won by Solidarity, the regime is 
not prepared to relax its grip. Says one 
Western diplomat in Bonn: “Now they 
prefer that ominous Communist word 
normalization, and it is growing pretty 
clear we are returning to a Poland of 20, 
even 30 years ago.” 

Signs of repression are everywhere. 
Personal letters arrive bearing the cen- 
sor’s purple stamp. Telephone callers 
hear a voice repeating “Rozmowa kon- 
trolowana,” meaning their conversation is 
being monitored. Major intersections are 
blocked by military checkpoints. Summa- 
ry trials continue for workers accused of 
organizing strikes in defiance of martial 
law. Some of them have already received 
jail terms of up to seven years, although 
five were acquitted after their own factory 
managers and foremen refuted the prose- 

cutor’s charges. Meanwhile, a systematic 
campaign is under way to discredit intel- 
lectuals who supported Solidarity. 

Summing up the mood of fear and de- 
pression that has gripped the country in 
the wake of the clampdown, one young 
Warsaw man said, “There is a lot of talk 
now among students of a ‘lost generation.” 
We now know that in our lifetime we will 
not be able to lead a normal life.” 

One rare Solidarity poster plastered on 
the wall of a Warsaw train station last 
week showed Jaruzelski as a blind man, 
wearing his customary dark glasses and 
feeling his way along with a white stick. 
The mocking caption: LEADER, LEAD US. 
For all its cruel imagery and satirical in- 
tent, the drawing is an apt image of the 
general's predicament. Although he has 
subdued all overt opposition by force, Ja- 
ruzelski is groping his way, amid formida- 
ble problems, toward a very uncertain fu- 
ture for Poland. | —Sy Thomas A. Sancton. 
Reported by Erik Amfitheatrof/Warsaw and 

Johanna McGeary with Haig 

Man for All Seasons 
ieczyslaw Rakowski, the Deputy 
Premier who has emerged as a 

trusted associate of General Wojciech 
Jaruzelski’s, is one of the country’s 
ablest and most prominent figures, yet 
remains one of the most enigmatic. In 
his 24-year career as editor in chief of 
the weekly newspaper Polityka, Ra- 
kowski, 55, projected the image of that 
rarest of Communists: a candid advo- 
cate of political and economic reform. 
He was also a link to the West, a 
charming, multilingual bon vivant who | 
always found time for foreign visitors, | 
especially journalists. 

Now, to the surprise of many West- | 
erners who knew him well in the past, 
Rakowski ‘has become an ardent de- 
fender of the repression that began on 
Dec. 13, Is he a patriot who truly be- 
lieves the crackdown will save his coun- 
try from chaos? An idealist turned 
pragmatist who hopes to preserve some 

SOMMER—GAMMA/ LIAISON 
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Rakowski: pragmatist or opportunist? 

Rakowski’s taste for reform developed in 1956, when Wla- 
dyslaw Gomulka became head of the Polish Communist 

Party, promising greater freedom and 
economic progress. Under Rakowski’s 
editorship, Polityka refused to join a 
campaign against the Catholic Church 
in 1966. In 1968 Rakowski, who was by 
then a deputy member of the Central 
Committee, not only refused to support 
an anti-Semitic purge but protected the 
Jews who worked for him. 

Rakowski became the regime's 
bridge to Poland’s disaffected intellec- 
tuals, and he talked with seeming 
frankness to journalists about Poland’s 
problems. He once told TIME: “Politi- 
cal reform is absolutely essential 
for Poland if it is to overcome its 
problems.” 

But Journalist Rakowski wanted to 
do more than talk and write about his 
country; he wanted to be in on the ac- 
tion. His opportunity came last Febru- 
ary, when Jaruzelski appointed him to 
negotiate with Solidarity. It was then, 
ironically, that Rakowski’'s reputation 

of the reforms won before the declaration of martial law? Or 
is he just an opportunist enjoying his place at the fulcrum of 
power? Those who know him well agree upon only one point: 
Rakowski is a survivor. 

When the generals wanted to explain their crackdown to 
the West Germans, Rakowski was naturally the man they 
sent to Bonn. Martial law, he said, was necessary to prevent 
the outbreak within “a matter of weeks” of a civil war that 
would have provoked a Soviet invasion. Stern Publisher 
Henri Nannen, who has known Rakowski for twelve years, 
considered his explanation sincere, and an American diplo- 
mat described him as a “man of integrity.” In contrast, a re- 
spected West German analyst notes that Rakowski has a 
“weakness for ambition” and “always knows which way the 
wind blows.” One British expert points out that ultimately, 
Rakowski was always a loyal Communist. 

The son of a Polish doctor who was shot by invading 
German troops in 1939, Rakowski emerged from the war a 
fervent Communist and, for a while, a committed Stalinist. 

as a liberal began to fade. Perhaps naively, he thought Soli- 
darity could be fashioned into a benign check on the govern- 
ment, but without power of its own. Rakowski became in- 
creasingly impatient with Solidarity’s demands, and at one 
point last summer publicly accused the union of “unprece- 
dented arrogance.” 

Rakowski has lost the support of some of those who were 
closest to him. His ex-wife, Violinist Wanda Wilkomirska, is 
one of eight intellectuals who have bravely signed a petition 
protesting martial law. 

“He was sincere when he believed in democracy,” says 
Richard Davies, who, as U.S. Ambassador to Poland from 
1972 to 1978, knew Rakowski well. “But you had to know 
what he meant—as long as democracy was granted from on 
high, not from below, because that threatened the authori- 
ties.” Rakowski may have been caught in the classic trap of 
Communist intellectuals, the discovery that what seems 
plausible in theory—in his case, the liberalizing of Commu- 
nism—often does not work in practice. 
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The Time Is Now—If Ever 
Hoping for an autonomy agreement, Haig joins the talks 

FF: several weeks, the Reagan Admin- 
istration has been considering the ap- 

pointment of a new special negotiator on 
the Middle East. Last week U'S. Secre- 
tary of State Alexander Haig proposed a 
candidate for the job: himself. At the | 
close of a three-day fact-finding trip to 
Cairo and Jerusalem, Haig announced 
that he would take a direct hand in trying 
to bring about a Palestinian autonomy 
agreement between Egypt and Israel, 
preferably within the next three months. 
Toward that end, he has decided to re- 
turn to the Middle East later this month, 
following a meeting in Geneva with Sovi- 
et Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko on 
Jan. 26 

Haig’s imperative is strategic. He 
fears that if Egypt and Israel fail to reach 
some kind of autonomy agreement by 
April 26, the date on which the Israelis 
are scheduled to return the final third of 
the Sinai to Egyptian control, the two na- 
tions will be less susceptible to U.S. pres- 
sure. Haig foresees a gradual drift by 
Egypt toward rapprochement with the 
Arab world, and he expects Israel to be- 
come more nervous about its own security 
and thus less willing to negotiate. He also 
fears that if the talks do not succeed, they 
will eventually be superseded by some- 
thing else—another Saudi Arabian peace | 
plan, a Western European initiative, or 
even a Soviet proposal—that would be 
less to Washington’s liking. 

Then, too, Haig is fearful that Leba- 
non could again erupt in violence, thereby 
wrecking any chance of a peace settle- 
ment or an “evenhanded” US. policy in 
the region. Says one US. official: “Israel 
would go to war, and we would have to de- 
cide between supporting Israel or reject- 
ing Israel, and that would be an impossi- 
ble choice for us.” 

Given the risks, Haig concluded that 
the gamble of high-level diplomacy must 
be undertaken immediately, although he 
recognizes that failure would worsen the 
problem markedly. But he felt, as an aide 
put it, that he had “a reasonable shot” at 
succeeding. Haig saw last week’s trip as a 
chance to prepare the groundwork for se- 
rious bargaining by immersing himself 
for the first time in the complex mixture 
of history, prejudice, aspirations and 
paranoia that governs Middle Eastern 
diplomacy 

What Haig hopes to sign by April 26 
is a declaration of principles that would 
govern a transition period for the West 
Bank and the Gaza Strip. Such a goal 
seems all but impossible, however, consid- 
ering the seriousness of the unresolved is- 
sues. Israel wants to talk about a limited 
form of “autonomy” for the area; Egypt 
seeks an agreement that would lead to the 
eventual creation of a Palestinian state 
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Israel sees the self-governing authority of 
the Palestinian entity as a council of some 
15 members with purely regulatory pow- 
ers; Egypt wants a legislative body of 
about 100 members that would be restrict- 
ed only from voting independence for the 
entity or declaring war. Israel aims to re- 
tain its control over East Jerusalem and 
deny the Arabs in the sector the right to 
vote in West Bank elections; Egypt wants 
the opposite. Most of all, Egypt seeks an 
agreement that would be acceptable to at 
least the more moderate Palestinians; Is- 
rael is determined to permit no solution to 
the Palestinian problem that could jeop- 
ardize Israel’s own security 

Faced with such wide-ranging differ- 

US. for a state visit on Feb. 2, though he 
may in fact see Haig again in Cairo a few 
days earlier. Ali assured reporters that 
Egypt welcomed Haig’s participation in 
the peace process and promised to “inten- 
sify” the autonomy negotiations. 

Haig also received a warm welcome 
in Jerusalem, where Israeli officials 
seemed anxious to forget the strains of the 
recent past. Haig spent two hours with 
Menachem Begin at the Prime Minister’s 
Official residence. Quipped an obviously 
pleased Begin, who fractured his left hip 
two months ago: “I’m delighted that the 
talks have got off on the right foot, be- 
cause my left foot is still weak.” 

One afternoon, Haig was visited by 
Avital Shcharansky, 31, wife of the im- 
prisoned Soviet Jewish dissident Anatoli 
Shcharansky, who is reported to be re- 
ceiving harsh treatment at the Soviet la- 
bor camp where he is serving a 13-year 
sentence. In a toast to his visitor, 
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Secretary of State Haig and Egyptian President Mubarak chat at Cairo meeting 

Facing the history, prejudice, aspirations and paranoia of Middle East diplomacy. 

ences of viewpoint, Haig decided, as he 
told reporters on the way to Cairo, that 

| “the time has come for me to make a first- 
hand assessment on the ground.” That is 
precisely what he did. His aim was not to 
offer ideas but to assess the degrees of 
flexibility on both sides. For a day and a 
half, he talked with Egyptian President 
Hosni Mubarak, Foreign Minister Kamal 
Hassan Ali and other officials in Cairo. 

H*: got on well with Mubarak. Both 
are military men, jut-jawed and 

plain-spoken. At the end of the talks in 
Cairo’s baroque Uruba Palace, Mubarak 
shook hands with Haig and said simply, 

“Well, I think we are finished.” Haig 
grinned jauntily and replied, “No, see you 
in Washington.” Mubarak arrives in the 

Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir wel- 
comed Haig’s participation as a “positive 
approach” and added, “We too are ready 
to make an effort.” 

What happens next? Haig has tenta- 
tively ruled out a return to the kind of 
shuttle diplomacy made famous by his 
predecessor and mentor, Henry Kissin- 
ger. Haig’s view is that since the Egyp- 
tians and Israelis are on speaking terms 
these days, a resumption of the shuttle 
would amount to “theater for theater's 
sake.” One future possibility: a “mini- 
Camp David.” at which Haig and For- 
eign Ministers Ali and Shamir would 

meet for several days of negotiations, 
leading, it would be hoped, to a draft 
agreement. —8y William E. Smith. Reported 

by Johanna McGeary with Haig 
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Police frisking a young couple in Verona for clues about the captive general 

ITALY 

Blueprint for Terrorism 
The hunt for Dozier unveils deadly secrets of the Red Brigades 

he discoveries astounded Italian po- 
lice. Documents seized on Jan. 9 in 

raids on three Red Brigades hideouts 
in Rome revealed a frightening agenda 

| for terror: a rocket assault on Christian 
Democratic Party headquarters, the as- 
sassination of a leading Roman judge, the 
kidnaping of a Fiat executive, bomb at- 
tacks on police stations and a mass break- 
out by jailed left-wing terrorists. Amid 
the weaponry confiscated in the raids 
were three Soviet-made antitank grenades 
with launchers, two French-made air-to- 
ground missiles and a collection of small 
arms and plastic explosives. 

The police operation was one of the 
most effective blows against Italian ter- 
rorism since it first raised its head a de- 
cade ago. The authorities also stumbled 
upon a possible link with the abduction by 
brigatisti of U.S. Brigadier General James 
Dozier in Verona on Dec. 17. Even as po- 
lice were still sifting through the newly | 
discovered evidence, a Brigades courier 
turned up at one of the raided apartments 
to deliver a message to Giovanni Senzani, 
39, a Brigades mastermind, who had been 
arrested during the swoop. The note re- 
quested Senzani’s advice on how to han- 
dle the Dozier kidnaping. Investigators 
concluded that the letter came from Do- 
zier’s captors and hoped to trace the cou- 
rier’s trail back to their hideaway. 

The material discovered in Senzani’s 
apartment provided new insight into the 
fissures dividing the Brigades. Since the 
killing of former Prime Minister Aldo 

| Moro in 1978, the group has split into two 
factions: the “militarists” who espouse the 
killing and kidnaping of all perceived 
enemies, and the “propagandists” who 
contend that terrorist tactics—including 
killing—must actually undermine state 
institutions. The dichotomy is believed to | 

of the hunt for Jim Dozier. eo run through the five major Brigades col- 

umns, in Rome, Turin, Milan, Genoa and 
the Veneto area. 

Police suspect that Dozier was cap- 
tured by the Veneto militarist wing. A 
clumsy interrogation of the general pub- 
lished in a communiqué on Dec. 27 dis- 
played neither ideological sophistication 
nor skill at questioning. According to evi- 
dence found in his apartment, Senzani, 

| THE PHILIPPINES 

Family Feud 
The Montagues and Capulets 

here were no new ransom notes last 
week in the mysterious disappearance 

and presumed kidnaping on Dec. 29 of 
Tomas (“Tommy”) Manotoc, 32, the di- 
vorced golf champion who had secretly 
wed the daughter of President Ferdinand 
Marcos. But accusations, recriminations 
and rumors in the strange affair contin- 
ued to damage the Marcos family 

Against the wishes of the President 
and his wife Imelda, Manotoc had mar- 
ried Maria Imelda (“Imee”’) Marcos, 26, a 
law student at the University of the Phil- 
ippines, on Dec. 4 in Arlington, Va. Al- 
though a ransom note had offered to re- 
lease Manotoc for $2.5 million and 
freedom for four Communists, the Mano- 
toc family believed it to be a fake. They 
accused the Marcoses of being behind the 
kidnaping. The Marcoses, in turn, blamed 

| a conspiracy between the Manotocs and 

the leader of the Rome column's propa- | 
| opposed to the marriage. Some Western gandists, opposed the Dozier kidnaping, 

believing it to be irrelevant to the Bri- 
gades’ true aims. Police theorize that the 
arrested courier was carrying the kidnap- 
ers’ invitation to Senzani, who once stud- 

| ied at the University of California in 
Berkeley and speaks English, to assist in 
future interrogations of Dozier. In previ- 
ous kidnapings—of Rome Magistrate 
Giovanni D’Urso and Christian Demo- 
cratic Politician Ciro Cirillo—Senzani 
had served as the grand inquisitor. 

Despite the fresh discoveries about 
the Brigades, there were no signs last 
week that the authorities were closing in 
on Dozier’s captors. Thousands of police 
searched Verona; indeed, the Italian gov- 
ernment claimed that it had mobilized 
more forces in the Dozier manhunt than 
in the Moro case. Still, the security forces 
were hampered by a lack of coordination 
among different police and security ser- 
vices that were decentralized after World 
War II to thwart the chances of a power 

seizure in the style of Benito Mussolini 
Says an American official: * 
fascism have required the system to be de- 

centralized and amorphous.” 
At least six U.S. antiterrorist special- 

ists from the Pentagon remain in Italy, 
ready to offer assistance in the search for 
the general. So far, they have kept in the 
background, as Washington insists that 
Italian authorities remain in total control 
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The lessons of | 

anti-Marcos opposition groups. Since 
then, the two families have been feuding 
like the Montagues and the Capulets. 

There was speculation last week, even 
within the President’s entourage, that the 
Marcoses knew a great deal more about 
the event than they had admitted. One 
aide to the President told TIME that his 
list of those responsible for Manotoc’s dis- 
appearance began with the First Lady, 
who had conceded that she was bitterly 

diplomats in Manila suspect that aides 
close to Mrs. Marcos may have taken too 
literally her expressed desire to be rid of 
the problem posed by Manotoc. 

Mc: the Marcoses mounted a 
smear campaign against the Mano- 

toc family in the government-controlled 
press. Dailies ran a story in which Mrs. 
Marcos accused Manotoc of inveigling 
Imee into marriage and describing her 
daughter as having “the mind of a 40- 
year-old but the heart of a ten-year-old.” 

A week before Manotoc disappeared, 
he had met with President Marcos to dis- 
cuss the “family” problem. Marcos, who | 
had been reading Manotoc’s tax return, 
suggested that Manotoc could not support 
his daughter properly. The President re- 
portedly promised to try lo arrange some 
business deals. But next day, Manotoc 
was pessimistic. He told a friend: “I don’t 
think this is going to work.” 

Manotoc also talked of going abroad 
with his bride until things cleared up, thus 
suggesting the possibility that he may 
have slipped away with the hope of later 
rendezvousing with Imee. But that conjec- 
ture disregarded the firm conviction on 
the part of his family that he had been 
kidnaped. As for Imee, she was dining out 
in fashionable restaurants, but friends 
said she was a “good actress” who was 
concealing her unhappiness a 
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GUATEMALA about 30 clandestine guerrilla “safe” 
A N l eh houses in and around Guatemala City, 

ew and Dead y ase most operated by the country’s second 
: 2 er : largest guerrilla organization, the Revolu- 
Guerrillas and the army escalate combat tionary Organization of the People in | 

Arms (ORPA). In the houses, the military | 

indows in the genteel Zona Diez | meo Lucas Garcia, the current president, | discovered everything from quantities of | 
district of Guatemala City rattled | is an army general himself. Despite | arms to bomb factories to enterprises de- 

last week to an increasingly familiar | Washington’s support for the 1954 coup, | voted to turning out fake police and mili- 
sound: the blast of terrorist bombs. Local | relations between the two countries have | tary uniforms and even fake license 
residents merely shrugged off the dyna- | been severely strained in recent years by | plates. At one location the army also 
mitings—and that in itself is a sign of how | Guatemala’s appalling human rights rec- found the body of U.S. Businessman Clif- 
life is changing for the worse in the most | ord, widely considered to be one of the ford Bevens, 56, who was kidnaped in De- 
populous (7.5 million) and richest country | worst in the Western Hemisphere. Guate- cember 1980 and held for a multimillion- 
in Central America. A chaotic, four-year | mala finally rejected U.S. military assis- | dollar ransom. The guerrillas shot Bevens 
confrontation between government and | tance in 1977, and the country receives a | when their hideout was surrounded by 
Marxist guerrilla forces is entering a new | mere $6 million annually from Washing- | soldiers and police. 
and deadly phase, one that is escalating | ton in economic aid. 
on both sides. As the government fights its left-wing he information uncovered by the raids 

A bustling tourist haven in the past, | opponents, the death toll is staggering and led to a dramatic change of attitude 
the nation’s capital (pop. 1.5 million) cur- | still on the rise. Last year an average of | within the Guatemalan army. Once con- 
rently resembles a city under attack. Ma- | 300 people a month were killed, or simply | tent to rely mainly on passive defensive 
jor hotels are cordoned off and closely | disappeared, as anonymous death squads, tactics, the military is now launching 
guarded. Some skyscrapers have a | sent out by both sides, did their work. In | sweeps through the countryside under the 
spooky, battered look; as many as one- | recent months the number of deaths has command of a colorful, French-trained 
third of their windows have been blown | climbed toward 500. army chief of staff, Brigadier General 
out by leftist bombs. Dozens of streets | The guerrilla forces that challenge the | Benedicto Lucas Garcia, who is also the 

brother of the Guatemalan President. A 
flamboyant commander who likes to hop 
aboard a blue-and-white helicopter to vis- 

| it the front lines, “Benny,” as he is called, 
=| has brought to the antiguerrilla fight some 

modern tactics: the use of large numbers 
of mobile troops guided to their targets by 

spotter aircraft and helicopters, and the 
rapid deployment of elite commando 
units by air when the fighting begins. Lu- 
cas has also tried to instill a new resolve in 
the Guatemalan troops, demanding clear 
proof that they have actively engaged the 

| enemy in firefights. 
The army first launched its new style 

of campaign in the Guatemalan depart- 
ments of Chimaltenango, Solola and Que- 
zaltenango, major tourist and agricultural 
areas west of the capital. After resisting 
briefly, most of the guerrillas quickly 
moved elsewhere. Now the army is mass- | 
ing its forces in the northwest department 

a : of El Quiché, a mountainous jungle area 
Soldiers checking travelers in the northwestern department of El Quiché that is considered to be one of the guerril- 

After a series of successful raids, a dramatic change of attitude and tactics by the army. las’ major strongholds. The rugged ter- 
rain favors the insurgents, who are 

near sensitive government and military | government are divided into four main surprisingly well equipped. At one fortifi- 
installations have been closed in an at- | Marxist factions, and supplied with at | cation discovered in the earlier sweep, the 
tempt to foil terrorists. Death threats | least some weapons and training by Cuba. | soldiers found networks of tunnels and 
against Frederic Chapin, Washington’s | The guerrillas are under a unified com- supplies of M16 rifles, .50-cal. machine 
Ambassador to Guatemala, were taken so | mand, but also operate independently. | guns, recoilless rifles, bazookas, tons of 
seriously that a special Marine sniper | The Marxist organizations have been medical supplies, and enough canned 
team was temporarily added to the U.S. | growing and organizing clandestinely on | goods to feed 40 guerrillas for a year. 
embassy staff. For safety’s sake, Chapin | a scale that finally came as a shock to au- Many such stockpiles were uncovered. 
and his wife spent part of the Christmas | thorities. Guatemalan army analysts now Said an army spokesman: “The presence 
season in a makeshift bedroom in the am- | estimate the guerrilla strength at 3,000 ac- | of an infrastructure was no surprise, but 

ee : _ 

bassador’s office rather than at home. tive fighters, plus as many as 30,000 un- | the quantity and quality of the arms we 
The violence is reaching new levels | trained reserves and supporters. The found was.” 

even for Guatemala, where left and right | strategy of the guerrillas is to isolate Gua- General Lucas seems confident that 
have been at bloody odds since a CIA- | temala City and to seize portions of outly- | the guerrillas can be beaten, but more 
sponsored coup overthrew the left-leaning | ing Guatemalan departments. The even- | than a few obstacles stand in the com- 
government of Jacobo Arbenz Guzman in | tual aim of the insurgents is to win some | mander’s way. By the conventional wis- | 
1954. For 27 years, the country has been | form of political recognition abroad dom of counterinsurgency, where a 10-to- 
dominated by a coalition of conservative The government gained an insight | 1 superiority of conventional forces is | 
politicians and military figures who have | into the scope and sophistication of thein- | necessary to defeat guerrilla groups, the 
been backed by the army. Fernando Ro- | surgency by staging a series of raids on | 14,000-member Guatemalan army will 
Ro ES 
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Power rack-and-pinion steering, power 
front dise brakes, 5 pei strut sus- 
pension —all standard. Even little touches 
are standard. Like a musical tone that tells 
you you've left your lights on. And side 
window défoggers: 

The new Cutlass Ciera. Proof that front- 
Wheel drive doesn’t have to be the only ex- 
citing part of a front-wheel-drive car. 
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We're Bob Brovey, 
getting the energy 
picture from space. 
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RE EXXON 
Vast resources of oil and 

gas lie undiscovered 
beneath the earth's surface. 
To help search them out, 
Exxon's Bob Brovey and his 
associates have engineered 
a system that uses the “eye” 
of a satellite. 

The satellite, one of NASA's 
Landsats, circles the globe 
every 103 minutes, scanning 
the landscape below. Its 
“eye” measures the intensity 
of reflected sunlight 
—acre by acre—and radios 
the information back to earth. 

Giant computers at Exxon 
convert this information into 
pictures of the earth's surface. 

The pictures are then color- 
coded by the computer to 
reveal details which could 
never be seen by a human 
eye. These pictures help 
Exxon geologists locate the 
areas most likely to hold 
deposits of oil or gas. 

Bob Brovey's design is 
helping us find the natural 
resources we need. And he 
is just one of thousands of 
Exxon people who are 
extending the reach for 
American energy. 



not be large enough to do the job. Lucas 
talks of expanding his forces to 50,000, a 
costly chore. The army is also short of 
such critical items as helicopters and 
spare parts. Substantial help is unlikely to 
come from the U.S., despite the Reagan 
Administration’s desire to halt Marxist 
expansion in Central America. Already 
concerned about Guatemala’s human 
rights record, Congress undoubtedly 
would balk at providing new aid. The 
funds for the army therefore would have 
to be taken from other areas of the hard- 
pressed economy. Says one local intelli- 
gence analyst: “Something has to give. If 
they expand the army, that will cut into 
the budget for building roads, schools and 
health clinics.” 

| Perper is in no shape for that kind 
of sacrifice. The country is attracting 

virtually no foreign investments, and in- 
ternational banks are phasing out loans 
as they come due. Tourism, once Guate- 
mala’s third largest source of foreign ex- 
change, has dwindled to a trickle. Major 
export crops such as coffee and cotton are 
also suffering. The economy is stagnant; 
the country’s foreign exchange reserves 
have fallen from $718 million in 1979 to 
an estimated $70 million today. 

Guatemala’s increasing unemploy- 
ment has benefited the guerrillas, who are 
trying to win the cooperation, if not the 
allegiance of the traditionally passive na- 
tive Indians, descendants of the Mayan 
Empire, who make up some 40% of the 
population. The guerrillas reportedly are 
hiring some of the poverty-stricken Indi- 
ans as fighters for $100 a month, plus 
food. The army, in turn, has offered the 
Indians protection from the combat in 
camps located in fire-free zones. 

The latest escalation in warfare is 
also casting a shadow over Guatemala’s 
presidential election, which is scheduled 
for March 7. The army and the govern- 
ment have agreed on their candidate: 
conservative Brigadier General Anibal 
Guevara, a former Defense Minister. His 
main opponents are Alejandro Maldona- 
do, a lawyer and former Guatemalan 
Ambassador to the United Nations, and 
Mario Sandéval Alarcén, an outspoken 
right-winger who sports a pearl-handled 
revolver and has threatened that if elect- 
ed his government would kill 1,000 
“Communists” a week. 

Guevara is expected to win, at a time 
when Guatemala is under heavy pressure 
from the US. to hold an election that is 
more honest than the one that resulted in 
President Lucas’ victory, widely regarded 
as fraudulent. The U.S. and the Guate- 
malan government want a big turnout at 
the polls to show that the new regime has 
the support of the people. For just that 
reason, the guerrillas will be trying to dis- 
rupt the election. Thus the increasingly 
open warfare in Guatemala seems likely 
to become even more bloody in the 
months ahead. —By George Russell. Report- 

ed by James Willwerth/Guatemala City 
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Winnie Mandela shortly after her accident 

SOUTH AFRICA 

Non-Persons | 
_ Suppression by banning 

FF. most of the past 20 years, Winnie 
Mandela has lived in a uniquely South 

African limbo. She is “banned,” an exile 
within her own country. The wife of Nel- 
son Mandela, imprisoned leader of the 
African National Congress, the black 47- 
year-old former social worker is consid- 
ered to be a threat to public order and 
white supremacy. Since 1962 she has en- 
joyed real freedom for a total of only elev- 
en months, and she is now beginning an- 
other five-year term as a banned person. 

Thus she, along with 114 other black and 
white opponents of apartheid, remains an 
outcast, a legal leper with few rights and 
many restrictions. 

Banning is one of the most chilling 
methods for suppressing dissent in South 
Africa. There is no requirement for for- 
mal charges, no trial, no appeal. Individ- 
ual cases vary, but banned people may be 
confined to specific districts away from 
their homes and are often restricted to 
their quarters at night or on weekends 
They must report regularly to the police 
and are never permitted to meet socially 

with more than one person at a time. (The 
authorities recently made a brief excep- 

tion: Mrs. Mandela was allowed to attend 
her brother's funeral. On her way home, 
she was in an automobile accident and 
suffered a broken arm.) 

Those who are banned are forbidden 
to write anything, even a diary, and the 
press is prohibited from quoting them- 
even after death. Their freedom to work is 
restricted; they are under constant police 
surveillance; their homes, telephones and 
cars are often bugged and their mail is in- 
tercepted. “Old friends would see me and 
cross the street to walk on the other side,” 

| recalls one former victim. Adds another: 
“You become a non-person.” 

hile the privations of banning are 
harsh, they are not as unpleasant in 

most cases as the more common punish- 
ment of indefinite detention without trial. 
In 1960 the government began to practice 
detention in addition to banning, which 
was ten years old. The two repressive 
measures have become part of the grim 
pattern of national life. Over the years, 

banning and detention have been used to 
silence more than 1,500 critics of the re- 
gime, including 350 people seized during 
the Soweto riots in 1976 and scores of 
Journalists, clergymen and antiapartheid 
leaders following the death in custody of 
Stephen Biko in 1977, 

Following a wave of riots and demon- 
strations that disrupted official celebra- 
tions of the 20th anniversary of South Af- 
rica as an independent republic last May, 
the security police have stepped up their 
campaign of repression. Since then, Win- 
nie Mandela has been joined in her un- 
usual exile by a dozen or so people, includ- 
ing Student Leader Andrew Boraine, son 
of an opposition member of parliament. 
At the same time, nearly 600 people have 
been detained without trial, some of them 
for as long as seven months. Among those 
arrested: 18 union and student leaders | 
and, embarrassingly enough for the gov- 
ernment, the niece of Pieter Koornhof, 
Pretoria’s Minister for Race Relations. 
Last week the government moved again, 
slapping a five-year banning order on Da- 
vid Johnson, president of the black stu- | 
dents’ society at Johannesburg’s Universi- 
ty of the Witwatersrand. Protested one 
angry student: “No words can adequately 
express the revulsion we feel at such state 
action.” 

The rebanning of Winnie Mandela 
prompted sharp criticism from church 
leaders and liberal politicians. David | 
Dalling, spokesman for the opposition 
Progressive Federal Party, called the de- 
cision “vicious and personally malicious.” 
The Rev. Philip Russell, the Anglican 
archbishop of Cape Town, publicly de- 
plored “the whole diabolical detention- 
banning machinery.” The protests, 
however, made little difference. The gov- 
ernment clearly intends to continue sti- 

fling all opposition to apartheid. 9 
But in her own quiet way, Winnie 

Mandela rose to the challenge. She report- 

ed to the police station for the first time un- 
der the new banning order by deliber- 
ately walking through the door marked 
“white,” a practice she intends to continue 
for at least the next five years u 
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‘Religion | 

Deadly Game in a U.S. Embassy 
Soviet Pentecostalists try to win freedom with a hunger strike 
ie are seven of them. For the past 

3% years they have lived as uninvited 
guests in a grubby 12-ft. by 20-ft. room in 
the basement of the U.S. embassy on Mos- 
cow’s bustling Tchaikovsky Street. They 
share two beds. They earn small change 
around the embassy washing cars, knit- 
ting garments, cleaning rooms. 

Known to the outside world as “the 
Siberian Seven,” they are Russian Pente- 
costalists, revivalist worshipers who want 
to emigrate to the US. with the rest of 
their families, Thus far, the Soviet Union 
has blocked their efforts Last week, in the 
most cir 20-year 
battle, two uo 5ustina Vash- 

a 
embassy (Lidiya, front, “Siberian Seven” in Second from left; Augustina, second from right) 

ger strike late last year. Augustina started 
taking only juice and water on Dec ?* 
despite the opposition of Pyor- 
Christian teaching against suicide. BAIS 
joined her three days later. When Histori- 
an Kent Hill of Seattle Pacific University 
flew to Moscow, Lidiya told him, “Here I 
am with no end in sight. ! can’t bear it. If I 
can’t have a normal life, I'd sooner die.” 

If death nears, U.S. Ambassador Ar- 
thur Hartman presumably will be forced 
to order the women out of the embassy for 
hospitalization—and into a dangerous re- 
union with Soviet authorities. If either 
woman is taken away, or dies, Liliya has 
vowed to start her ows. ... : Sei strike. 

A « 
“Here lam with noend in sight. If can't have a normal life, 'd sooner die.” 

chenko, 52, and her daughter Lidiya, 30, 
were on a hunger strike and failing fast. 
“Lidiya is down to her last reserves,” said 
visiting Pennsylvania Congressman Bud 
Shuster. “It could become a life-threaten- 
ing situation any day.” 

Back in June 1978 the seven crashed 
past Soviet guards and into the U.S. em- 
bassy, seeking to go to the US, Pyotr 
Vashchenko, now 55, Augustina, and 
their three daughters, Lidiya, Lyubov, 29, 
and Liliya, 24, along with Fellow Believ- 
ers Mariya Chmykhalov, 59, and her son 
Timofei, 19, had traveled 2,000 miles by 
rail from the Siberian town of Cherno- 
gorsk. Thwarted by Soviet intransigence 
since then, the dispirited Augustina and 
Lidiya have now stopped eating in a des- 
perate bid to win world attention and 
shame the Soviets into relenting. 

Their plan was inspired by Soviet Dis- 
sident Andrei Sakharov’s successful hun- 

While in the embassy, the group com- 
pleted a 225,000-word account of their 
heart-rending saga, reworked by John 
Pollock as The Siberian Seven (Word: 
$8.95). During a harsh anti-Christian 
campaign, starting in 1961, worship ser- 
vices were routinely broken up and many 
Pentecostal leaders were jailed. When 
their children faced cruel harassment at 
school—ridicule, ostracism and beat- 
ings—the Vashchenkos decided to edu- 
cate them at home. The state then ruled 
them unfit parents, seized Lidiya and two 
sisters in 1962, and sent them to be raised 
in institutions until they turned 16. 

In January 1963, while Pyotr was in 
prison, Augustina was among 32 church 
members who won headlines around the 
world by barging into the U.S. embassy 
and begging for asylum. They left when 
the Soviets promised better treatment. In- 
Stead, Pyotr and Augustina lost their 

| Pope was still too sick to risk an opera- 

r 

ing the Soviets, which State denies. US. 

| leaving the embassy as the only way to get 

home and jobs, Pyotr was confined tem- 
porarily to a psychiatric hospital, and 
both went to prison for several years. 

England’s Keston College, a research 
center on Christianity under Commu- 
nism, reports that 30,000 of the estimated 
150.000 Soviet Pentecostalists are seeking 

“a Jews and emi- 

2n claim the 
.~ .-ctl lax in press- 

diplomats have tried to talk them into 

an exit visa. Meanv’+"'~ ‘> State Depart- 
ment obie “ator 
Carl Levin, w -, viner © 
ators, to improve the seven’s circum- | 
stances by giving them permanent USS. 
resident status and making them eligible 
for citizenship in 1983. 

Even if the bill passes, it may be too 
«we for Augustina and Lidiya, wa... 
month wrote Soviet President Brezhnev, 
“People of the world ~* tts 
case as a murder committea by you. it 
these two great countries cannot find a 

Positive sviucion to this small question, 
how then can they solve the big ones?” gi 

Half Alive 
The Pope vs. his doctors 

T= Pope abdicate? During John Paul 
II’s slow recovery from his shooting 

last summer, Gc. <r circulated in Eu- 
rope that he was thinking of stepping 
down. That was hardly credible, but there 
is no doubt that he was a frustrated pa- 
tient. So much so, TIME has learned, that 
at a critical juncture he stepped into the 
medical management of his case and 
overruled advice from a panel of his 
doctors. 

On the day u. . . shot last May, sur- 
geons performed a colostomy, temporar- 
ily rerouting the upper part of the large in- 
testine to let the damaged lower part heal. 
The bowel was to be reconnected in a sec- 
ond operation in June. But John Paul de- 
veloped a serious viral infection, and was 
too weak to undergo the needed surgery. 
The stalemate dragged on until late July, 
when his nine Italian physicians met to 
decide what to do. 

The Pope insisted on sitting in, call- 
ing himself “a party to the problem,” not 
“a simple object of discussion.” Eight of 
the doctors voted against the surgery: the 

tion. The ninth doctor thought the re- 
verse. John Paul went with No. 9 and or- 
dered surgery. According to a Roman 
physician familiar with the discussions, 
the Pontiff explained, “I don’t want to 
continue half dead and half alive.” The | 
Operation was performed successfully on 
Aug. 5. John Paul left the hospital nine 
days later, and has gradually resumed his 
activist pontificate. = 
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GM’s Continuous 
Protection Plan for cars, 
a trucks and vans 
olfers low-cost protection 
against major repair bills 
for up to 4 years 
or 50,000 miles. 
GM’s Continuous Protection Plan is 
an inflation fighting option that goes 
well beyond GM’s new-vehicle 
limited warranties. 

Once your new-vehicle warranty 
expires, you pay only $25 per visit on 
covered repairs. GM pays the rest! 

“T live on a tight budget. So 
™ when I bought my new GM 

» car, I also budgeted GM’s 
Continuous Protection Plan. 
It’s easy that way and I’m 
covered against any big bills.” 

Up to 10 
major assemblies 
are covered. 

Depending on the plan you 
choose, GM covers the 
engine, transmission, front- 
and rear-wheel drives, cooling 
and fuel, steering, front 
suspension, brakes, electrical 
system and air 
conditioner. See 
your GM dealer 
for full details. 

Car rental and 
towing allowances. 

All GM Continuous Protec- 
tion Plans offer generous car 
rental allowances any time 
your vehicle is inoperative and 
kept overnight for covered re- 
pairs. And towing allowances 
up to $25 per occurrence. 

Choose the coverage 
that’s right for you. 
You can get protection that 
lasts for 3 years or 36,000 
miles, whichever comes first, 
or extend your coverage to 4 
years or 50,000 miles. Either 
way, you have.an agreement 
directly with General Motors. 

Convenient service and 
a toll-free hot line. 
GM dealers in the United 
States and Canada stand ready 
to serve you. You also get a 
personal ID card and a toll- 
free “800” hot line telephone 
number for assistance. 

It’s transferable. 
For a $25 fee, the plan can be 
transferred to a subsequent 
owner. This could be an added 
selling feature when you sell 
your GM vehicle, or you can 
cancel the plan and receive a 
prorated cash refund. So 
protect your new-vehicle 
investment with the GM 
Continuous Protection Plan. 

When you buy your new 
Chevrolet, Pontiac, 
Oldsmobile, Buick, Cadillac, 
GMC and Chevrolet 
Light-Duty Truck or Van, ask 
for the Plan with this mark. 

Continuous 
Protection 

Plan 



Untitled #50, 1981: the presence of landscape in a vestige of ocean, horizon, a strip of grass 

A Geometry Bathed in Light 

R ichard Diebenkorn, 59, is by fairly 
general consent the dean of Califor- 

nia painters. A former Marine who began 
his career in the San Francisco Bay Area, 
Diebenkorn started as a representational | 

| ed idiom whose sources, far back in the artist in the 1940s, became an abstract 
painter, returned to the theme of figure- 
in-landscape in the 1950s and then, from 
1967 onward, gradually began to make 

| himself a world reputation with a se- 
quence of essentially abstract canvases 
that he christened the “Ocean Park” se- 
ries, after the section of Santa Monica 

| where he now lives. Yet there was nothing 
veering or arbitrary about the changes in 
his approach. Diebenkorn has always 
been a man of tenacity, deeply conscious 
of the tradition he works in and the hom- 
ages to other art that it entails, and he does 
nothing lightly. When his work shifts, the 
shift means something. One sees this hap- 
pening in the current show of Die- 
benkorn’s work in progress, a group Ustitled #45, 1981: a writhing emblem of body or still life 

of 50 drawings, mostly in gouache 
and crayon, that went on view last 
week at Knoedler in New York. 

The show marks both a depar- 
ture and a continuation. Dieben- 
korn’s recent drawings (all are paint- 
ings On paper, in a restricted color 
range keyed to blue) develop, with 
some diffidence, out of the quasi-ab- 
stract Ocean Parks. Those works, 
which have occupied him from 1967 
to the present, are arguably the most 
refined images of the abstract bones 
of landscape (in the best sense of re- 
finement, which excludes prettiness 
and weakness) done by an American 
artist of his generation. Pale blue Pa- 
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Richard Diebenkorn’s recent drawings signal a notable shift 

cific air, cuts and slices of gable, white 
posts by the sea, sudden drop-offs of hill 
or throughway—these images of the Cali- 
fornia coast have found their way into 
them, but in a condensed and fully digest- 

early 20th century, are Henri Matisse and 
Piet Mondrian. 

Landscape is still a presence in the 
new Diebenkorns; it is not hard, for in- 
stance, to see ocean in the tract of blue 
that fills the lower two-thirds of Untitled 
#50, 1981, or horizon and the vestige of a 
grass strip in its ruled bars of white and 
green. The same handwriting pervades 
them, a sunken geometry of lines scum- 
bled over and hazed with paint, as though 
bathed in light and vapor. There is a kind 
of light on Diebenkorn’s stretch of coast- 
line—mild, high and ineffably clear, de- 
scending like a benediction on the ticky- | 

tack slopes just before the fleeting sunset 
drops over Malibu—which is all but 
unique in North America, and Dieben- 
korn’s paintings always appear to be done 
in terms of it. It is part of their signature, 
whether they suggest actual landscape or 
not. 

From most of the drawings at 
Knoedler’s, the image of landscape has 
receded. It is displaced—though not 

| wholly abolished—by a curious motif 
Diebenkorn refers to as his “ace of 
spades,” and which does resemble the 
black pip on that card pushed and pulled 
out of shape. It is Diebenkorn’s way of 
breaking up the remote geometry of the | 
Ocean Parks; one no longer sees a distant 
“view” of a whole terrain, but moves clos- 
er, toward this lobed and writhing em- 
blem which suggests either body or still 
life: the curves of a thigh, a buttock or a 
breast, the petals of a flower rising on its 
stalk, or—in some of the drawings—the 
black propped lid of a grand piano. The 
body image is confirmed particularly in a 
work like Untitled #45, which is haunted 
by the swollen, vegetative forms of 1930s 
Picasso, rather than 1914 Matisse. Of 
course, the drawings also seem more inti- 
mate than the previous Ocean Parks sim- 
ply because they are drawings—smaller 
and more provisional, the receptacles of 
experiment. 

Y: they retain a distinctive intensity, 
quiet and mannered, that goes with 

their aloof and somewhat ambiguous de- | 
gree of abstraction. When Diebenkorn 
wants to set a curve flowing across the pa- 
per, its rhythm acquires a detached mel- 
lowness, a quality of reverie; this wander- 
ing of the hand is constantly checked and 
inflected by the vestiges of a grid, the an- 
gled cuts of straight drawing that survive 
from the Ocean Parks and are, in fact, a 
permanent feature of his style. Conse- 
quently, the Knoedler exhibition as a 
whole presents a display of control rare in 
current painting. 

Diebenkorn can be clumsy some- 
limes, and there is a direct link between 
the dumpy off-centeredness of some of his 

“ace” emblems and the awkward 
postures of sun-struck California fig- 
ures in his paintings from 25 years 
ago. But that comes from consisten- 
cy. Part of Diebenkorn’s essential 
tone has always been the way his first 
pictorial impulses survive in the writ- 
ten-over manuscript of his work. His 
mastery of his own long-considered 
syntax has never led him to smooth | 
out the quirks. Diebenkorn is a great 
stylist, and what gives life to style isa 
certain disequilibrium. These modest 
drawings clearly signal an interesting 
turn in his work. Will a series of 
paintings on the scale and quality of 
the Ocean Parks eventually come out 
of them? One would be rash to bet 
against it — By Robert Hughes 
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In California to pose for a 

recent Los Angeles magazine 
cover story on diet and fitness, 
Christie Brinkley gave in to the 

unthinkable and stuffed her 
splendid 5-ft. 8-in. frame with 
Mexican food. Christie paid for 
the binge—she found herself a 
wee bit more pneumatic in her 
mauve, Lycra-stretch jump- 

suit. Not to worry. Included in 

the Los Angeles story was a col- 
lection of hip-slimming homi- 
lies to which Christie sub- 
scribes. Most of the diet tips 
were standard. Avoid mayon- 

naise, butter, margarine, oil 

and salad dressings, drink lots 
of water and no more than two 
glasses of wine a day. Christie 
who weighs in at 124 Ibs., does 

not chew gum, so she chomps 

on raw vegetables. She makes 

another exception. “I prefer 
champagne to wine,” says 
Christie. “The bubbles fill you 

up more 

Take the group of veteran 
nightclub comics and enter- 

tainers who turned out at the 

Hillcrest Country Club for Co- 

median Danny Thomas’ 70th 

birthday. Please. Making room 
for Danny in the picture (he is 

front row center, with a cigar 

and red pocket handkerchief) 

are: (top row) Milton Berle, 

73, Don Rickles, 55, Steve 
Landesberg (partially hidden), 

36, Bob Newhart, 52, Morey Am- 

People 

Brinkley demonstrating what 124 Lycra-covered pounds can look like on a diet that includes champagne 

sterdam, 67, Bob Hope, 78, Art 

Linkletter, 69, Jack Carter, 58 

Joey Bishop, 63, Phyllis Diller, 64 

Carl Reiner, 59, Sid Caesar, 59 

(front row) Jan Murray, 64, 

George Burns, 85, Danny, Red 

Buttons, 62, Steve Lawrence, 46, 
and Buddy Hackett, 57. One 

longtime Hollywood hand tele- 
phoned Thomas. “I'm calling 
to congratulate you on your 
39th birthday,” said Ronald Rea- 

gan, 70. Replied Thomas: “You 

never did get your lines right.” 

For Race Driver Mark 
Thatcher, 28, the son of Brit- 
ish Prime Minister Margaret 

Thatcher, the 390-vehicle Paris- 

to-Dakar rally lived up to its 

promise as “the last possible 
adventure in our epoch.”’ Nine 

days into the harrowing 6,200- 

mile course, Thatcher, Co- 

Driver Charlotte Verney, 38 

and Mechanic Jean Garnier suf- 

fered a broken axle on their 
Peugeot 504 and then vanished 

in the vast expanse of the Sa- 
hara. A search party, led by 

Algerian and French military 

planes and helicopters, criss- 

crossed the desert sky while 
trucks and Land Rovers tra- 

versed the rugged terrain. Fi- 
nally, last week, on the sixth 

day of the trio’s disappearance, 

Danny Thomas and friends at the Hillcrest Country Club: it wasn’t really his 39th birthday 
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they were spotted, stranded be- 

tween two small Algerian de 
sert towns. Said Thatcher after 

his rescue: “All I need is a beer 

and sandwich, a bath and a 

shave.’ By E. Graydon Carter 

Thatcher: found in the desert 

On the Record 
Gerald Ford, 68, former Presi- 
dent, on his new athletic skills 

I fall down 

slopes and hit fewer spectators 
on the golf course.” 

less on the ski 

John F. Seiberling, 63. Demo- 

cratic Representative, on the 

changes in federal tax law that 

favor Big Business: ‘There's a 
joke going around Wall Street 
It says that if your company is 
still paying taxes, you haven't 
read the new tax law. Well 

is a joke all right, but the 

joke is on the I 

taxpayers 
rest of the 



At the center of tout Paris in Franco Zeffirelli’s lavish production of La Bohéme at the Met 

——— 

Angelic Purity, Raw Urgency 

Scenes from the life of Soprano Teresa 
Stratas: 

Calcutta, spring, 1981. “Hell! on earth, 
wall-to-wall misery.” Forsaking singing 
for a time, Teresa Stratas enters Mother 
Teresa’s mission to work at the orphan- 
age, with sick children and, finally, with 
the terminally ill. At the top of the stairs 
stands a little girl, hanging on to the rail- 
ing. “She was blind, ugly—and so beauti- 
ful. When she smiled, it was the 
most beautiful thing I ever saw. She 
hung on to me and I wanted to 
bring her home. When the time 
came to leave, I had to take her 
arms away from me, and the smile 
went away and it was terrible.” 

New York, autumn, 1981. “Lenya 
chose me to die with.” During the 
last four weeks in the life of Lotte 
Lenya, widow of Composer Kurt 
Weill, Stratas is at her side, nursing 
her, even sleeping in her room. On 
one gray autumn day, Lenya asks 
her companion if she likes the fall 

“No, I don't,” Stratas says. “It 
makes me sad. Spring is my favor- 

ite, and so is summer. What is your 

favorite season, Lenya?” The dying 
woman's reply: “All of them 

The Metropolitan Opera, winter, 
1981-82. “The greatest operatic 
production I have ever been part of 
and exposed to.” As Mimi, the con- 
sumptive heroine of Puccini's La 
Bohéme, Stratas plays her death 
scene with an eerily quiet intensity 
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Soprano Teresa Stratas’ art and life imitate each other 

“You're crying?” she asks her lover and 
friends. “I’m all right. Here, my love . 
always with you.” Stratas’ voice, so robust 
in the earlier acts, has trailed off to a musi- 
cal whisper; her strong and forceful ges- 
tures are reduced to one outstretched arm, 
which falls to her side as the opera ends 

“Whatever I do,” says Teresa Stratas, 
“I do totally, one hundred percent.” At 43, 
Stratas is engaged in a perpetual quest for 
transcendent meaning in life. Secure at 

With Carreras in death scene: electric stage presence 

the top of one of the world’s most demand- 
ing professions, she is strangely unim- 
pressed by her accomplishments. “I don’t 
think of myself as an opera singer,” she 
says offhandedly in a dark, deep voice res- 
onant with the accent of her native Toron- 
to. “I don’t know what I am. Just me.” 

er search began with her birth on a 
dining room table in her Greek immi- 

grant family’s tiny apartment above a 
Chinese laundry. Unwanted as an extra 
mouth to feed, Stratas survived tuberculo- 
sis at the age of four. She began singing 
early—her mother discovered her sere- 
nading some sewer rats in the basement at 
the age of five. In her teens she moved up 
to the local club circuit, where she special- 
ized in pop music. Auditioning for the 

University of Toronto’s music department 
at 17, she knew so little about classical 
music that she had to sing Smoke Gets in 
Your Eyes. But she was accepted at once 
By 1959 she had won a contract at the Met 
for small roles. Her big break came two 
years later, when she substituted for Lu- 
cine Amara as Lit in Turandot and found 
herself onstage with Tenor Franco Corelli 

| and Supersoprano Birgit Nilsson 
During her career, she has enjoyed tri- 

umphs for which other sopranos would 
give their last high C—in spite of a well- 
deserved reputation for temperamental 
perfectionism that has given headaches to 
many a colleague and caused her to cancel 
a number of important engagements 
Blessed with a large voice that easily spans 

| three octaves, Stratas was selected to sing 
the title role in Alban Berg’s thorny 
twelve-tone shocker Lu/u, when the com- 
plete opera—with its suppressed third act 
orchestrated by Friedrich Cerha—was 

given its world premiere in Paris in 
1979. The late conductor Karl 

=Béhm, mindful of Stratas’ electric 
:Stage presence and lithe figure, 
chose her for his filmed version of 

= Richard Strauss’s decadently erotic 

“opera Salome. And her capacity, 
both vocally and dramatically, to 

range from angelic purity to raw ur- 
gency made her a superb choice to 
sing Mimi opposite Tenor José Car- 
reras’ Rodolfo in Franco Zeffirelli’s 
spectacularly realistic new produc- 
tion of La Bohéme at the Met—per- 
haps the most lavish setting ever 
created for Puccini's tale. (The pro- 
duction, which PBS is televising na- 
tionally this Wednesday on Live 
from the Met, surpasses in opulence 

even Zeffirelli’s famous La Scala 
staging of 1963. In the second act, it 
seems that fout Paris is milling 
about the Café Momus.) 

Dominating the action—in a 
way that most Mimis never quite 
manage—is the 5-ft., 100-odd-lb 
figure of Teresa Stratas. Instead of 
the usual wisp of pathetic winsome- 
ness, Stratas makes of Mimi a com- 
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| plete woman, one with physical and emo- 

tional desires and the will to achieve 
them. Impulsively planting a kiss on Ro- 
dolfo’s cheek near the end of Act I, calmly 
singing at the center of the maelstrom of 
Act II, reaching out to her lover amid the 
snowdrifts of Act III or expiring serenely 
in Act IV, Stratas holds the attention with 
both her voice and body, giving the opera 
a strong central fulcrum 

Although an international star, Stra- 
tas shuns fancy limousines after her per- 
formances, trudging up Broadway to a 
rambling old West Side apartment 
crammed with memorabilia. A multilin- 
guist, she reads voraciously (among her 
current projects: the Bhagavad-Gita). At 
home, she munches on pecans grown on 

the ramshackle 50-acre Florida farm she 
recently bought. Her sometimes tempes- 
tuous private life, no less than her profes- 
sional one, is marked by what she de- 
scribes as “a restlessness, a need to 
explore, to find out, to learn.” 

Last April, when she abruptly can- 
celed all her operatic engagements (with 
the exception of La Bohéme) and set out 
for India, she carried only a single change 
of clothing in her backpack. Traveling 
from Calcutta to Nepal and Kashmir, she 
lived in cheap hotels and sometimes 
washed her clothes on the rocks beside 
rivers. In the depths of Calcutta’s desper- 
ate poverty, she was ushered into Mother 
| Teresa's presence and found herself awe- 

struck: “That face is so gorgeous, with its 
millions of lines. She held my hands and 
looked at me with those eyes of strength, 
calm, determination, wisdom. In a dark 
time, she is truly a light.” Except for her 
personal expenses, Stratas is donating her 
Met Bohéme fees to Mother Teresa. 

Ss tratas met Lenya during the rehears- 
als for Weill’s Rise and Fall of the City 

of Mahagonny at the Met in 1979. At first 
Lenya made Stratas nervous; she sensed 
the older woman’s resentment at being 
supplanted in one of her roles. “It was hard 
for me to see that shock of red hair and that 
stern face in the empty house,” remembers 
Stratas. “She was Jenny and I thought that 
I was hopeless.” Only later, as Lenya was 
dying, did Stratas learn that her perfor- 
mance had deeply affected her col- 
league—so much so that Lenya gave hera 
stack of Weill songs that she had been 
keeping in a safe for years, waiting for the 
right interpreter to come along. Those 
songs became the basis of a treasurable 
record, The Unknown Kurt Weill, which 
has been nominated this year for two 

| Grammy awards. Says Stratas: “Some- 
where we were both aware she was hand- 
ing over a torch, her reason for living.” 

Yet Stratas still feels, “I haven't found 
the track of what I am going to do in my 
life.” Her dark brown eyes—part of her 
Cretan heritage—shine with fervor as she 
says: “Music is tied in with it—it is part of 
something leading me somewhere. I don’t 
know where it is or what, but I have big- 
ger things I am going to do. Opera has 
never been enough.’ —BSy Michael Walsh. 
Reported by Nancy Neuran/New York 

“After I stopped running 
around the courts, 

Istarted running my 
own small business’ 
-John Havlicek Here I was in a completely 

New position, and without a 
coach to help me with my next 
move, 

So I called Xerox for advice. 

Easy-to-choose copiers at 
easy-to-afford prices. 
Xerox has the widest range 

of copiers Co choose from. They 

have the largest service team 
around. They'll also 
arrange financing. 

Just send in the 
coupon. Or call 
Xerox at 800-648- 
5888, operator 674. 

You'll see. 
When it comes to 
starting your own 
small business, 
Xerox can 

offer you a great 

game plan. 

I'd like Da sales representative to contact me XEROX 
Ja demonstration © more information. 

Send to: Xerox Corporation, Box 24, Rochester, N.Y. 14601 
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Medicine L 

Solace for the Pear-Shaped 

F°: women weight watchers, the battle 
of the bulge is often lost at the hips. 

No matter how they exercise, excess 
pounds seem to pile up there and at the 
buttocks and thighs. But at last there 
seems to be some compensation for the 
pear-shaped. (No, not another grapefruit 
diet.) According to Dr. Ahmed Kissebah 
of the Medical College of Wisconsin, 
overweight women whose body fat is con- 
centrated below the waist run a relatively 

_ low risk of contracting diabetes, a fre- 
quently serious disease that disrupts the 
normal metabolism of sugar into energy 
and afflicts one out of 20 Americans. 
Conversely, Kissebah warns, women with 
what he calls “upper-body obesity” (ex- 
cess fat deposited mainly around the 
waist, chest, neck and arms) are high-risk 

candidates for the disorder, which may 
cause blurred vision, persistent drowsi- 
ness, frequent urination, cramps in legs, 
feet and fingers, and can eventually lead 
to coma and even death. “To put it sim- 
ply,” says Kissebah, “the bigger the waist, 
compared with the hips and thighs, the 
higher the risk of developing diabetes.” 

Kissebah bases his observation on a 
six-year study of 52 women, 25 of them 
fat on top, 18 with lower-body obesity, 
plus a control group of nine women 
of normal weight. All were carefully 
matched for height, age and, in the case 
of the obese women, weight. All, says 
Kissebah, were “apparently healthy fe- 
males whose doctors told them that they 
didn’t have diabetes.” 

Kissebah found otherwise. When the 
women were tested, significant differ- 
ences between the groups appeared. 
While women of normal weight and 
those with lower-body-obesity fell with- 
in the normal range on the tests, all of 
— _ - 

A woman's figure may figure in diabetes 

those with upper-body-obesity had high 
blood levels of insulin, sugar and. fats, 
common indexes of diabetes. Further- 
more, when glucose-tolerance tests were 
given, 15 out of the 25 scored within the 
diabetic range. Statistically, says Kisse- 
bah, the group was eight times as likely 

| as normal women to develop the symp- 
toms of the disease. 

Seeking an explanation for these 
findings, Kissebah examined fat and 
muscle biopsies taken from the abdo- 
men and thighs of his subjects. He dis- 
covered that fat cells taken from the 
abdomen of upper-body-obese women 
were enlarged, appearing like so many 
overstuffed pillows. In lower-body obesi- 
ty, by contrast, fat cells were normal in 
size, though excessive in number. 

BODY SHAPE AND DIABETES IN WOMEN 

Preliminary studies at Wisconsin 
have also shown that the overpacked fat 
cells have a smaller number of the re- 
ceptors to which insulin attaches, con- 
trolling the utilization of sugar. This 
may account for the elevated levels of 
blood sugar and insulin. The tendency 
to acquire oversize fat cells may in turn 
be regulated by hormones, suggests Kis- 
sebah. Women with upper-body obesity, 
he found, have a higher ratio of male 
hormones to female hormones than 
their lower-body-obese counterparts or 
women of average weight. The very dis- 
tribution of their adipose tissue—around 
and above the waist—is more like that 
of pot-bellied men. Significantly, obese 
men have a higher incidence of diabetes 
than obese women, 

Doctors have long known that over- 
weight increases the risk of diabetes. 
The rule of thumb is that the risk dou- 
bles for each additional 20 Ibs. of flab. 
Kissebah hopes his study will refine the 

| dencies and symptoms can often be ef- 

rule. About 40% of American women 
are overweight, he points out, but only 
a quarter of that group have upper- 
body obesity. Such women, he suggests, 
should all be tested for diabetes and 
strongly urged to reduce. Diabetic ten- 

fectively controlled or even eliminated 
by proper diet and weight loss alone. 

As a fringe benefit of his study, Kis- 
sebah may have solved the age-old rid- 
die of why it is so much easier for some 
women to lose weight above the waist 
(where fat cells may be enlarged) than 
to slim down their hips. Says he: “It is 
much easier to shrink fat cells than to 
do away with them.” = 

Running Woe 
Female joggers and infertility 

he list of joggers’ ailments runs on 
and on. First there were the worka- 

day shin splints and stress fractures. 
Then, somewhat more exotic, the threat 
of jogger’s nipple and jogger’s kidney. In 
winter, male marathoners have been 
known to run into penile frostbite. And 
women runners, it now appears, may 
face a problem of their own, jogger’s in- 
fertility, which turns out to be easily re- 
versible if they just stay off their feet. 

Ina letter to the New England Journal 
of Medicine, Dublin Gynecologist Colm 
O'Herlihy notes the case of two women in 
their mid-20s who regularly ran about 20 
miles a week. Both had stopped taking 
birth-control pills a year ago, and neither 
had menstruated since. O'Herlihy pre- 
scribed high doses of the fertility drug clo- 
miphene citrate but without result. Final- 
ly, he asked his patients to lay off the 
trackwork. Within eight weeks, both had 
ovulated while taking half the original 
doses of clomiphene. Shortly thereafter 
both became pregnant. 

The explanation, suggests O’Herlihy, 
may lie in the leanness of the women. 
Studies of female ballet dancers have 
shown that when the level of fat in the 
body drops below 22% (as opposed to 
26-28% for the average 25-year-old), 
menstruation may cease. In the case of 
adolescents, body fat levels of less than 
17% will delay the onset of puberty. In 
runners, the incidence of the problem 
appears to be proportional to weekly 
mileage. Generally, the effect is revers- 
ible with weight gain. 

The link between ovulation and 
exercise may also involve a natural opi- 
um-like substance, beta-endorphin, that 
pours into the bloodstream during stress- 
ful workouts. Beta-endorphin has been 
shown to suppress female hormones regu- 
lating the menstrual cycle. In any case, 
for women runners being treated for in- 
fertility, good advice seems to be: stop 
running. z 
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Take this compatibility quiz to see 
whether you'll find Psychology Today 
a boon or a bore. 

1. When stopping to talk to some- 
one on the street, do you remove 
your sunglasses? 

2. Do you prefer to do your own 
gift-wrapping instead of using 
the store's? 

3. Do you think nothing of throwing 
out wilted flowers, but hesitate 
to discard a plant past its prime? 

4. After giving a party, do you men- 
tally keep track of who phones to 
thank you and who doesn't? 

5. Do you often have a desire to 
be alone, to pursue your own 
interests? 

6. Are you careful to glue stamps on 
envelopes right side up? 

7. Have you changed your affilia- 
tion from the religion of your 
childhood? 

8. Do you ask other people's chil- 
dren to call you by your first 
name? 

9, Male or female —have you ever 
changed your hair color? 

10. Do you ever go to the movies 
alone? 

11. After you've finished reading the 
paper, do you put it back together 
again? 

12. Do you, when instructed, write 
your account number on your 
check when paying bills? 

13. Do you turn your dinner plate so 
the meat faces you? 

14. Do you often tell jokes at parties? 

15. Do you give your teeth a good 
scrubbing before you go to the 
dentist? 

16. When the teller has already 
counted your money twice, do 
you forego counting it a third 
time yourself? 
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17. Do you habitually tip bartenders? 

18. Do you feel awkward talking on 
the telephone when you're 
naked? 

19. When parking parallel, do you 
back in whenever possible? 

20. When giving a party, do you have 
a drink before the guests arrive? 

21. When using book matches, do you 
tear out each match in order? 

22. When lunching or dining by your- 
self at home, do you bother to set 
a place? 

23. Do you fee! guilt when you go to 
the movies in the daytime? 

24. Can you remember what you were 
wearing the day before last? 

25. Do you usually try to arrive at ap- 
pointments ahead of time? 

26. If it's the last one on the plate, do 
you hesitate to take it? 

27. When leaving a theater, do you 
fold up your seat? 

28. Is the fruit you take the one that's 
just about to go bad? 

29. Do you close the bathroom door, 
even when you're the only one 
home? 
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INTERPRETATION: Generally, the more “yesses,” 
the more you'll like Psychology Today. What 
we've learned is that you are somewhat adven- 
turesome (changing hair color, religious affilia- 
tion). You're concerned about what others think 
(doing your own gift-wrap, tipping bartenders). 

You're considerate of others (writing in 
your account number, folding up your theater 
seat, arriving ahead of time, putting the paper 
back together). You're practical (backing in, 
eating the one that’s about to go bad) 

In short, you're a person who's highly 
self-aware — and that’s good. Moreover, the fact 
that you allowed yourself to be tested shows 
that you're interested in learning more about 
yourself. And that’s what Psychology Today is 
all about. 

Psychology Today is a monthly magazine 
that's written for laymen as well as profession- 
als in psychology. A magazine that's as fas- 
cinating to read as the palm of your hand. And 
a magazine that can tell you more about your 
self than the conversation when you've just left 
the room 

Our quiz also shows that you have a com 
mendable sense of thrift (wanting to save the 
plant). And our offer is made to order. Just mail 
the attached card or 
the coupon below, 
and you'll get 
Psychology Today 
at HALF PRICE 
That's the best deal 
on human under- 
standing you'll 
find anywhere! 

P.O. Box 29¢ 
| Psychology Today soviier co s0322 | 
| : | 
1 Send me Psychology Today at HALF PRICE: 

| (One year for $6.99. (1 Two years for $13.98. Three years for $20.97. | ! 
| 50% savings based on full one-year subscription price of $13.97 | 

Mis 
| = (please print full name) BE 126 | 

| Address Apt | 

je | 
| CHECK ONE: Payment enclosed. C) Bill me later. | 

| Foreign postage: Add $3 a year for Car Add $5 a year (cash payment in U.S. currency only) for other | 
ountnies yutside U.S. and possessions lease allow 30 to 60 days for delivery f first issue 



Economy & Business 

TIME Chart by Niget Holmes 

No longer do we perceive that our busi- 
ness will be limited to telephony or, for that 
matter, telecommunications. Ours is the 
business of information handling, the 
knowledge business. And the market that 
we seek is global. 

uch was the corporate philosophy 
set forth by AT&T in its 1980 an- 
nual report to stockholders. Sud- 

denly, a year later, the words have taken 
on real meaning—not only for the Bell 
System’s 3 million shareholders but for 
just about everybody the world over. 

| Two weeks after the far-reaching 
agreement that settled the U.S. Govern- 
ment’s seven-year-old antitrust suil 
against the company, AT&T officials are 
still trying to absorb all the implications. 
After 48 years as the world’s largest cor- 
porate monopoly, Ma Bell faces the pros- 
pect of being freed from federal regulation 
to compete, like any other company, in 
whatever businesses it chooses to enter. 
The consequences for consumers and 
businesses alike are certain to be historic. 
Says Ralph Acampora, an investment an- 
alyst for the New York City brokerage 
firm of Kidder Peabody & Co.: “It is Gul- 
liver’s Travels retold for the 1980s. The 

| Lilliputians, like the Government, con- 
| trolled a big giant. But one at a time, the 

Stalking New Markets 

strings began to fall away. Now we are 
confronted by this company with tremen- 
dous strength and resources that has been 
dormant for years and has at last broken 
free.” 

Not since the breakup of John D. 
Rockefeller’s Standard Oil empire in 
1911 has there been a more complex and 
potentially revolutionary restructuring of 
a US. corporation. The agreement opens 
the way for AT&T to divest itself of the 
least profitable and slowest-growing side 
of its business, local telephone service, by 

| spinning off its 22 operating subsidiaries. 
At the same time, the company will be 
permitted to hang on to its very profitable 
and rapidly growing long-distance opera- 
tions, which in 1980 accounted for more 
than 50% of AT&T’s $51 billion in reve- 
nue. Even more important, the company 
will be able to keep its $12 billion-a-year 
Western Electric Co. manufacturing sub- 
sidiary and its highly prized Bell Labora- 
tories, the world’s largest and most so- 
phisticated industrial research facility. 

Though the settlement gave the Jus- 
tice Department much of what it had 
sought in its original antitrust suit, the di- 
vestiture will also be of enormous poten- 
tial benefit to AT&T. Taken together, the 
changes will enable a slimmed-down— 
and toned-up—company to plunge head- 
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A slimmer AT&T will compete fiercely in the world of high technology 
long into the explosively expanding new 
world of computer-based information 
processing, a postindustrial business uni- 
verse that embraces everything from per- 
sonal computers to space technology, and 
all points in between. 

Once having divested itself of the lo- 
cal operating companies, where most of 
its investment is concentrated, AT&T 
will be able to surge ahead with more and 
more new products and services without 
fear of being stopped by Government reg- 
ulation. Says former Federal Communi- 
cations Commission Chairman Richard 
Wiley, who presided over the regulation | 
of AT&T’s interstate activities during the 
mid-1970s: “The settlement was a bril- 
liant master stroke on the company’s part. 
AT&T gave away the future railroads of 
the telephone industry, kept the money- 
makers that the firm already had, and 
won the right to go after everything else 
on the high-revenue side.” 

Yet as consumers, politicians and 
businessmen paused to take a good look at 
the AT&T settlement, they found that 
they had far more questions about it than 
there were answers. Among the first con- 
cerns was that the breakup might unleash 
an explosion in telephone costs. In 
Washington, Colorado Democrat Timo- 
thy Wirth, chairman of the House 
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a 

Subcommittee on Telecommunications, 
warned of “sharp increases” in the 
charges for local telephone service and 
promised hearings to assess the full im- 
pact of the settlement. Among those plan- 
ning to testify before Wirth’s committee 
are AT&T Chairman Charles L. Brown 
and Assistant Attorney General William 
Baxter, the two men who negotiated the 
agreement. The Senate Commerce Com- 
mittee has also announced plans to hold 
hearings that will look into the historic 
settlement. 

Meanwhile, Federal District Court 
Judge Harold Greene, who has presided 
since 1978 over the Justice Department's 
suit against AT&T, became concerned 
that the deal had been reached without 
full consideration of all the issues and im- 
plications involved. To give consumer 
groups, corporate competitors and others 
an opportunity to file their opinions 
in the matter, he ordered a 60-day delay 
before making a formal decision on the 
arrangement. 

Though AT&T has six months to 
draft a specific plan of divestiture and 
twelve months more to put it into effect, 
the company is so complex and sprawling 
that the entire process could easily drag 
on for years. Scores of million-dollar ques- 
tions await answers. Among them are 
such basic issues as whether AT&T or the 
divested local operating companies will 
wind up owning the more than 142.5 mil- 
lion telephones that Americans now lease 
from the Bell System. Most likely, owner- 
ship of the phones will not be passed on to 
the local operating companies. Likewise 
unresolved is the question of whether tele- 
phone users in the future will continue to 
get one monthly bill that itemizes both lo- 
cal and long-distance charges on a single 
statement or separate bills for both. One 
bill is likely. 

he most pressing issue for consum- 
ers is the future of phone rates. The 
breakup of AT&T into separate 

corporate entities, one for local calls and 
one for long-distance ones, will effectively 
undermine AT&T’s traditional practice 
of charging premium prices for long-dis- 
tance service in order to hold down the 
cost of local calls. This internal subsidy 
system has worked remarkably well over 
the years. Though inflation has pushed up 
overall consumer prices in the US. by 
nearly 130% in the past ten years, the cost 
of local telephone service has risen by 
only 51.7%. In fact, the price of a local 
call from a phone booth in many parts of 
the country is still the same as it has been 
for years: 10¢. 

Bell officials last week were trying to 
ease public concerns about price hikes. 
Executives passed out memos urging em- 
ployees to tell outsiders that there “is 
nothing in the consent decree that 
changes local rates.” But despite those 
soothing words, some telephone charges 
will be going up. Warns Ulric Weil of 
Morgan Stanley & Co.: “Don't be sur- 
prised if, in some parts of the country in 
the future, it will cost you $100 to have the 
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telephone repairman come to your home.” 
Most likely to suffer are people in rural ar- 
eas, where telephone equipment is often 
aging and the number of subscribers is 
low. To prevent a runaway surge in local 
costs and fees, Congressman Wirth pro- 
poses establishing a national telecom- 
munications fund. The fund would use 
surcharges on long-distance calls to help 
offset the cost of maintaining local service. 

Another basic question that remains 
up in the air is the corporate shape of the 
divested telephone companies. Theoreti- 
cally, AT&T could spin these off as 
22 separate companies or even as one 
new and enormous operating company. 
Though 22 operating companies might 
produce administrative overlap and 

waste, simply creating a single megacom- 
pany could perpetuate the firm’s current 
dominance over supplying telecommuni- 
cations equipment in the U.S. 

One possible compromise might be to 
create five or ten regional operating com- 
panies, each big enough to benefit from 
economies of scale. At the same time, the 
existence of several large potential 
equipment buyers would make it difficult 
for any one supplier to corner the entire 
market. 

No matter how those complex issues 
are finally resolved, the coming battle in 
telecommunications will be a multi- 
billion-dollar struggle of giants. AT&T 
is already one of the world’s leading 
producers of an array of highly sophisti- 

Wall Street watchers expect that the new AT&T will no longer be a stodgy, 
lackluster stock. Shares in the core of the company, which will be competing in the 
eae ee 

Ma Bell and in one or more of 
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cated electronics equipment 
and computer-driven data and 
information-processing equip- 
ment. Yet the outside world 
rarely learns of its prodigious 
high-tech output, since vir- 
tually all of it is consumed in- 
ternally by subsidiaries and af- 

| filiates throughout the Bell 
System. Now the company can 
begin offering its products to 
anyone who wants to buy 
them. 

In the field of telecom- 
munications alone, AT&T al- 
ready has under development 
such 21st century-sounding 
devices as phones that use min- © 
iature display screens to identi- | 
fy the source of a call before the 
receiver is answered; phones 
that can edit out and block 
pre-selected callers from 
reaching a person’s number at 
all; phones that can even dou- 

puters. Also in the works is a 
broad range of video phones for offices 
and, most exotic of all, portable and cord- 
less little devices that can provide instant 
direct-dial access to telephones around 
the world. Beyond telecommunications, 
divestiture is expected to take AT&T into 
such red-hot markets as office automa- 
tion, electronic information and bank- 

Economy & Business 

at-home services, and even 
the main-frame computer busi- 
ness, a field now dominated 
by IBM. 

Shorn of its local operating 
subsidiaries, AT&T’s gross 
revenues are expected to drop 
from a current level of $57 bil- 
lion to $30 billion. But a 270- 
page study of the impact of the 
settlement on the company by 
International Resource Devel- 
opment Inc., a Connecticut- 
based consulting firm, projects 
that inflation-adjusted reve- 
nues will double in the coming 
eight years, with nearly all of 
the gain coming from new 
businesses. 

For AT&T's rivals, the 
shake-up will create both 
Opportunities and challenges 
aplenty. Virtually overnight, 

f a giant new competitor has 
loomed up to cast its shadow 

ble as personal desk-top com- AnRCASatcomlaunch over their markets. To stay 
in business, even such multi- 

billion-dollar corporations as IBM, ITT, 
RCA and General Telephone & Electron- 
ics will have to run harder and innovate 
faster than they ever have before. Mean- 
while, just behind the American compa- 
nies are Japanese firms like Nippon 
Electric that are becoming more impor- 
tant every year in the rapidly growing 

field of high-technology communications. 
AT&T's competitors, though, are 

ready to do battle. Earlier this month 
IBM completed a major restructuring of 
its marketing operation in order to be in a 
better position to maintain its computer 
market dominance. RCA, which already 
has four communications satellites above 
the earth, is likewise undaunted. Even 
tiny MCI, the long-distance phone com- 
pany that has already launched a serious 
fight for some of AT&T's long-distance 
markets, is confident that it can stand up 
to the giant. Said MCI President V. Or- 
ville Wright: “We can beat them from the 
standpoint of cost. I see the possibility 
now that we could get a third of the long- 
distance market.” 

he challenge for AT&T will be to 
capitalize on its extraordinary op- 
portunity. Though it is the world’s 

largest corporation, with more than a mil- 
lion employees and $137 billion in assets, 
financial strength alone does not guaran- 
tee company success. One immediate 
problem for which no amount of corpo- 
rate bulk can compensate is the firm’s 
lack of marketing expertise. 

Having grown to maturity as a regu- 
lated and protected monopoly, Bell has 
never really had to sell anything, and 
some of the company’s attempts at con- 
sumer marketing have been disappoint- 
ments. For example, while a number of 

Bell Labs: Imagination Inc. thee ofits acientie won the 1956 Nobel Pras eee 
) 

19,000 patents and an annual budget of $1.6 billion, Bell 
Laboratories is a mighty engine of research and development. 
It is possibly the finest, and certainly the largest, private opera- 
tion of its kind anywhere. 
Be geno tank of the Bell System, Bell Labs is also a gigantic 

-to-earth workshop, where imagination is turned into prac- 
tical products and services. To one degree or another, Bell Labs 
has been responsible for most of the innovations in voice commu- 
nications in this century. That is why AT&T was so anxious to 
keep this corporate crown jewel, when the Government forced 
the telephone company to spin off some of its operations. 

Bell officials say that the wonders coming out of its labs 
should increase now that Washington is freeing it to go into 
other fields. They claim that massive regulation of the utility 
has slowed development of a number of Bell Labs products and 
kept others off the market. Typical is the example of an ad- 
vanced mobile telephone. The company came up with the 
technology for the product in the 1960s, but the Federal Com- 
munications Commission gave it final clearance to sell the ser- 
vice only last month. Says Bell Labs Executive Vice President 
Solomon J. Buchsbaum: “The agreement should unleash us.” 

Even without being unleashed, Bell Labs has built up an 
impressive record of technological innovation in the nearly 60 
years since it was formed from the engineering department of Western Electric, with a research budget of $12.6 million. 
There are now 18 labs in the Bell Labs organization, most of 
them clustered around its headquarters in Murray Hill, N.J., 
with others in Colorado, Georgia, Ohio, Illinois and 
Massachusetts. 

one Service (WATS lines, 1961), 
ae and the 911 emergency communications 
system (1968). 

Many developments out of the labs are not so obvious to 
telephone users. In 1959, engineers came up with Time Assign- 
ment Speech Interpolation (TASI), a high-speed ‘switching and 

tening time during telephone calls and fits other conversations 
into those moments of silence, greatly increasing the carrying 
capacityofcommunicationschannels. =” hee 

In the works now, or completed and on Bell’s shelves, are 
scores of products and services. In Coral Gables, Fla., and 

alectocki folk yoose Ck Cet ee e yellow pages. Using 
service feeds news and classified ads into subscribers’ television 
sets. Says Morris Tanenbaum, AT&T’s executive vice presi- 
dent for planning: “We're very bullish on this.” ; 

Peering toward the end of the decade, Bell Labs scientists 
expect computers and telephone lines to come together in ways 
that could yield billions of dollars in revenue to AT&T. The so- 

) 

e 
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aggressive young companies were design- 
ing and promoting imaginative and in- 
creasingly sophisticated telephone receiv- 
ers and terminals that could be connected 
to Bell System lines, AT&T was stuffing 

| ts 1,500 retail PhoneCenter outlets with 
uninspired designer phones in the shapes 
of Mickey Mouse and Snoopy. Says Rose- 
marie. Tevelow, who oversees Bankers 
Trust Co.’s investment portfolio of 5.2 
million shares in AT&T, the second larg- 
est block held anywhere: “I am only mod- 
estly bullish on AT&T's future. It is 
hard for me to put a value on a stream of 
products as yet uninvented, a marketing 
operation as yet not in place, and a 
distribution system that is still largely 

nonexistent. Conceptually, AT&T’s po- 
tential is tremendous, just so long as you 

| are aware that if you buy into the compa- 
ny now you are buying a concept and 
nothing more.” 

Another challenge facing AT&T asa 
result of divestiture will be toassure contin- 
ued effective management of both the main 
company and the local operating firms that 
will now go off on their own. Said Morris 
Tanenbaum, AT&T’s executive vice pres- 
ident for planning: “In the past we built a 
network around as much integration of op- 
erations as possible. Now we will have to 
divide everything into two pieces. We will 
have to bring this about ina graceful way so 
that it will have no negative effect on users 
That will bea tremendous job.” 

The route to senior corporate posi- 
ions in AT&T has traditionally passed 

through Bell System sub- 
sidiaries and field opera- 
tions. Illinois Bell, for ex- 
ample, was long a proving 
ground for executives on 
the way to AT&T corpo- 
rate headquarters in New 
York. In the future, a top 
job there could mean the 
end of the line, not a 
transfer and a raise. Simi- 
larly, AT&T employees 
in years to come may find 
that the route to the chair- 
manship passes through 
Bell Labs or perhaps the 
company’s finance or 
planning departments 

Some company em- 
ployees see the coming 

changes as the end of a golden era and the 
beginning of a period of uncertainty. Said 
Delbert Staley, president of New York 
Telephone: “I cannot say that I will be left 
in an unhappy job. It is just that after 35 
years in the Bell System there is a feeling 
that something has been lost.” Said Greg 
Anderson, 30, a telephone repairman with 
Pacific Telephone and Telegraph in San 
Francisco: “The workers are troubled by 
the lack ofinformation. There hasjust been 
none. The whole thing has been pretty 

shady.” Added Leonard Moody, 38, a sys- 
tems repairman in Los Angeles: “I think 
the telephone company is one of the few 
things in this country that still works. Peo- 
ple complain about it, but the telephone 

scattered suppliers. 
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Judge Harold Greene 

service is something the 
country can be proud of. 
Why try to fix something 
that already works?” 

The really important 
question raised by the 
breakup of AT&T, of 
course, is whether it will 
undermine or enhance the 
quality of American tele- 
phone service. That is 
something that no one 
can know for sure until 
the divestiture takes 
place and telephone users 
across the country actual- 
ly experience the results. 
Yet there is good reason 
to be optimistic. 

Though AT&T offi- 
| Cials have argued for years that the Justice 
Department's assiduous efforts to break up 
their company would imperil the smooth 
and efficient functioning of the entire sys- 
tem, the claim has never had much valid- 
ity. Nearly 20% of the nation’s telephone 
subscribers are served by independently 
owned and operated companies that are 
not part of the Bell System, yet thequalityof 
their service is virtually identical Having 
now shaken hands with the Government 
on a divestiture plan that could bring 
enormous benefits to AT&T, Ma Bell 
must see to it that such quality is fully 
maintained ~By Christopher Byron. 

Reported by David S. Jackson/ Washington and 
Frederick Ungeheuer/New York 

vA called Advanced Communications Service will enable any 
computer to communicate with any other one, regardless of 
make. A pharmacist, for example, could order drugs by com- 

| puter, first collecting price figures from a number of widely 

A major goal at the Labs is making computers easier for 

— — a = — 

AT&T's home information system is tested in Coral Gables, Fla. 

the average person to use. Says Buchsbaum: “We want to make 
it possible for people to talk to computers on people terms, not 
just computer terms.” Bell researchers have already developed 
a computer that can understand 1,000 spoken words, and they 
are working at increasing it to 2,000, the vocabulary of the 
average person. 

The outpouring of technology from Bell Labs seemingly 
knows no end. Now in the testing phase of development are 
tiny superconducting switches, smaller than a speck, that can 
operate 100 times quicker than today’s fastest transistors, Sci- 
entists are also working on a new computer memory chip that 
can store 100 million bits of information (enough to hold the 
complete text of War and Peace) on a wafer an inch square, 

The success of Bell Labs is due. in large part, to its very 
special atmosphere. Says Arno Penzias. co-winner of the 
1978 Nobel Prize for his work in radio astronomy: “Unless 
it can be demonstrated that you're really wasting your time 
and our money, people leave you alone. The place demands 
that you work. But it also demands that you think.” The re- 
search aims at practical products that AT&T can some day 
put on the market. But beyond that broad guideline, scien- tists can let their imaginations roam. Take Penzias, whose Nobel was awarded for an achievement that is not likely to have much effect on the average telephone user. In the mid- 1960s, he and fellow Bell Scientist Robert Wilson detected faint echoes of the creation, the Big Bang that is believed to 
have formed the universe. 
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A frosted and fortified breakfast sampler from the firms that won nine-year antitrust battle 

Snap, Crackle, Flop! 

A‘ an encore to the spectacular wind- 
ups to the A T & T and IBM antitrust 

suits, the Government last week dropped 
its nine-year effort to break up Kellogg 
Co., General Mills and General Foods, 
three breakfast champions that control 
80% of the ready-to-eat cereal market. 
The case was the last of Washington’s 
marathon antitrust battles against Big 
Business, which have clogged courts and 
enriched lawyers for more than a decade. 

The Federal Trade Commission’s de- 
cision to halt the cereal suit was another 
example of the Reagan Administration’s 
antitrust philosophy. The Government 
still intends to block mergers that signifi- 
cantly reduce competition, but it will no 
longer try to dismantle existing firms sim- 
ply because they are big and successful. 

The end of the cereal case was also a 
landmark setback for the Government's 
novel antitrust theory that a group of 
companies can “share” a monopoly. The 
FTC’s staff had charged that the three 
firms had a “tacit understanding” that 
kept cereal prices high and stopped com- 
petitors from entering the business. If the 
cereal makers had lost their case, the 
shared monopoly doctrine might have 
been used against autos, aluminum and 
other industries dominated by a few firms. 

While not claiming that there was any 
active collusion, the FTC attorneys con- 
tended that Kellogg, as the industry price 
leader, determined cereal prices, and 

| General Mills and General Foods simply 
followed along. Moreover, the Big Three 
allegedly thwarted the emergence of new 
competitors by controlling the amount of 
shelf space in groceries allotted to various 
cereals. The FTC staff also charged that 
the companies promoted a bewildering 

| profusion of trade names like Trix, Kix, 
Froot Loops and Fruity Pebbles and thus 
made it prohibitively expensive for small- 

The FTC drops its effort to crunch the Big Three cereal makers 

er firms to introduce their own brands. 
According to an FTC study, these anti- 
competitive actions resulted in steeper 
prices that cost breakfast buffs a total of 
$1.2 billion between 1958 and 1972. 

But during years of hearings before 
two FTC administrative law judges, the 
Government's case grew as soggy as the 
last Rice Krispies in a bowl of milk. De- 
spite spending almost $6 million and 
compiling 40,000 pages of testimony with 
2,900 supporting documents, the Govern- 
ment never proved that the cereal makers 
had reaped illegal monopoly profits. Last 
September FTC Judge Alvin Berman rec- 
ommended that the suit be dismissed. 

he decision was delayed, though, by 
an internal squabble among the FTC 

commissioners. Chairman James Miller, 
a Reagan appointee known for his pro- 
business views, was eager to drop the suit. 
Michael Pertschuk, a zealous consumer 
advocate who was commission chairman 
under President Carter, was just as ada- 
mant to keep it going. In December the 
two other commissioners, Patricia Bailey 

| and David Clanton, both moderate Re- 
publicans, voted with Pertschuk to hear 
more arguments. By last week, however, 
Bailey and Clanton had switched sides. | 
Clanton concluded that no cereal monop- 
oly exists. Bailey decided that, monopoly 
or no, the proposed punishment was inap- 
propriate. “To carve new cereal compa- 
nies from the hides of existing ones,” she 
said, would be “draconian.” 

The cereal makers crackled with ex- 
citement at the news. Said Kellogg Chair- 
man William LaMothe: “The suit has 
been an expensive and wasteful cloud 
hanging over our company. We applaud 
the decision.” Or as Kellogg’s Tony the 
Tiger might have put it, the outcome was 
GRRRRRRREAT! sl 
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«| U.A.W. has agreed to consider cuts in its 

Auto’s New Deal 
Linking wages to car prices 

he plan unfolded with a precision that 
is seldom seen on the assembly line. 

During a meeting in early November, 
United Auto Workers President Douglas 
Fraser suggested a bold new proposal to 
General Motors Chairman Roger Smith: 
How about linking any reductions in 
autoworkers’ wages or benefits to cuts in 
the price of GM cars? During the following 
month, Fraser met secretly with Smith on 
the 14th floor of GM’s headquarters in De- 
troit. Last week the deal was announced. 

The agreement may permanently 
change the relationship between company 
and union in the automobile industry. The 

wage and benefit package, now estimated 
to average $19.65 an hour (vs. a nation- 
wide average of $8.16 for industrial work- 
ers). GM, in turn, will make equal reduc- 
tions in the compensation of its 
white-collar workers “all the way up to 
chairman.” The savings from the two pro- 
posed moves will be passed along to cus- 
tomers in lower showroom prices. An out- 
side public accounting firm will monitor 
the books of the company to make certain 
that all savings reach consumers. 

The goal of the agreement is to bring 
U.S. labor costs more closely into line 
with those of Japanese automakers. They 
pay workers about $11 an hour, which 
helps them sell cars for up to $1,500 less 
than their U.S. competitors. Said Smith: 
“This addresses the heart of the problem 
in our industry today—noncompetitive 
labor costs and inflated car and truck 
prices.” 

The agreement was part of negotia- 
tions between GM and the U.A.W. to re- 
place their existing three-year wage con- 
tract. The old pact expires in September, 
but the automakers, enmeshed in their 
worst sales slump in 20 years, hope to win 

AW3T1IK > SHOT 

U.A.W. President Douglas Fraser in Detroit 

Labor presents a bold plan to save jobs. 
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some immediate concessions from the 
union. 

Early January sales demonstrated just 
how desperate Detroit's plight has be- 
come. The Big Three automakers sold 9% 
fewers cars than in the same period a year 
ago. At financially troubled American 
Motors, Gerald Meyers resigned as chair- 
man and was replaced by President W. 
Paul Tippett Jr. 

The U.A.W. agreement reflected the 
current less militant mood of labor as a re- 
sult of the recession. Last week the Team- 
Sters Union reached agreement on a new 
39-month contract with the trucking in- 
dustry that reportedly includes lower 
wage increases and changes in work rules 
that trucking companies had demanded. 

Last week’s accord was only between 
GM and the union. Ford was caught com- 
pletely off guard by the deal, and the com- 
pany temporarily broke off talks with the 
union in order to reassess its position. Said 
Chairman Philip Caldwell testily: “I had 
no foreknowledge of it.” Within 72 hours, 
however, Ford recovered and presented 
its own plan to the U.A.W. While not as 
sweeping as the GM arrangement, it of- 
fered profit sharing and job protection in 
exchange for reductions in paid time off 
and restraints on other labor costs in a 
new 24-year contract. 

There were several other surprises at 
Ford last week. Chrysler declared that it 
had outsold Ford during early 1982, the 
only time it has done so in a nonstrike 
year since 1953. The company angrily re- 
torted that Chrysler had distorted the fig- 
ures by including the sales of 2,768 Japa- 
nese vehicles that it imports. Ford 
shareholders also got a shock when the 
company announced that it would not pay 
a dividend for the first three months of 
this year. This will be the first time Ford 
has skipped a stock payment since going 
public in 1956. 

hether the bold move by GM and 
the U.A.W. will actually help car 

sales is still uncertain. Fraser said that 
sticker prices will have to be cut by more 
than $100 per car to be “significant.” But 
he said he was “disturbed, dismayed and 
shocked” by GM's initial suggestion to re- 
duce hourly costs by $5 an hour through 
cuts in cost of living adjustments and re- 
duced medical benefits. The elimination 
of nine paid personal holidays for U.A.W. 
workers, though, is likely to be one of the 
first casualties. 

With the price of an average new car 
now just under $10,000, most industry ob- 
servers think it will take a price reduction 
of at least $1,000 to stimulate sales. Notes 
Ford Chairman Caldwell: “A $100 cut 
will do practically nothing when there are 
rebates out there of $500 or even $1,000 
per car.” 

There is no denying the historic sig- 
nificance of last week’s agreement. For 
the first time, the U.A.W. was acknowl- 
edging its stake in the health of its indus- 
try by agreeing to give up hard-won bene- 
fits to help return the automakers to 
health. = 

Logging machines at work in Jari, jungle project of Daniel Ludwig 

End of a Billion-Dollar Dream 
Ludwig gives up on his project to tame the Amazon region 

n 1967 American Billionaire Daniel K. 
Ludwig paid $3 million to a group of 

Brazilian families for approximately 
6,000 sq. mi. of dense rain forest in the 
country’s remote Amazon region. He then 
set in motion a bold plan for developing 
the area to help meet anticipated world 
shortages of food, lumber and wood pulp 
for papermaking. 

Last week, after investing more than 
$1 billion, Ludwig, 84 and ailing, decided 
to abandon his cherished “Jari” project, 
named for an Amazon tributary that 
winds through the property. Possibly the 
largest entrepreneurial effort ever under- 
taken by one man, Jari had just begun to 
generate significant cash flows, but they 
were nowhere near as large as Ludwig 
had originally envisioned. Jari will now 
be sold to a consortium of Brazilian 
banks, insurance companies and industri- 
al groups. 

Ludwig, who made his vast fortune in 
shipping, mining and real estate, did not 
fail for lack of trying. In vast stretches of 
virtually unpopulated jungle, he built a 
string of airstrips, thousands of miles of 
roads traveled by hundreds of cars and 
trucks, a private railway to haul freight, a 
deep-water port, a hospital, a school and a 
giant service depot stocked with spare 
parts and equipment. Jari’s capital, Mon- 
te Dourado (pop. 35,000), is a sprawling 
community of neat bungalows, town 
houses and apartments. 

Ludwig threw money and manpower 
at problems thrown up by the jungle. But 
in many cases he made costly mistakes. 
In attempting to start his lumber and pa- 
per business, for example, he had to clear 
the land to plant new trees. Several Cat- 
erpillar “jungle crushers,” giant bulldoz- 
ers costing $250,000 each, were brought 
in to do the job, but the machines proved 
inappropriate because they damaged the 

unexpectedly delicate Amazon topsoil. 
Ludwig’s associates said last week 

that the failing health of their 84-year-old 
boss was one reason for his giving up on 
Jari. But others were of the opinion that 
the billionaire quit simply because Jari 
had ceased to be a good prospect. Pesky 
oie regulations and a xenopho- | 
ic attitude among Brazilians further 

discouraged him. 
In a letter more than a year ago to 

General Golbery do Couto e Silva, then 
Minister for Civil Household A ffairs, Lud- 
wig warned that he would begin closing 
down Jari if the government did not come 
forth with financial assistance to help off- 
set his infrastructure expenses. No aid 
came. In other ways, too, the government 
seemed deliberately to put obstacles and 
uncertainty in Ludwig's path. Authorities, 
for example, never legalized his title to 
more than half the land he had bought. 

Exasperated, Ludwig refused to repay 
loans guaranteed by Brazil’s National 
Economic Development Bank. These in- 
cluded $163 million owed to Japan’s 
Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries 
for a $250 million floating pulp mill, 
and another $29 million to Lloyds Bank 
International. 

In recent months Brazilian govern- 
ment officials began preparing for a possi- 
ble Ludwig pullout. They implored local 
investors to help take Jari off Ludwig’s 
hands. Under the plan announced last 
week, a consortium of some 27 Brazilian 
companies will pay dividends to Ludwig's 
Switzerland-based cancer research center 
for 35 years, with the backing of the gov- 
ernment, which is expected to raise addi- 
tional funds. The new owners may fulfill 
Ludwig’s bold vision of a civilized Ama- 
zon region. In the end, not even a billion- 
aire had enough resources alone to tame 
the jungle by himself. = 
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Press 
Singing the Big-City Blues 
In New York and Philadelphia, noted dailies are on the block 

t has been a harsh season for many met- | since the paper was put up for sale four 
ropolitan newspapers. Chicago's Tri- 

bune Co. has put a FOR SALE sign on the 
New York Daily News, the largest general 
circulation paper in the country. In Phila- 
delphia the old slogan “Nearly Every- 
body Reads the Bulletin” has been turned 
on its head. Now more people read the 
morning /nquirer, and the Bulletin is on 
the block. If buyers do not turn up soon, 
both the News and Bulletin may fold. 
Once prosperous dailies in Boston, Balti- 
more, Cleveland, Los Angeles and Seattle 
are also tottering. 

Conditions vary from city to city, but 
the main problem is the same everywhere: 
readers and advertisers have trooped off 
to the suburbs. Says Publishing Analyst 
John Morton: “It’s not that newspapers 
are dead. It’s just that readership has 
been redistributed.”” Over the past 
two decades, for example, the News 
lost more than half a million readers 
while Long Island’s Newsday upped 
its circulation 59%, to 507,000, and 
the Bergen County (N.J.) Record reg- 
istered a 46% increase, to 145,000. 

Large advertisers, meanwhile, 
began spreading their dollars around, 
buying space in both city and subur- 
ban papers and time on television. 
Instead of taking ads in all city pa- 
pers, they gravitated to only one, ei- 
ther because it had a larger circula- 
tion or more affluent readers. Even a 
small disparity between papers—the 
Inquirer's circulation is only 27,000 
higher than the Bulletin's—could 
cause a stampede of advertisers. 

In New York City, the News 
(circ. 1.5 million) commands 34% of 
the newspaper advertising, compared 
with 60.6% for the prosperous Times (circ. 

| 887,000) and 5.6% for the money-losing 
Post (circ. 764,000). Onerous union con- 
tracts, high overhead and the start-up 
costs of a misguided (and now discontin- 
ued) afternoon edition helped push the 
News's losses to $11 million last year. This 
year, according to insiders, they are ex- 
pected to exceed $20 million. To turn the 
paper around, a buyer would have to in- 
vest $50 million in its aging physical plant 
and win contract concessions from its 
3,800 employees. Last week, amid rumors 
that the News would close within a month, 
George McDonald, the normally tough- 
talking president of the Allied Printing 
Trades Council, was purring with concili- 
ation. Said he: “Everyone thinks we're 
bears, but we're really just kittens.” 

Warner Communications, an enter- 
tainment conglomerate with estimated 
1981 revenues of $3 billion, is the most in- 
triguing potential purchaser to surface 

weeks ago. Its executives are still examin- 
ing the News prospectus, but a spokesman 
emphasized that the parent of Atari was 

| only making a “preliminary” inquiry. 
Ironically, the tabloid’s best hope of find- 
ing a buyer may rest with the other proper- 
ties offered in the sale. Said one industry 
source familiar with the offer: “It’s clearly 
a package where the real estate is worth 
more than the paper.” Indeed, the News 
Building on 42nd Street and the other 
property involved is reportedly valued at 
about $150 million. Thus some of real es- 
tate’s big names are considering a bid. 
Among them: Mortimer Zuckerman of 
Boston, who also publishes the Aflantic. 
He is studying the prospectus but says the 
chances are slim that he will go any fur- 

Bulletin’s Ammerman tells staff of decision to sell paper 

Readers and advertisers have gone to the suburbs. 

ther. Post Publisher Rupert Murdoch de- 
nies any interest in acquiring his rival; he 
could reap an advertising windfall if the 
News folds. Says Morton: “Unfortunately 
for the Newsand the Bu/letin, all the major 
newspaper companies are aware of their 
problems and are unlikely to buy them.” 

he 134-year-old Philadelphia paper 
lost upwards of $13 million in 1980 

and more than $10 million in the first half 
of last year. Last August it was on the 
verge of closing but won an eleventh-hour 
reprieve when its unions agreed to $4.9 
million in cutbacks. In exchange, the par- 
ent Charter Co. (Ladies' Home Journal, 
Redbook) promised to invest up to $30 
million in rebuilding the paper. But that 
investment was contingent on the Bulle- 
tin's meeting certain revenue targets. 
Though readership rose by about 20,000, 
advertisers did not follow. Instead, they 
stuck with Knight-Ridder’s /nguirer (circ. 
424,000), which controls 60% of the city’s 
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newspaper linage, and its sister paper, the | 
Daily News (circ. 223,000), which has 
14%. The Bulletin was unable to improve 
on its 26% share. 

Hearst papers in Boston, Baltimore, | 
Los Angeles and Seattle are also on the 
critical list. The vital signs are most worri- 
some at the Boston Herald American: 
from 1977 to 1981, daily circulation nose- 
dived by a third, to 203,000, and Sunday 
circulation by 43%, to 228,000. Reader- 
ship has gone up slightly since last fall, 
when the Herald American converted to a 
tabloid format, but now the typographical 
union is threatening a strike, which could 
shut the paper for good. 

The Hearst chain is laying off em- 
ployees in Baltimore, where the News 
American (circ. 139,000) trails far behind 
the Morning Sun and Evening Sun (com- 
bined circ. 343,000). In Los Angeles, 
where the Herald Examiner (circ. 
282,000) runs a distant second to the 
Times (circ. 1 million), the Hearsts have 
purchased 28 community weeklies and 

two suburban dailies to help stanch 
the flow of red ink. Advertisers can 
buy space in any number of the pa- 
pers to reach selected targets in the 
sprawling Los Angeles market. In 
Seattle, Hearst’s morning Post-Intel- 
ligencer (circ. 186,000) has asked to 
operate jointly with the rival Times 
(circ. 254,000) under the Newspaper 
Preservation Act. On Friday the ad- 
ministrative law judge hearing the 
case urged the U.S. Attorney General 
to approve the request. 

In Cleveland a local millionaire 
named Joseph E. Cole stepped in a 
year ago to rescue the afternoon Press 
(circ. 305,000), which had been losing 
$6 million a year for its previous own- 
er, the Scripps-Howard chain. Cole 
says a new design and color pictures 
have boosted circulation. But with 
the morning Plain Dealer (circ. 

401,000) holding a 3-to-1 edge in ad lin- | 
age, the Press is still in danger. 

Philadelphia is looking for an angel 
like Cole. As part of a Save the Bulletin 
campaign, one local advertiser has 
pledged to keep supporting the paper, and 
Mayor William Green is prepared to offer 
prospective buyers tax breaks and low-in- 
terest loans through the city’s Industrial 
Development Corporation. But because of 
the Bulletin's operating losses and sever- 
ance obligations ($12.5 million), few be- 
lieve that a purchaser will step forward. 
During a newsroom meeting last week, a 
sportswriter put a tough question to Exec- 
utive Editor Craig Ammerman and Pub- 
lisher N.S. (“Buddy”) Hayden: “What 
should I tell my wife?” Hayden sighed, 
then answered: “I don’t know what to say. 
Prepare for the worst.” The same advice 
would seem to apply in New York—and 
during the coming years, in other cities 
100. —~By Janice Castro. Reported by Janice C. 

Simpson/New York, with other bureaus 
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Fickle Universe 
Younger by half? Maybe 

ow old is the universe? The question 
has perplexed scientists, to say noth- 

ing of theologians, at least since the 17th 
century, when an Irish divine, James 
Ussher, used the Bible to calculate the 
world’s birth date as 4004 B.C. Since then, 
astronomers contemplating far-off stars 
and galaxies through powerful telescopes 
have steadily increased Ussher’s figure. 
Today many scientists agree the universe 
goes back as far as 20 billion years, when it 
was created by an explosion irreverently 
referred to as the Big Bang. 

Last week a team of astronomers, led 
by Marc Aaronson of the University of 
Arizona's Steward Observatory, detonat- 
ed something of a minibang. Using new 
data obtained by observing the move- 
ments of a family of galaxies in the vicini- 
ty of the Virgo cluster, they as- 
signed a new age to the universe. The uni- 
verse, it now seems, is closer to 10 billion 
years old. 

The controversial re- 
calculation represents 
only the latest adjust- 
ment of a cosmological 
value known as the Hub- 
ble constant, after the 
noted astronomer Edwin 
Hubble. In the late 
1920s, using the 100-in. 
Mount Wilson telescope, 
then the world’s largest, 
Hubble discovered that 
everywhere he looked in 
the heavens, the galaxies 

seemed to be moving away from each oth- 
er, like flecks on the surface of an expand- 
ing balloon, their speed increasing in di- 
rect proportion to their distance. By 
assuming the universe was expanding, as- 
tronomers used that ratio to reckon the 
universe’s age and size. Trouble was that 
the Hubble constant proved notably fick- 
le, as succeeding generations kept measur- 
ing the distance of different celestial bod- 

Hubble in 1933 

Allan Sandage, who is using the new 100- 
in. Du Pont telescope at Las Campanas, 

the constant: “Everyone in this game is in 
disagreement.” 

Sandage prefers to stick with measure- 
ments implying an age closer to 20 billion 
years. Why? He cites, among other items, 
his latest research into the age of great 
spherical clusters of stars in the halo of the 
Milky Way. He and Colleague Gustav 
Tammann found they are some 17 billion 
years old. Asks Sandage, with the laconic 
understatement ofa debater who feels sure 
he has found the clinching argument: 
“Isn't it rather hard to have a universe 
younger than its oldest components?” 

ies and getting different results. Admits | 

Chile, to make his own measurements of | 
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COVER STORY 

Perfect Timing, Joe 
he two-minute warning, for San 

rious football season and forward 
to this Sunday’s Super Bowl, has 

come to mean two minutes until Joe Mon- 
tana. Thanks partly to his good timing in 
going to a football team that was without 
a great quarterback three years ago—and 
without a great anything else for that mat- 
ler except maybe a great coach—Joe 

Franciscans looking back ata glo- | 

Montana’s gifts and charms are coming | 
out just at the perfect moment. That | 
should not be a big surprise. Timing is his 
strength. He was made for certain mo- 
ments, and was kept from them for a be- 

wildering period at Notre Dame, but they 
are here now. 

With two minutes, and still 49 yds. to 
go in the conference championship game 
against the Dallas Cowboys, Montana's 
will was the wonder, and people across 
the country started getting the fever 
“Most quarterbacks lose control right 
about here,” says Coach Bill Walsh, 
whose time has arrived as well, “and they 
start getting their time outs ready in their 
mind and they're trying to think of every- 
thing and they can’t think.” 

Their control begins to waver; Mon- 
tana’s becomes focused. Such drives are 

Montana moves San Francisco from cellar doldrums to superdreams 
his trademark. In three more plays he 
drove the 49ers to the 13 only to miss an 
unattended receiver in the end zone. “It 
kind of shook me up a bit,” he would say 
later, “because there it was—he was open. 
How many times is it going to be there for 
you?” Even that flicker of concern did not 
show, not to the crowd, not to his team- 
mates. Montana sent Lenvil Elliott 
around left end to the six. Time out. Third 
and three, with 58 sec. on the clock. 

Unlike everyone else, the quarterback 
of the San Francisco 49ers sees the live 
play in slow motion. He sees the receiver 
he will throw the ball to, and he sees the 
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linebacker he must loft the ball over, and, 
on those fortunate occasions when he is 
not lying on the ground by this time, he 
sees the ball in flight. Joe’s first target on 
this play, Freddie Solomon, was covered. 
Wide Receiver Dwight Clark stationed 
himself at the back of the end zone and 
then went sliding in the direction Joe was 
darting. Under pressure and leaning the 
wrong way, Montana let go, and Clark 
leaped for a ball aimed where he would 
get it or no one could. The extra point was 
good, and when the Cowboys tried to ral- 
ly, they fumbled. By 28-27, the 49ers were 
going to Super Bowl XVI 

“We stopped them pretty good most 

of the game,” lamented Charlie Waters, 
the Cowboy safety, “but that last drive for 
some reason, was unstoppable.” And Wa- 

ters’ coach, Tom Landry, who doesn’t 
usually say anything so impolitic, or feel 
anything so publicly, murmured: “Mon- 
tana has to be the key. There really is 

nothing else there except him.” 

GEORGE OLSON 

| 

Montana, left, looking for receivers; 49er fans, 

above, banner their view of the coach 

4 
—m FT 

Roger Staubach and John Brodie 
| were there, on the sidelines, Cowboy and 

| running the show.” 

49er quarterbacks of another time. “I'll 
tell you, he’s something special,” said 
Staubach. Brodie senses something more. 
“I saw Joe Montana the first time three 
years ago. He walked into the room and I | 
said, ‘There’s a man.’ I can’t define it for 
you. He knows what he’s doing. You 
know it and he knows it. Joe Montana, I 
think, will become the best quarterback 
who ever played the game.” 

Though he is just 25, Montana’s com- 
mand is equaled by his concentration. He 
could not see Clark’s catch, but he heard 
it. “When you're concentrating, the crowd 
noise is in the back of your head,” he ex- 
plains. “After the catch is made, it’s like 
someone turned the speakers on.” Until 
then, it can be as quiet as Wimbledon, 
particularly in the huddle. He doesn’t 
have to tell the other players to be still, be- 
cause his inner silence does. He observes 
laconically: “Once I get down on the 
knee, nothing is usually going on.” When 
he gets up, and starts jump-passing, scis- 
sor-kicking, twisting one way, tossing the 
other, everything is going on. 

Walsh says, “He gets better and bet- 
ter. He’s different now than he was four 
weeks ago, that much more innovative. 
As time goes on, the more say he will 
have; by the middle of next year, he'll be 

This year’s show 
| wasn’t bad: 64% completions, 3,565 yds., 

19 touchdown passes, the best marks in 
| the National Conference. His salary now 

is something more than $100,000, but real 
riches await. Says Walsh: “It’s almost lim- 
itless what Joe can become.” 

Super Bowl champion comes to mind, 
but the Cincinnati Bengals will have 
much to say about it. If this is Montana's 
moment, it is Walsh’s Super Bowl. Cincin- 
nati is one of the teams that he assisted in 
the past, the one that should be most cha- 
grined at not promoting him to head 
coach. While he was there he molded Ken 
Anderson (see box), and both quarter- 
backs in this game are likely to be sending 
up a song of Walsh all week in Pontiac. 

Walsh at work on the sidelines 

After the Cowboys, one more to go 
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| “Genius” is a word being tossed 
around in praise of the 49er coach, 
but he prefers “expert” and does not 
object to “artist.” 

n the three 49er seasons of Walsh 
and Montana, the team has been 
2-14 when Joe played very little, 
6-10 when he played more, and 

now that he plays all the time, 15-3 
and dreaming. With all of the atten- 
tion to Walsh’s ingenuity and Mon- 
tana’s resourcefulness, it is easy to ! 
forget that San Francisco might fair- | 
ly be called a defensive team. Line- 
man Fred Dean, the leading looter 
and sacker, has been most influen- 
tial. He defected from San Diego 
this year either because the Chargers 
misjudged the importance, or 
couldn’t quite afford the price, that 
the best pass rusher in the National 
Football League placed on himself. 
The Los Angeles Rams were also 

| obliging enough to see no use for 
| Linebacker Jack Reynolds, the gruff A day's work: “On the knee” and in command of the huddle 

new foreman of the 49er defense. 
Three other players—Secondary Men 
Ronnie Lott, Eric Wright and Carlton 
Williamson—rate applause too, if only for 
batting down one of pro football’s most 
worn samplers: “Isolate on the rookie.” 
They are all rookies. 

If Walsh is the only N.F_L. coach un- 
conventional enough to send out a rookie 
trio, the only city unconventional enough 
to react with yells and yawns in nearly 
equal portions is San Francisco, where 
many people send back the wine. (A good 
team, not a great team; we think you will 
be amused by its impertinence.) “Still,” 
says Walsh, in a thoughtful moment, “you 

can’t say the ballet, or the orchestra, cuts 
across as many boundaries as sports—es- 
pecially pro football. Where else does one 
side of the city come together with the 
other? Regardless of their circum- 
stances—economic, geographic, ethnic— 
people can have at least one thing in com- 
mon. That’s the tangible value of profes- 
sional sports, bringing people together.” 

Except when rivalries hold them 
apart. “I have lived my 49er life among 
(Oakland) Raider fans,” sighs Harry 
Troutt, president of the 49er team’s local 
booster club. This has not been a happy 
season for the Raiders (the Raiders 

« 
9 
si 
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crashed from World Champion to 7-9), 
but San Franciscans are being big about 
the reversal of fortunes and are quoting 
Gertrude Stein on Oakland (“There’s no 
there there”) no more than usual. 

Anthropologists like Berkeley’s Alan 
Dundes are resuggesting that football is “a 
way of proving one’s masculinity”; and, if 
so, wouldn't losing too steadily feminize a 
city, and couldn’t that be the reason it is so 
easy to find a gay bar in this town? Mean- 
while, the Starlight Room on upper Mar- 
ket Street during the championship game 
passed out free drinks to its all-male clien- 
tele at every 49er score. There is a general | 

Handing off during the final drive to victory 

Tro 
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The Bengals’ Ken Anderson goes back to pass 

Another Ideal Quarterback 
i n last week’s subzero winds at Cincinnati’s Riverfront Stadi- 

um, San Diego Quarterback Dan Fouts looked like a man 
trying to throw a nerf ball in mid-hurricane. The passes of the 
winning quarterback, Cincinnati's Kenny Anderson, were 
somehow strong and true. Said Bengal Linebacker Reggie Wil- 
liams: “He has the mental toughness to be able to control the 
ball under those conditions. Fouts was not able to do that.” An- 
derson put it differently, in his normal self-deflating prose: “I 
threw a lot of flutter balls and some end-over-enders, We were 
going to throw until something disastrous happened. Nothing 
did, fortunately.” 

No one is going to compliment Ken Anderson and get 
away with it. Anderson, 32, hailed last week by a florid Cincin- 
nati sportswriter as “Jack Armstrong come to life in a football 
uniform,” is the classic aw-shucks hero, resolutely unquotable, 
eager to point out that he is merely one cog in the great Bengal 
machine. That machine indeed has some brilliant parts, finely 
tuned by its no-nonsense coach, Forrest Gregg. One All-Pro 
wide receiver, Veteran Isaac Curtis, has been joined by anoth- 
er, exuberant Rookie Cris Collinsworth. Pete Johnson, a.k.a. 
the human bowling ball, is a hard-hitting, if not overwhelming 
runner. Pat MclInally, from Harvard, of all places, is the 
league’s best punter. And the offensive line is bolstered by two 
of the most awesome monsters currently stuffed into padding: 
Anthony Munoz (6 ft. 6 in., 280 Ibs.) and Max Montoya (6 ft. 
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against the Cowboys 
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mood of giving. Rector Cadillac in subur- 
ban Burlingame is offering cars at dealer 

| cost to anyone in the 49er organization. 
The players have found another opportu- 
nity irresistible: free hamburgers from the 
Canyon Inn. The team has been piling on. 

The John Travolta of this “49ers fe- 
ver” is Montana, with his finger pointing 
up and his hair hanging down. He is 
“Golden Joe’ on the bedsheet banners 
flapping in the usual windstorm at Can- 
dlestick Park; “Big Sky” to the San Fran- 
cisco Chronicle, which decided he needed 

Sacked by Dallas defenders 

a nickname and ran a contest; and “David | 
W. Gibson” to the entrant who recognized | 

that what Joe Montana needed was a real 
name.* He proposed David W. Gibson. 
Montana liked that, and it’s the name 
above his locker now. 

Montana is a snowbird, a Californian 
by choice, not circumstance, who migrat- 
ed from the cold country of Monongahela, 
Pa., and South Bend, Ind., two months be- 
fore the 49ers drafted him. The beaches 
called him West first. He looks like a 
beach boy, light haired, lighthearted, 
seemingly lightheaded. Nothing about 

*Joe's name is real and comes from Northern Italy 
where it was Montani. The Western echo in the 
Americanized version is also real; he is 4, Sioux 

his appearance hints at the violence 
of his work. His build is unremark- 
able and his countenance unbattered, 
though the bridge on his Barry Mani- 
low nose is a little barked at the mo- | 
ment as the result of a two-dachs- | 
hund accident at the intersection of 
his living-room sofa. The sportswrit- 
ers frequently stacked up on his lock- 
er stoop probably presume it is a war 
wound. 

They have been eager to make a 
legend of him since he was at Notre 
Dame, where he put together a rout of 
improbable comebacks by coming off 
the bench, and a national champion- 
ship in 1977 when, by the third game, 
he was finally the starter to stay. If his 
rise has been a little jerky to now (af- 
ter all, a man must keep returning to 
the bench in order to vault from it 
again), there is no stopping the legend 
this time. The sportswriters wonder if 
he had been confident before the 
game, if he knew he was going to win, 
whether he had been afraid, if he had 
been excited. When exactly in his life 

had he realized all this might come to | 
him? “I don’t know,” he says. 

here never seems to have been a 
doubt that Montana would be- 
come some sort of ballplayer. His | 
father was chiefly responsible for 

his dedication to games and, it could be 
argued, was the dedicated one. Joe Sr. isa 
trim and youthful, silver-haired and 
hatchet-faced man, just 49, born on the 
same day but a year after Walsh. He is the 
custodian of his only child’s memorabilia 
and his own memories. The “fundamen- 
tals” he preached to the boy were learned 

5 in., a mere 275 lbs.). But the team moves, or sputters, because 
of its talented quarterback. 

A career devoted to self-effacement, and conducted in Cin- 
cinnati, naturally leads to the question, Who is Ken Anderson? 
All football fans remember that he comes from an unlikely Lu- 
theran institution in Rock Island, IIL, “little-known Augustana 
College” (in footballese, adjective and noun are welded togeth- 
er, as in “war-torn Middle East”). Also little known is the gen- 
eral opinion that if N.F.L. computers were programmed to 
construct the ideal quarterback, they would spit out Kenny An- 
derson. He is strong, quick (4.8 sec. over 40 yds.), with out- 
Standing peripheral vision and, at 6 ft. 3 in., tall enough to 
throw over the modern hyperthyroid lineman. Unlike other 
Strong-armed quarterbacks, the Jets’ Richard Todd, for in- 
stance, Anderson throws passes that are mysteriously hard to 
drop. They float down so softly, and with so little spin, says for- 
mer Bengal Wide Receiver Chip Myers, “I was able to pick out 
the laces on the ball.” Anderson’s running ability is so good 
that Giants Coach Ray Perkins thinks it may spell the differ- 
ence between the two closely matched Super Bowl teams. And 
in the N.F.L., where a quarterback may face 35 or 40 different 
defensive patterns in a single game, Anderson's ability to de- 
code and react in nanoseconds is legendary. One result: he is 
the least intercepted quarterback in the league. 

nderson grew up in Batavia, IIl., the son of a janitor. Even 
A iittio known Augustana did not want him as a football 
player: he was a basketball recruit, and wrote a letter asking to 
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play football. Cincinnati drafted him in the third round in 
1971, and he was developed into a pro quarterback by none 
other than Bill Walsh, then the Bengals’ offensive coach. 

By 1975 Anderson was one of the league’s premier quarter- 
backs, and the 11-3 Bengals were beginning to think Super 
Bowl. But then Walsh left, Anderson’s statistics fell and the 
team deteriorated. In 1978 the Bengals opened with eight 
straight losses, in 1979 with six. Anderson broke a bone in his 
throwing hand, one in a long series of injuries that cut his effec- 
tiveness for three seasons, Fans actually cheered when Ander- 
son was carried off the field injured in 1980, and in the opening 
game of this season he was so terrible that Gregg benched him. 

The next week, hesitantly, Gregg decided to give him an- 
other shot, particularly since the game was on the road, where 
Anderson would be spared the booing of Cincinnati fans. “I 
was pretty loose. Things couldn’t have got any worse,” says An- 
derson. He passed for 252 yds., beating the Jets 31-30. After 
that, the team jelled under Gregg’s strong coaching, and An- 
derson stayed healthy behind the team’s first good offensive 
line in years. Said Ken: “I’ve gone from the doghouse to the 
penthouse in just one season.”’ Characteristically, he never said 
a word about the constant booing and has remained as unflap- 
pable in triumph as in defeat. Last week, when Anderson was 
named the N.F_L.’s Most Valuable Player, Bill Walsh said, “I 
have felt all along that Ken was the greatest forward passer in 
the N.F.L. in recent years. Our Joe Montana is a worthy run- 
nerup, but Ken is the M.V.P.” Replied Anderson: “Awww, 
that’s Bill. Just blowing smoke.” 
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games. He had filled out slowly and had 
been too spare to make any of the teams 
at Ringgold High, where Joey would star 
in three sports. 

Passion for sports is indigenous to 
Monongahela, 30 miles upriver from 
Pittsburgh, a steel-gray place of mines, 
mills and farms, hunting caps, lumberjack 
shirts, car dealerships and finance com- 
panies. It is shot-and-a-beer country, 
“Iron City” beer. Real boilers are made 
there as well, and so are quarterbacks. 
Western Pennsylvania has turned them 
out as stoic as Johnny Unitas, as extrava- 
gant as Joe Namath and as plain tough as 
George Blanda. Joe Montana Jr. favors 
all of them somewhat. 

“Sometimes you look at a kid and you 
know he’s a natural,” says Joe Sr. “I'd 
come home at lunchtime. He was about 
seven or eight months old. He'd have a 
ball and a bat in his hands, standing there 
waiting for me when I came in the door.” 
Out in the backyard, Joe served Joey as 
both center and receiver. He swayed the 
tire through which Joey flung the foot- 
balls. In those games, the natural child 
was never anything but the quarterback. 
No time was wasted punting the ball or 
running with it. When he was eight, to 
qualify him for midget football, they lied 
and said he was nine. 

reoccupied with his own playing 
schedule, he never saw either a 
Steelers or a Pirates game in per- 
son. As determined as he was to 

be the quarterback, he manned every po- 
sition in the other sports, a matter of par- 
ticular pride to his father. Even now, the 
football star's affection for basketball may 
be greater; his least favorite pastime was 
baseball on the days he had to catch. “I 
didn’t care much for foul tips,” he says, 
wincing still, “but I could catch and. to 
my father, not liking something you were 
good at doing wasn’t a good enough rea- 
son for not doing it.” 

To his father, a responsibility 
attended the natural gift, and to 
his credit, Joe Sr. took greater 
pains than foul tips for his son. He 
stayed in one place, working at 
the Civic Finance Co. and with 
Joey, so that there would be no re- 
straints on the boy’s career. (His 
wife, Theresa, worked as a secre- 

| tary in the same office.) “I re- 
| member when he was ten, he 
wanted to quit midget football. 
His mother said, ‘If he doesn’t 
want to play, why don’t you leave 
him be?’ So I said, ‘The hell with 
it, go ahead and quit.’ After work, 
when I got home, I said: ‘Get your 
equipment, you're going to prac- 
tice. One day, Joey, things are go- 
ing to get tough in your life and 
you're going to want to quit, I 
don’t believe in that.’ ” 

in the Navy, where Joe Sr. played all the | 

Joey of the 1962 Peanut Stars 

military academy than it should. Even 
thumbing his scrapbooks in absent rever- 
ie or sitting down to supper at home, 
where the dinner music is a taped inter- 
view of young Joe, the elder Montana 
seems a most benevolent stage father, and 
his boy’s enduring emotion, of many com- 
plex ones, appears to be gratitude. “I love 
my kid, whether he ever played football or 
not,” says the father softly, “but the part 
of him that made him so special, I loved 
that too. I'd say to him: ‘Joey, it’s not easy 
for me to holler at you; it kills me.’ Joe un- 
derstood. He wanted the things for him- 
self that I wanted for him.” Gentler still, | 
the son says: “Sometimes I just want to 
tell him, ‘You accomplished for me what 
you wanted; it’s time for yourself.’ ” 

By the time young Joe was a Ringgold 
High Ram, he had asked backyard waiv- 
ers on his first receiver, and drafted a 

In the retelling, this probably 
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At Notre Dame in 1978 with his mother and father 

sounds more like a story from a “One day you re going to want to quit. 1 dont believe in that.” 

neighbor who liked to pretend he was Jim 
Seymour; Montana was Terry Hanratty. 
Those were Notre Dame’s stars at the 
time. The setting of most of Joe’s dreams 
began to be South Bend. 

he start of the Irish legend, Cool 
Joe the Comeback Kid, is also the 
start of the misunderstanding. He 
has been taken to be cold, indiffer- 

ent, standoffish. “I am affected by things, 
but I don’t show it.” He is unflappable. 
‘I’m emotional, but nobody knows it.” Off 
the field, he is undemonstrative. “At No- 
tre Dame I was awed by the place in gen- 
eral and lonely at being away from home 
for the first time. Plus, all of a sudden, 
there were eleven other quarterbacks. I 
was feeling all the things people say I 
don’t feel.” 

In the second semester he married his 
home-town sweetheart, Kim Moses, and | 
brought her from Monongahela to Notre 
Dame. She worked in the sports-informa- 
tion office. After the games he would keep 
Kim company as she typed the team’s sta- 
tistics. Joe was grateful to have an ally 
from home in residence, but the marriage 
ended in divorce after three years. He 
says simply: “We were too young.” 

In 1975, Joe’s sophomore year, Rick 
Slager was the favored quarterback of 
Coach Dan Devine, though the leading 
receiver at the time, Ken MacAfee, still 
wonders why. According to MacAfee, 
“The pattern began to be that Rick Slager 
would start the game and then Montana 
would have to come in and save it.” Joe 
sat out the entire season in 1976 with a 
separated shoulder, extending his eligibil- 
ity one year and increasing his frustration. 

Montana’s enthusiasm for all the 
comeback lore is restrained, which helps 
explain why he talks so little about those 
years. He spent too much of the games on 
the bench. But even there his self-assur- 
ance showed, and it could have rankled 
Devine or his assistants. Teammates may 
see more virtue in his kind of sanguine 

_ temperament than college coach- 
ing staffs do. Whether shooting 

= baskets in the intramural “Book- 
store Classic,” or pool at Corby’s 
or Frisbees at beer cans in the 
hallway hockey games, Montana 
was a natural competitor, and the 
players knew it. His jokes, anoth- 
er element probably only they 
understood—icebreaking one-lin- 
ers—were not automatically fun- 
ny. They were only funny when 
he said them. } 

“That pass was a little off the 
mark,” he deadpanned after final- 
ly getting into the Purdue game 
the championship year and then 
throwing his first pass out of the 
stadium. “The coach is going to 
really think I’m a jerk.” Joe had | 
sat on the bench in that game 
watching first Rusty Lisch, then 
Gary Forystek, then Lisch again. 
When Montana at last came on in 
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the fourth quarter, the Boilermakers led 
24-14. From that first miss, he went on to 
complete nine of 13 for 154 yds. and a 31- 
24 victory. “The team responded to him 
that day,” Devine says quietly and pauses. 
“And I responded to him.” 

There were six registered miracles in 
Montana's time at Notre Dame, more 
than enough to elevate anyone to the rank 
of blessed. In his final college game, in 
arctic conditions at the Cotton Bowl, the 
Irish lagged behind Houston 34-12, al- 
most as if to test the limit of his magic. 
Montana got to work, and with four sec- 
onds left, a pass play to Kris Haines 
would have scored the winning touch- 
down, except Haines slipped. Kris re- 
members: “We went back into the huddle 
with two seconds to go, and Joe said, 
‘Don’t worry, you can do it.’ He gave 
me that little half-smile of his and called 
the exact same play again, right on the 
money for the touchdown.” The final 
score was 35-34. Joe was ready for the 
pros 

t the time, most pro scouts 
thought less of Montana than Bill 
Walsh thinks of most scouts. 
“They have no command of what 

the quarterback position takes, but they 
are good at reinforcing each other’s opin- 
ion on what they don’t know. All they 
care about is how tall he is, his build, how 
heavy he is, his delivery and if he can 
‘throw the ball a country mile,’ ” 

Montana cannot throw the ball that 
far, only far enough. “They said he was 
erratic, skittery, not particularly well 
built, not particularly strong-armed; and 
he had a side arm delivery.” They missed 
the things Walsh has seen since. “He's a 
natural football player—really, a natural 
competitor. He competes instinctively. 
It's like he’s so used to competing that he 
has no awe for it, nor for himself.” 

Walsh knew few of Montana’s special | 
strengths when he drafted Joe in the third 
round of 1979. Montana’s reputation as a 
hot-and-cold player intrigued Walsh: “If 
he can have one hot game, why not two, 

why not three?” This man knows some- 
thing about quarterbacks. As an assistant 
in Cincinnati and San Diego, he once took 
the rawest rookie and fashioned Ander- | 
son, and later found a floundering failure 
and made Dan Fouts. When he got his 
first N.F.L. coaching job three years ago, 

| It was overdue 

“Early in Joe’s second year, I private- 
ly decided he was to be our quarterback 
As a rookie on a poor team, he did a fair 
job, is all. But his skills were obvious. He 
was Just SO active, so quick on his feet, so 

instinctive. The second year, we eased 
him in carefully, so as not to break him.” 
Breaking Montana seemed a small dan- 
ger to Assistant Coach Sam Wyche, a 
man who can speak of the relative gifts 
handed out to quarterbacks. He was a 
backup in the N.F.L. for nine years 
“Montana made this fake against the Gi- 
ants,”” says Wyche, referring to the first 

| playoff victory over New York. “The line- 
| backer was slack-jawed. That’s some- 
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thing you don’t coach. You take credit af- 
ter it’s over, as if you did. A coach can 
improve technique but not instinct. I 
guess I envy Joe something he started 
with that I never had.” 

Wyche is talking about unbeatable 
| confidence. “At the end of the exhibition 
| season this fall,” says Walsh, “we traded a 
| quarterback who had broken an N.EL 
record for completions, Steve DeBerg. 
Honestly, I can’t think of anyone Joe 
wouldn't have beaten out eventually.” For 
Montana, surpassing DeBerg was a vic- 
tory, and a loss. “As a kid, did your neigh- 
bor ever beat you at something four out of 
five,” muses Joe, “and you still said you 
were better? I mean, you honestly felt you 
were better? You knew you were? Well, 
Steve and I were both that way.” 

Roommates, they shared a fondness 
for all contests, and if the Marriott Hotels 
that the N.F.L. teams frequent did not 
feature rumpus rooms buzzing with elec- 
tronic whizbangers, DeBerg and Montana 

the best of California so far.” Joe agrees. 
“TI do like California,” he says. “No snow, 
no scraping windshields. In the winter- 
time back home, there’s just football. 
Here, it may not even be football weather. 
You can hide a little better. People say it’s 
boring, but I like it a little boring.” 

He is devoted to the new Mrs. Mon- 
tana, Cass—“Cass Montana,” a more 
buckskin name even than his—a pretty, 

bubbly, outdoorsy woman, as outgoing as 

her husband is shy. “If I didn’t know bet- 
ter,” she says, “I'd think he was a Califor- 
nia boy. Blond hair, blue eyes——and unbe- 
lievably laid back.” She is a United 
stewardess, with no plans to stop flying 
They met on a Notre Dame charter flight 
to Los Angeles, his second-to-last college 
game against U.S.C. 

Cass, 29, is not much awed by her hus- 
band’s celebrity, which works out well, 
since he is not either. His three game- 
balls from this season decorate the mantel 
of their sitting room, but as homes of star 
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Relaxing at home after the championship with Wife Cass and their Arabian horses 

“The man is going to be a household word,” she says almost regretfully 

might have played checkers with match 
sticks on the tiles of the bathroom. “We 
could never quit,” Joe laughs, “because 
somebody was always behind.” Then he 

| stops laughing. “It was unspoken, but we 
both knew. At practice, if one of us threw 
a pass that wobbled, the other would 
quack like a duck. We teased each other 
into staying friends, but we knew one 
eventually had to go if the other was ever 
going to have complete confidence.” 

DeBerg comes from Anaheim, where 
the team retreated to practice when fierce 
rains soaked San Francisco before the 
Dallas game. The two friends met for 
drinks. “It was great to see him,” says De- 
Berg, “especially after all the triumphs 

he’s had. We just talked about the good 
times. I can see that he loves it out here. 

He bought a place in Skyline [a half hour 
south of San Francisco]. He’s had some of 

athletes go, the exhibits are sparse—a few 
pictures, the footballs and a golf trophy (a 
long-drive contest—fourth place) hidden 
in a plant. “There are no heroes around 
this house,”” says Cass, who has a remedy 

for artistic temperament all prepared if it 
ever comes up. She will just hand Joe his 
shovel and point him to El Makata and 
Ghafad Asim’s stalls 

A pair of handsome Arabian horses, a 
chestnut and a gray, are the Montanas’ 
nearest neighbors and two of their closest 
friends. When the football year is out 
(fearing injury, Joe won't ride in season), 
Cass and Joe can be seen galloping 

through the buckbrush up and down the 
peninsula hills, sometimes clear to the 
ocean six miles off on the horizon. Joe | 
has a great fondness for animals. The two 
obstreperous dachshunds, Broadway (a 

tribute to Namath) and Bosley (after 
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Charlie's Angels’ major domo) reside 
underfoot. Says Cass: “Joe will just sit 
here and get lost for hours in an animal 
book.” 

After Pontiac and the Pro Bowl in 
Hawaii, where Cass was born, a safari to 
Kenya is on the itinerary. One day Joe an- 
nounced: “I want to see some things I’ve 
only seen in books.” It’s an odd expression 
for someone who might be expected to be 
worldly. “He’s curious, full of wonder- 
ment,” says his wife, “not at all worldly.” 
It delights him to have installed the sprin- 
kler system in the horses’ shed himself 
and to have managed a good deal of the 
carpentry. Life is good. 

She understands him well. “When ev- 
eryone else was out cruising, he was out 
practicing. Sport sheltered Joe.” They 

port 

| been together since 1979. At times Cass 
| has difficulty reconciling the man with 
the quarterback. “On our tape player, 
there is a piece showing Joe walking from 
the huddle to the coach and back again— 
swearing, or shouting at least, every step. 
We ran it back about 15 times one night— 
and laughed and laughed. I finally said: ‘I 
don't know that man.’ 

“The man I know isn’t a ranter or a 
raver—he’s not even a talker. He’s very 
proud of his successes, but he doesn’t care 
about fame and fortune. He really doesn’t. 
He’s very easy to live with—I'm the mani- 
ac. I liven him up; he calms me down. Joe 
doesn’t say a lot, but whatever he does say 
is interesting, thoughtful. He’s funny—he 
makes me laugh. Still, I sometimes think 
that if he played football the way he con- 

have been married since July but have ps his life—well, he just wouldn’t be a 

football player. He’s not a leader. ‘What 
makes you so different out there?’ I’ve 
asked him. He stutters and stammers 
around and says: ‘I don’t know.’ ” 

It is getting more difficult for her to 
make cheerful allowances for the fans who 
pursue Joe and track him even to their 
home. In the storm the week of the Cow- 
boy game, several large trees on their 
property were uprooted and turned on 
their sides. Joe mourned the loss, “almost 
like they were animals,” as Cass said. 
They struck her as symbols: the Mon- 
tanas’ privacy is being cleared away. “The 
man is going to be a household word,” she 
says almost regretfully. “There’s no stop- 
ping him now. We had to make some secu- 
rity arrangements the other day.” They 
are gaining the Super Bow and losing the 
wilderness. —By Tom Callahan 

On to the Silverdome 
ontiac, Mich., a lunch-bucket industrial suburb 25 miles 
northwest of Detroit, seems an unlikely host for Super 

Bowl XVL. It is the first time in the history of the sports event 
that the game will move outside the Sunbelt. Last week Pon- 
tiac’s decaying downtown was finishing up a hasty facelift. 
This overnight assemblage of restaurants, lounges and 
shops—some in abandoned buildings—bears the name 
Bourbon Street North. More than cosmetics, however, may 
be needed to equal the blowsy je ne sais quoi of New Orleans, 
site of the last Super Sunday. Super Bowl, after all, is Okto- 
berfest, Mardi Gras and May Day charged up into a massive 
electronic catharsis: the American version of bread and cir- 
cuitry. Pontiac just might not be up to that. 

The Midwestern city (pop. 76,000) is a near disaster area. 
HUD recently declared it one of the most economically de- 
pressed areas in the nation. It is a one-industry town, and 
that industry is the ailing auto business. Unemployment has 
escalated to a Great Depression level of 23.9%, almost triple 
the national average. Into this municipal battleground for 
survival, old XVI, with its estimated 70,000 out-of-town visi- 
tors, its press personnel and its attendant show-business acts, 
arrives like a relief column of well-off cavalry. Some experts 
claim that the event may pump as much as $62 million into 
the economy of southeastern Michigan. 

The N.F.L.’s decision to bring their ball to Pontiac’s 
playground was not entirely magnanimous. Ernest Jones, 
66, chairman of the Michigan Super Bowl Committee, is 
also chairman of D’Arcy-MacManus & Masius, a Detroit- 
based advertising agency, and he tackled Pete Rozelle with 

the aid of an awesome lineup. Jones got a full roster of ad- 
firm chieftains to “remind” Rozelle of their dedication. That 
dedication is measured in automotive industry advertisers— 
from cars to spark plugs to tires—who have supported the 
N.EL. on television with an estimated $1 billion in com- 
mercials over the decades. “It was like whacking a donkey 
with a two-by-four,” recalls Jones. “It got their attention.” 
And their votes. 

The Pontiac boosters could also point with real pride to 
the $55 million Silverdome. Though not as plush or as large 
as the New Orleans Superdome, the 80,000-seat stadium, 
which resembles a giant Belgian waffle, was built only for 
football and offers fine sight lines, as well as what CBS claims 
is some of the best lighting for television in the country. As 
for the feared Midwest blizzard, inside there is the inflatable 
dome’s weather-controlled environment; outside more than 
100 Michigan highway department snow-removal trucks 
with 500 tons of rock salt are ready to pounce like orange- 
painted linebackers on the first snowflake that dares to fall 
on Super Sunday. 

The snow job, however, may be on Pontiac. The 2,000 
members of the press will stay in suburban Dearborn, 30 
miles from the dome and Bourbon Street North; concerts by 
Frank Sinatra, Motor City-born Diana Ross and Rocker 
Rod Stewart in the pregame week are to be held in down- 
town Detroit; 1,200 buses will cart fans from outlying loca- 
tions to and quickly from the game. Even the teams will not 
stay in Pontiac; both are quartered in other suburbs. 

The facelifting—and the hope it has kindled—may not 
be permanent. Pontiac is entitled to better times, and per- 
haps the Super Bowl will help. But in case not, better make 
that a double bourbon. 

NS 
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A And finding it. 
~J he, In 4981, Texaco wildcatters had a hand in nearly 300% more exploratory wells 

,, » inthe U.S. than the year before—with 170 oil or gas discoveries in the first eleven 
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Going for the Cheeky Gamble 

Cinema 

Coppola previews his new film and puts his studio on the line 

Oo. story so far: daredevil film mak- 
er (Apocalypse Now, the Godfather 

films) and presumptive bankrupt Francis 
Ford Coppola had just fired himself out of | 
a cannon wearing a fine black beard and a 
jaunty smile but perhaps (there was a lot 
of public relations smoke) no leotard. 
Would he land in a bed of rose petals 
thrown by critics enraptured by his new 
film One from the Heart? Would his feud 
with Paramount Pictures, which had res- 
cued his Zoetrope Studios from financial 
disaster a year ago, bring down ruin on his 
head? Or would he succeed in his cheeky 
gamble of personally hiring Manhattan's 

° 

° 
o 
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Radio City Music Hall for the first public 
showing of One from the Heart, without 
informing Paramount. which was sup- 

posed to distribute the film? Would Cop- 
pola have to hock his car? 

Thus matters stood last week Cop- 
pola hurtling through space with the Zoe- 

trope mortgage in his teeth as 6,000 New 
Yorkers—1,000 freebies and 5.000 paid 
squelched through hock-deep gutter slush 
into the theater. There was a satisfactory 
array of the famous on hand. and the 
famous-for-being-famous. somewhat too 
swaddled against the cold to glitter: Ar- 
lene Francis. Paul Simon, Norman Mai- | 
ler. Mrs. Frank Sinatra, Adolph Green, 
Arthur Schlesinger Jr. Andy Warhol, 
Christopher Walken and Liza Minnelli 
It is important at such events that espe- 

cially celebrated ladies be whisked quick- | 
ly through the crowd before the ground- 
lings can become unruly in their worship. 

and Nastassia Kinski. one of the film's 
stars, wanly beautiful in a white coat. was 

duly whisked. On the most elementary 

70 

level, Coppola’s risk of $24,000 for a Sun- 
day New York Times ad and something 
more than $20,000 to hire the Music Hall 
had paid off; he had 6,000 seats available 
for each of two showings, and virtually all 
of the seats had bottoms in them. 

For the moment it did not matter 
whether, as Coppola claimed and Para- 
mount denied, the film company owed 
him $1.6 million in completion money for 
the film, whose budget had ballooned to 
the astonishing sum of $26 million. Cop- 
pola had been distressed last August 
when Paramount showed an incomplete 
print to distributors and some critics; last 

week he explained his Radio City gamble 
by saying that he simply “wanted to see 

the film clean one time before it went into 

the funnel” of the distribution system. As 
the preview deadline neared, Coppola 
made last-minute changes in the film and 

sent them from his studio to Rome, where 

they were incorporated into the master 

print. A courier with the final print 

arrived in New York on Thursday at 2:30 

p.m.. 29 hours before show time. The 
night before in San Francisco, Coppola 
was sull working on the final sound mix. 
and special “double system™ projectors. 

which synchronize sound and film as the 
movie is shown. were being trucked down 
from Boston 

ow, as the film began to roll. and this 
knowledgeable audience of show 

people and film buffs clapped for each 
name in the cast, it began to seem clear 
why Coppola had chosen this huge. lav- | 

| to be your enemies?” ishly decorated. old. art deco movie 

palace for his showdown. His film is a 

Radio City Music Hall; the director defending his work at a press conference between screenings 

The fine points of shooting yourself out of a cannon through space clutching the mortgage. 

| said with little tact that his close friend 

romantic comedy as stylized and as gran- 
diose in its decorative effects as the Music 
Hall: cinema deco. But as One from the 
Heart wound its way through Coppola’s 
impressive catalogue of effects, it was 
clear that the audience found a chilliness 
in its lovingly polished style. Applause 
was steady but no more than polite. 

Al a press conference after the first 
showing, Coppola took the first question 
square in the face and bled as if it had 
been a brick. A radio reporter said cruelly 
that everyone he had talked with, “14 or 
15 people,” had disliked the film. The di- 
rector replied that people had seemed at- 
tentive, that only a few had left early, and 
that the audience had responded well at 
the end. Sounding tired, he said: “I’m 
very proud, and I imagine that years from 
now, just as with my other films, people 
will see something in it. It was an original 

abhET 
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work. It’s not a copy of anything. And by 
the end. you're supposed to feel some- 
thing—something innocent. something 
sweet, something romantic.” 

Asked whether Zoetrope Studios 
could survive if the film did not succeed, 
Coppola answered with a quiet no. He 

said there was no deal with Paramount 
for distribution (and thus no date for the- 
ater showings). although he hoped that | 
both could be agreed on. When someone 

Director George Lucas (Star Wars) could 
easily bail him out, he roused himself to 

say that he needed no bailing out and that 
Lucas would help him in other ways. 
maybe by driving him to the airport some 
day if he needed a ride. 

Later, musing almost more to himself 
than to the press, he said: “Why don’t we 
all cheer the film makers on? And when 
they make mistakes. what is it a shooting 
gallery for? What the hell are we here for, 

By John Skow. 
Reported by Peter Ainslie/New York 
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he hope and the hype surrounding 
Francis Coppola’s latest exercise in 

free-fall parachuting should not obscure 
one fact: One from the Heart is also a mov- 

ie. In any other case, and with no disre- 
spect intended, one could say it is just a 
movie. No government will topple, no 
arms treaty will be aborted at the recep- 

tion of this novelettish romance about a 
guy and a gal, together five years, who go 
on separate flings one Las Vegas Indepen- 
dence Day. But with the fate of Zoetrope 
Studios riding on this crapshoot, it may be 
difficult for audiences and critics to pay 
attention to what is on the screen. So 

imagine that you are in Radio City Music 

Hall—not in 1982, with all attendant fan- 
fare, but in, say, 1941, when moviegoing 
was a habit and not an event—cozying 
yourself into a plush orchestra seat with 
your date, your popcorn and modest ex- 
pectations. Here it comes: One from the 
Heart. Justa movie. What do you see? 

What you see is pretty blooming spec- 

tacular. From the first shot—a long track 
down a densely designed and populated 
Vegas street that leads to the travel agen- 
cy window where Frannie (Teri Garr) 
looms like Kong over a toy Manhattan 
skyline—you are advised that One from 
the Heart means to set reality and artifice 
into felicitous collision. On the Zoetrope 
sound stages, Production Designer Dean 
Tavoularis has created a show-stopping 
amalgam of razzle and dazzle, sending 
skyrockets speckling over what looks like 
a mile-long Strip of surreal glitter. Cine- 
matographer Vittorio Storaro has lighted 
these sets in gloriously garish Technicol- 
or—pulsating magentas and ambers that 
mirror the characters’ moods even as they 
assert the environmental imperative. 
Coppola has staged his scenes in long, 

Independence Day revelry staged on Coppola's surreally stylized Las Vegas Strip - 
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Surrendering to the Big Dream 
ONE FROM THE HEART Directed by Francis Coppola 

Screenplay by Armyan Bernstein and Francis C. oppola 

Julia and Garr dance the night fantastic 

sensuous takes. A single shot may com- 
prise several scenes, several planes of ac- 
tion and setting, while the camera glides 
around the ordinary hero and heroine like 
the young Astaire around a lamppost 
They are ordinary indeed. As played 
by Teri Garr, Frannie is a Shirley 
MacLaine gamine minus the cutes and 
the smarts and the go-get-'em will. Her 
fella, Hank (Frederic Forrest), who works 
in an automobile graveyard, is just as 
lackluster. Sitting at the breakfast table 
with his beer belly peeking through a tow- 
el toga, Hank looks like the last of the 
Caesars—Sid, playing late Brando. The 
apogee of their romantic arc is long in the 
past, almost beyond memory. And so, to 
the cadences of Tom Waits’ bluesy songs 
(performed by Waits and Crystal Gayle), 
these restless lovers find spirits to incar- 
nate their once-in-a-nighttime, winner- 

A show-stopping amalgam of razzle and dazzle that refuses to soar into ecstasy. 

434/77 110K | live with as well as love 

take-all hopes. For Frannie, it is Ray 
(Raul Julia), a latino crooner. For Hank, 

| it is Leila (Nastassia Kinski), a circus ac- 
robat. Hank’s dream girl is far enough 
above reality to convince him that the at- 
mosphere is too rarefied, and he returns to 
earth to search again for someone he can 

Frannie 
Like John Fowles’ novel The French 

Lieutenant's Woman, One from the Heart 
has three endings: sad, then happy, then 
just like life. But the true climax comes af- 
ter that. The last scene dissolves into a pa- 
per moon, and across it is scrawled 

FILMED IN ITS ENTIRETY ON THE STAGES 

OF ZOETROPE STUDIOS. This is a movie 
about moviemaking—about the surface 
glamour and mundane reality of an indus- 
try-art, about the dreams that $26 million 

and some priceless talent can buy. One 
from the Heart is a showcase for all that 
wizardry, and a demonstration of the way 
small lives intersect with and surrender 
to the big dream, only to emerge into 
the daylight glare of jobs 
and frustrations and lov- 
ers who cannot measure 
up to the oversize images 
on the silver screen 

This is the film’s the- 
matic strength and dra- 
matic failing. The movie 
keeps surging toward or- 
gasmic release—as a lib- 
erated Frannie dances 
down the Strip, as she and 
Ray begin a sultry tango, 
as Hank conducts a junk- 
yard symphony and Leila 
dances out his dreams— 
but it refuses to go pro- 
ductively crazy, to soar Acrobat Kinski 
into fantasia and take the 
characters and the audience with it. This 
is surely Coppola’s point: that Hank and 
Frannie, prosaic souls in a neon paradise, 
may be seduced by their surroundings 
into a one-night stand with advertised ec- 
stasy, but that real life must proceed in 
equal doses of pleasure and accommoda- 
tion. Such a thesis makes for a movie to be 
admired, not embraced. It is not the audi- 
ence’s fault that it may want Hank and 
Frannie to fade into their natural gray, 
and the bright stars, Leila and Ray, to 
commandeer the film. Those two are 
sparkling emblems of the film’s style—of 
the dreams that movies are made of. 

The films Coppola made in the *70s— 
the Godfather films, Apocalypse Now and 
his bijou masterpiece, The Conversation— 
were all conceived in the "60s. Perhaps, 
working from Armyan Bernstein’s origi- 
nal screenplay, Coppola was biding his 
time while searching for a theme for the 
"80s. His latest film proves he has Style to 
spare, artists to realize that style and, in his 
beleaguered Zoetrope Studios, technical 
facilities beyond a tinkering boy’s dreams. 
But this “new kind of old-fashioned ro- 
mance” is landlocked in its feeling. Here, 
as in his considerable past, Coppola has 
worked from the brain and gut. It remains 
to be seen whether he can ever make one 
from the heart. — By Richard Corliss 
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Books 

Romance Turned Upside Down 
A MOTHER AND TWO DAUGHTERS by Gail Godwin; Viking; 564 pp.; $15.95 

n simpler times, happy stories ended 

with a marriage proposal or a wedding. 
A Mother and Two Daughters is decidedly 
cheerful; but living happily ever after, in 
the old-fashioned sense, is the very fate its 
heroines struggle to escape. They find 

themselves in a romance turned upside 
down: girl meets boy, boy offers her his 
hand, she shakes it and marches on. 

In four earlier novels and a collection 
of short stories, Author Gail Godwin, 44, 
has presented a distinctive gallery of 
rogues, female, troubled and courageous. 
They tend to have Southern backgrounds, 
with all the accompanying luggage of tra- 
ditions and social forms, and an unsettling 
inclination to think and act on their own 
(Godwin was raised in Asheville, N.C., 
and has taught English and creative writ- 
ing at Vassar and Columbia, among other 
places). The author’s fifth novel repeats 
previous patterns on a grander scale: 
more main characters, broader swatches 
of life to dazzle and puzzle them. 

The catalyst for all that follows is the 
fatal heart attack of Leonard Strickland, a 
gentle North Carolina lawyer fond of 
Montaigne and Cicero. After 40 years of 
his benign companionship, his widow 
Nell doubts her ability to go it alone: “He 
protected me from so much ... from my 
harshest judgments of myself as well as of 
others.” Strickland’s death also catches 
his two daughters at awkward points in 
their lives. Cate, headstrong and twice di- 
vorced, is approaching her 40th birthday 
and teaching English at a small college in 
Iowa; like her previous school in New 
Hampshire, this one too seems on the 
verge of closing for lack of funds. And 
Lydia, the prim younger daughter and 
mother of two teen-age sons, has just 
walked out on her banker husband after 
18 years of marriage. 

None of these problems is unique, of 
course, in fact or fiction, and Godwin nev- 
er claims otherwise. She does make the 
three women who face them singularly in- 
teresting. They are all intelligent enough 
to wish, sometimes, that they were less so. 
Nell would like to blend comfortably into 
the extending circle of Southern widows 
in her town, but her acerbic side keeps her 
ata slight, disquieting remove. Cate peri- 
odically feels the urge to “lapse wearily” 
into a man’s care and then bristles angrily 
at her own weakness. Lydia tries to orga- 
nize herself into happiness, knowing that 
each new accomplishment will set the 
stage for another bout of worry and plan- 
ning. Stubbornly, she pursues the dream: 

“It really did seem to her that she had a 
chance of getting it all in.” 

Characters who believe that usually 
get a rude comeuppance. But Godwin 
places her women in an extremely ami- 

2 

Gail Godwin: creating an amiable world 

Excerpt 

& Why in God’s name did peo- 
ple form families? What 

made them imprison themselves in 
the separate pressure cookers re- 
ferred to as ‘nuclear families’? Of 
course, children didn’t form them; 
children came to consciousness and 
found themselves already bubbling 
away in the pot. But then what made 
these children grow up and start an- 
other pressure cooker all their own? 
... First the smug exclusion of all 
others, of the ‘outside world’; then 
the grim multiplication of oneself 
and one’s partner behind closed 
doors; then the nauseating, unclean 
moiling about ofall the family mem- 
bers in their ‘nuclear’ cauldron, 
bumping against one another, ev- 
eryone knowing all too well every- 
one else’s worst faults—all of them 
stewing themselves in one a 
another’s juices. 

able world. Their wills are not thwarted, 
their plans are not crushed by reality. 
They do not face discrimination or sexism 
but rather an excess of love from those 
around them. Cate meets the father of one | 

: of her students; he turns out to be a mil- 
lionaire industrialist who lives in a castle 

| on the banks of the Mississippi River. Be- 
fore long, he asks her to marry him: “Oh 
hell, she thought, why couldn’t this be the 
thirteenth century? Then it would all be 
decided for me.” Lydia’s tender trap ap- 
pears in the form of a handsome podia- 
trist in Winston-Salem. Their lovemaking 
inspires her to write a term paper on Eros 

for one of the college courses she is now 
taking. Lydia discusses the topic with her 
professor, a Harvard-educated black 
woman: “I don’t know where this sort of 
thing fits in my life, or whether I can 
make it fit, or whether I even want it to fit. 
That's why Id like to get to the bottom of | 
whatever this thing is.” 

he notion of winnowing out the dark 
secret of sex through a college compo- 

sition is comic. It is also, coming from 
Lydia at this point, endearing. Godwin’s 
long, leisurely narrative is too inclusive 
and ingratiating to encourage snap judg- 
ments or condemnations. She allows her 
women to be as naive or foolish as they 
wish, but she also weighs in the balance 
the fact that they are striving toward a vi- 
sion, however unclear. Near the end, she 
lets them realize most of it. A coda assem- 
bles all the surviving characters for a re- 
union on a North Carolina mountain in 
the fall of 1984. Nell, Cate and Lydia are 
happy in ways that they would have cho- 
sen, and did in fact choose. The hills are 
alive with the sound of music. 

This idyllic conclusion seems inevita- 
ble, given the events that have preceded 
it. Spurned suitors do not stalk off but re- 
main on call, ready to be helpful whenev- 
er the women they love need them. Lyd- 
ia’s sons do not resent the disruptions 
their mother has imposed on their lives; 
they remain obedient and promising. 
When Cate needs a job and a place to live, 
both appear. Thanks to the dead father 
and the abandoned banker and the reject- 
ed millionaire, there is enough money on 
tap to keep Nell, Cate and Lydia as com- 
fortable and restless as they could wish. 

Such behavior is preposterous, and 
why not? Despite its abundance of realis- 
tic details, A Mother and Two Daughters is 
at heart an old story in brand-new clothes. 
This time around, Rochester does not get 
Jane Eyre; she tells him to keep his dis- 
tance while she manages the estate. God- 
win’s version of this turnabout is enter- 
taining and stereoscopic. Her novel can 
be read as a straightforward account of 
three plucky women imposing their wills 
on a receptive world; it can also be seen as 
a gentle comedy of the unfettered con- 
sciousness. Viewed both ways at once, it is 
engrossing and deep. —By Paul Gray 
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EXPLORE THE DESERT 
AT THE POST OFFICE. 
Come take a look at some beautiful desert plants. U.S. Commemoratives. Every few weeks, another new 

Desert plants you don't have to be afraid to touch. issue honors this country’s beauty, history, and heroes. 
Because they're on the latest U.S. Commemorative As you collect them, you'll discover the America you 

block of four. may never see on your own. 
Each of these plants was an important source of So come to the Post Office, And discover stamp 

food, water or building , en ee RARARARAL re collecting. Once you pick up 
material for the Indians the desert plants, you're sure 

But that’s just one small to thirst for more. 
part of the America you can _. # 
begin to explore through U.S. Postal Service = 
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THE ROAD KING 

es : 

1982 PONTIAC 6000 ) 
Pontiac just dropped the from an electronic fuel injected . 
gauntlet on the streets. It’s 2.5 liter 4-cylinder engine* 
called 6000. A mid-size, front- _ First-class fit and finish. iv . 
driving rival to the world’s MacPherson struts up front. 7—~ TT. 
great road cars. Power rack and pinion steer- 

. me)a) [recone 0,008 a car with Tale Mae mela) exclusive Pontiac- y i ~s 

just about everything you tuned suspension that rides as (Same whe 
could want: great mileage well as it handles. =~ 

PONTIAC NOW THE EX¢ | 

1 
| 
| 
| 



HAVE A NEW RIVAL 

Pontiac 6000 comes with an = aA 
arsenal of available equip- Ss / ay AQ 
ment that includes a 2.8 liter NN We 
V-6, a 4.3 liter V-6 diesel and y = 

electronic ride control to = 
accommodate full passenger ~~ 
and trunk loads. All designed 7 7 

to help make Pontiac 6000 : 

ITEMENT REALLY BEGINS 

ery on 
a) <a. 

the new rival to the world’s 

great road kings. 
*4-cylinder mileage: 40 HWY. EST. (25) EPA 
EST. MPG. Use estimated mpg for comparison 
ol mul cele Mune Melli mel e-ileliie Mela) 
speed, distance, weather. Actual highway mile 
age lower. Some Pontiacs are equipped 
with engines produced by other 
GM divisions, subsidiaries, 

felmelilielceMaeuilerel my zels | 
wide. See your Pontiac dealer 
ol mel fells oar 



A Darker White 
POEMS. & SKETCHES OF E.B. WHITE 

Harper & Row, 217 pages; $13.50 

here are several E.B. Whites, almost 
all of them celebrated. The Essayist’s 

style—fine gray flannel occasionally 
flecked with hayseed—charmed New 
Yorker readers for decades. The Escapist 
successfully migrated from Manhattan to 

Maine, and lived to write about it. The 
1 Storyteller grew famous by turning the 

travels of a tweedy, 2-in.-tall mouse into a 

memorable Wanderjahr for children, 
loaded with longing and nostalgia. 

The result, Stuart Little, still sells and 

sells. White's collected Essays and collect- 
ed Letters have lately appeared. So Poems 

| & Sketches seems redundant at first. But 
for White watchers the book usefully calls 

| attention to a pair of little-known perso- 
nae: the Poet, a joyful writer of satiric oc- 
casional verse, and the Pessimist, a des- 

perate fellow who served as a one-man 
distant-early-warning system for the late 
20th century 

At the end of the 1930s, when televi- 
sion was hardly in swaddling clothes, 
White predicted that it would become 
“the test of the modern world,” capable 

| of “radiance,” but likely to produce “an 
unbearable disturbance of the general 

Books 

peace.” Two characteristic sketches deal 
with The Decline of Sportand the Crack of 
Doom. Though White does his best, nei- 
ther is funny. Sport ends in 1985 with a 

flurry of statistics and a pile-up of 1,482 
cars, “a record for eastbound parkways,” 
and 3,000 dead. By that time Americans 
all take portable radios to football games | 
to hear other sports events, while a huge 
TV screen behind the goal line carries 
horse races from distant Belmont 

White’s technology often seems 
creaky, partly because he was a pioneer 
Modern sci-fi doomsdayers would never 
predict the end of the world from an ex- 
cess of radio waves, or have radial-engine 
Curtiss Condor transports symbolize the 
overreach of the air age. Even so, White 
was always among the first to discern the 
now familiar signs and portents: ecologi- 
cal disturbances, the decline of various 
species, the discovery that last year’s med- 
ical boons may lead to tomorrow's degen- 
erative diseases, the horrors of a mindless 
but ubiquitous visual press, and the debili- 
tating result of trying to achieve salable 
“smoothness and softness” in everything. 

ecause of their freight of dismay, 
White’s doomsday sketches are rare- 

ly as effective as, his verse. He greets 
spring in New York (Pigeon, sing 
Cuccu!”) and rags an author about a fatu- 
ous book on farming with a review writ- 

PR 

Watch 
yp: Quest for Etemnj 
February 3rd 

at 8 p.m.(E.S.T.)on 
heck your local listi 

Gulf Oil Corporation: 195 

a} 

ten in rhymed couplets. Using mock he- 
roic stanzas and plenty of relish he relates | 
how a Chesapeake Bay snowstorm turned 
back a submarine specially equipped for 
polar exploration, captained by an ex- 
plorer who had sold his story to a publish- 

er before even setting out. An almost per- 
fect example of occasional verse is “I 
Paint What I See.” It pits radical Painter 
Diego Rivera against Nelson Rockefeller 
in discussion of the artist's huge and bus- 
tling Radio City mural that contained a 

| head of Lenin 

“It's not good taste in a man 
like me,” 

Said John D’s grandson 
Nelson 

“To question an artist's 
integrity 

Or mention a practical thing 
like a fee 

For this, as you know, is a 

public hall 

| And people want doves, or a 
| tree in fall 

And though your art I dislike 

to hamper, 
I owe a little to God and 

Gramper. 

And afier all, 
It's my wall 
We'll see if it is,” 

Rivera 
said 

tsa land as ageless as the Nile 
As etemal as the pyramids 
As rich in art. architecture 
and tradition as any civilization 
the world has ever known 
Egypt: Quest for Etemity— 

this years second National 
Geographic Special— 
examines the pharaohs 
epic fascination with 
immortality. How they 
spent their lives preparing 
for it And how modem- 
day Egyptologists labor 
to preserve and interpret 
the breathtaking remains 
of that awesome legacy. 

Produced by the 
National Geographic 
Society and WQED/Pittsburgh, the 
award-winning National Geographic 
Specials continue to be one of Public 
Televisions most popular series = d 
for the seventh con- 6 
secutive year ; 
theyre under- 3 
written by Gulf 

GULF OILCORPORATON 
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 

PUBLIC TELEVISION 

cRAg, 

PARTNERS: IN-DISCOVERY 
—s 



Phil and Steve Mahre, World Cup Race at Asper 

You have what 
it takes to win. 

Help support the 
U.S. Ski Team. 
The U.S. Ski Team is ona 

winning streak. They need your 
help to keep it going. 

World Cup victories by Phil 
Mahre and Tamara McKinney 
highlighted the 1981 season. The 
Team’s wins provide high hopes for 
the 1982 World Championships. 

Our Alpine and Nordic Teams 
are not subsidized by the govern- 
ment. These fine athletes devote 
years of their lives training to win. 
They depend on you, the American 
public, to support their efforts. 
Please send your tax-deductible 
donations to the U.S. Ski Educa- 
tional Foundation, Box 
100M, Park City, Utah 2/3% 
84060. SKITEAM 

Please help. 

“The most moving 
memoir of combat in 

World War II that I have 

read””—William L. Shirer, 

author of The Rise and 

Fall of the Third Reich 

“Belongs with the best 
war memoirs ever 

written. Tough, powerful, 
shocking:’"—Los Angeles 

Times 

Dell Publishing Co.,Inc. 
1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza 

New York, NY 10017 
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Just off the runway at 
LAXisanewboardroom ness. our new ad by some of with magnificentaccom- _ offers the newest an the best chefs on modations. Meeting most luxurious rooms Coast. Coming rooms for 12 to 1,200 at LAX. With creature lOL.A. for business? ~ people. Seminar facilities comforts th efrom Cor f US yOur Audio-visual services exquisitely uph porate head- Secretarial services 

quarters, At the new Direct international dial- Sheraton Plaza La Ing and multilingual staff Reina, business never And when it's time to at offer gourmet looked better 

S 
Sheraton Plaza La Reina 2 SHERATON HOTELS AND INNS WORLOWIDE 

6101 WEST CENTURY BLVD.. LOS ANGELES. CA 90045 
213) 642-1111 OR TOLL-FREE (800 325-3535 



Touche Ross adds Apples. 
Even if your company has a Brainiac 660 

humming away in the basement, you could probably 
manage better with a little Apple on your desk. 

Which is what the CEO of one of the world’s 
largest accounting firms figured when he ordered Apple 
Personal Computers for the senior partners in most of 
the company’s 80 U.S. offices. 

And Russell E. Palmer does not act on whim. 
With characteristic thoroughness, Touche Ross 

established a computer task force. 

% TOUCHE ROSS go 



They determined that Apples provided best what they 
needed most -- computer power 
in the hands of the individual 
executive. So they bought one. 
Then 65 more. Then 40 more 
on top of that. 

In Minneapolis, they're 
doing sophisticated financial 
planning, with projections 
20-years into the future. 

In Kansas City, they're modeling tratedies to 
improve their clients’ profitability. 

In Omaha, they're exploring all the implications 
of the new tax law. 

And in New York, they've armed 13 members of 
their Executive Committee with Apples to make better 
decisions faster. 

Even though Apples will never replace Touche 
Ross’ own mainframe computers, they have cut down 
on expensive timesharing in several offices. 

Whatever business you're in, adding Apples can 
multiply productivity. There's more software available 
for Apple than for any other personal computer you 
can buy. And more full service dealers nationwide. 

Visit one. For a full agcoumifing. 

The personal computer. @fappie 

For the authorized dealer nearest you, call (800) 538-9696. In California, call (800) 662-9238. Or write: Apple Computer Inc., 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95 014 



Germany, now only 53.15 
It’s the new low rate. $3.15 for 

a 3-minute call to Germany. 
Just dial the call yourself during 
the lower rate periods. . .any night, 
Sp.m. to Sa.m. 

If you don’t have International 
Dialing in your area, you still get 

INITIAL 3-MINUTE DIAL RATES 

FROMTHE U.S 
MAINLAND TO DAY RATE | LOWER RATE 

oe + 

Austria $4.05} — A 

Belgium 4.05/$3.15B 

Denmark 4.05} 3.15B 

Finland 4.05) 3.15B 

™g France 4.05) — A 

» Germany 4.05 the same low rate as long as it’s a | 3.15 simple Station phone call. arecs ges Qe (Person-to-person, creditcard — oo) eae and collect calls,forexample,cost = eel ere ; A uxembourg| 4.05} 3.158 more because they require special arate woslae RK operator assistance.) Just tell the Netherlands| 4.05] 3.158 local Operator the country, city, Norway 4.05| 3.158 and telephone number you want. Portugal 4.05| 3.158 Here’s how easy it is to dial San Marino | 4.05] 3.158 Munich: Spain 4.05] 3.158 MTESRATIONAL COUNTRY — city 
Sweden 4.05) 3.15B 

011 + 49 + 89 + LOCAL NUMBER | ARG. 
United 

Kingdom | 3.00} 2.408 

Vatican City 4.05) 3.15B 

A) No lower rate period 

B) Nights 5pm-5am & Sunday 
C) Nights 5pm-5am only 

(If you are calling from a 
Touch-Tone* telephone, press the 
“#°” button after dialing the entire 
number. This will speed your 
call along.) 

$3.15! What a nice surprise! 
Or, as they say in Germany, “Ach 
Du lieber!”’ "Trademark of AT&T Co 

Want to know more? Then call our 
International Information Service, toll free: 

1-800-874-4000 
In Florida, call 1-800-342-0400 

© Bell System 

Thecharge for eachadditional 

minuteis1/3theinitial3-min. 

dial rate. Federal excise tax of 

2% is added on all calls billed 
inthe United States. 

// 



E.B. White = 

Fine flannel flecked with hayseed. 

The mural was eventually destroyed, But 
Rivera got a sort of revenge by repainting 
it in Mexico City, Lenin and all. At his 
best White reaches past light verse to the 
territory of Housman, with simple and 
classic declarations that may outlast his 
weightier works: 

This is what youth must figure 
out: 

Girls, love, and living. 
The having, the not having, 
The spending and giving, 
And the melancholy time of not 

knowing. 

This is what age must learn 
about: 

The ABC of dying. 

The going, yet not going, 
The loving and leaving, 
And the unbearable knowing 

and knowing. 

—By Timothy Foote 

Cries 
and Whispers 
MARS by Fritz Zorn 
Afterword by Adolf Muschg 
Translated by Robert and 
Rita Kimber 
Knopf; 241 pages; $12.95 

T he terrible question of cancer patients 
is “Why me?” In Mars, the terminally 

ill Fritz Zorn cries a harrowing answer: 
“My parents’ neuroses were responsible 
for producing my neurosis; my neurosis 
was responsible for producing my lifelong 
despair; my despair is responsible for my 
being ill with cancer; and my cancer will 
be the cause of my death.” 

Mars is a powerful addition to the lit- 
erature exploring links between cancer 
and psychological disturbance. Susan Son- 
tag in her book ///ness as Metaphor claims 
that the belief in a cancer-prone character 

| them to fear and ignorance in the face of a 

type, “far from being confined to the back 
yard of folk superstition, passes for the 
most advanced medical thinking.” Sontag 
attempts to refute such theories, ascribing 

disease that eludes any comprehensive 
cure. Yet, cogent arguments seem pale be- 
side Zorn’s anguished testimony. Testimo- 
ny that drowns out dissent through its own 
vehemence. 

Fritz is the child of affluent parents, 
the Ordinary People of Zurich. At home 
there are no arguments, no problems. 
About matters of taste, there is no dispute: 
his parents are always right. Questions 
concerning money, love, sex, religion and 
politics are taboo. The child is never al- 
lowed to see that the world is not perfect. 
Yet his life is colored by a pervasive sad- 
ness: “We did nothing and said nothing 
and fought for nothing and had no opin- 
ions and spent our time being amused by 
other people who were ridiculous enough 
to do, say, or think something.” 

Zorn’s life as a university student is 
equally pathetic. He takes no satisfaction 
in brilliant academic performances. Im- 
prisoned by his own neurosis, he never 
touches or approaches anyone. He has a 
fear of sexuality, a fear of rejection, a fear 
of love. “I was taught all the common 
Christian virtues,” he recalls, “like absti- 
nence, renunciation, docility, patience, 
and, most important of all, a clear denial 
of almost all ‘aspects of life. In other 
words, I was taught not to enjoy life but to 
bear it without complaint, not to be sinful 
but to be frustrated ... That is my life. I 
grew up in the best and most intact and 
most harmonious and most sterile and 
most hypocritical of all worlds.” 

After leaving the university, he devel- 
ops a tumor on his neck. Without seeing a 
doctor he diagnoses the lump as the accu- 
mulation of “swallowed tears.” It is con- 
firmation that if a person suppresses his 
suffering, he will be devoured by the suf- 
fering buried within. When Zorn finally 
consults a physician, a more clinical diag- 
nosis is offered: the growth is malignant. 
Cancer comes as something of a relief: the 
pain and suffering finally have a name. 

lie proximity to death and the immod- 
eration of his pain emancipate him. 

He undergoes psychotherapy along with 
chemotherapy. Because his soul is even 
more afflicted than his body, the analysis 
Causes greater anguish. He is convinced 
that his soul must first be cured if his body 
is to survive. He never finds out. 

Like Schopenhauer, Zorn comes to 
believe that disease is the will speaking 
through the body. Cancer is thus a single 
illness that manifests itself both physical- 
ly and psychologically. Like medieval 
physicians, who thought that health was a 
balance of humors, he maintains that 
well-being is not a quality per se, but a 
form of equilibrium. Ergo, cancer is not a 
cause of unbalance but a consequence. In 
the final sections of the book, Zorn, 32, 
obviously failing in energy and spirit, 
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ANSWER: 

®Made of all Natural Leaf 
tobacco 

®Made of selected imported 
long leaf filler. 

®Rolled with aged rare 
Cameroon English Market 
Selection Wrapper (ACW®)* 

@Skillfully crafted in Tampa 
by cigar makers in the same 
tradition of quality since 
1884. 

@Hand packed with aged 
cedar in natural wood 
cabinets 

Also hand packed in gold 
and black packets of 3 cigars 
with exclusive polyethylene 
liners to assure long lasting 
factory freshness. 

*Choice of international 
smokers who are accustomed 
to the taste and aroma of 
fine imported cigars. 

Send for the special offer 
today so you too can soon 
enjoy the fine quality 
CUESTA-REY #95 cigar. 
*African Cameroon Wrappers 

Full 614" long, slender 
Corona all natural leaf cigar, 
80¢ each. Natural wood 
cabinet of 50 — $36.00.* 
Cabinet of 25 — $18.25.+ 

Offered only by 
selected tobacconists 
+ Fitens are eppresinnty ond wolijeet 

’ a 

Actual size 

Traveling Man's 

| 
| 
| HUMIDOR 
| (Limit — one to a Smoker) 

| 
| 
| 

Holds up to 10 large cigars — perfect for 
traveling. Order now and we'll it with 
three 80¢ Cuesta-Rey #95 English Market 
Selection all natural leaf cigars, Send coupon 
and $1.00 for postage and handling. 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
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| CUESTA-REY ! 
INTERNATIONAL 

Dept. TM-64, Box 2030. Tampa, Florida 33601 | 
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| 

Enclosed is $1.00. Please send my Traveling 
Man's Humidor packed with three #95 English 
Market Selection all natural leaf cigars 

Name 

Zip 

~~ Please print legibly — Do not abbrevials 
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t 3 a.m. the desk 
of a large metropolitan police force 
picked up the phone. A frantic voice said, 

“They're killing a baby next door, you'd better get over 
here fast.” 

Each year there are more than one million reported 
cases of child abuse in the United States. Most experts 
now believe that for every incident reported, at least 
four go undetected. 

It is estimated that in up to 20 percent of American 
families, children are subjected to physical abuse, sex- 
ual abuse and neglect. One third of all abuse occurs 
among children under six months of age. 

This syndrome has been called the “pediatric 
disease” —a sickness that has been discovered within 
every social and economic class, ethnic group and 
religious affiliation in our country. 

For too long the problem of child abuse has been 
left to the police, the courts, the social workers and 
public welfare agencies—all forced to do more and 
more with less and less resources in their valiant fight 
to protect and to serve. 

But the startling fact is that the problem continues 
to grow at an alarming rate. And those most knowl- 
edgeable about the crisis of child abuse are convinced 
that real prevention begins with you in your commu- 
nity—perhaps even in your home. 
When you suspect abuse among your family or 

friends, show them you care by encouraging them to 
seek help immediately. 
Your compassion and caring may save the life 

of a child—our country’s most valuable resource. 

HOW TO RECOGNIZE POSSIBLE ABUSE & NEGLECT 

Child’s Appearance 

> Unusual bruises, welts, burns 
> Badly nourished, poorly clothed 
> Frequent “accidental” injuries 

Child’s Behavior 
P Avoids contacts with adults 
> Reports injuries inflicted by parents 
> Painfully shy, or over-anxious to please 
> Consistently too late or too early for school 

Parent or Caretaker’s Behavior 
> Blames or belittles children 
P Cold, rejecting, withholds affection 
> Isolated from friends and community 
> Over-critical, setting unrealistic standards 
> Misuse of alcohol or other drugs 

The Effects of Child Abuse & Neglect 
> Short and long-term emotional, physical and mental 
damage 

> Parents encounter further loss of self-esteem 
> The community suffers because abused children 

often take out their anger on society in the form of 
crime and violence 

» Abused children often become abusers themselves 
when they become adults, and the cycle continues 

JANUARY 
NATIONAL CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION MONTH 

Learn the facts about 
child abuse. 

Help a defenseless child by 
reporting suspected abuse. 

Seek help yourself if you are 
abusing your child. 

Volunteer in your community's 
efforts to stop America’s 
number one killer of children. 

Make January a time for love. 
Join the 

NATIONAL CAMPAIGN FOR THE PREVENTION 
OF CHILD ABUSE & NEGLECT 

Sponsored by Children’s Village U-S-A: 

Call us at our toll-free number 

NEW BOOKLETS OFFERED 

Children’s Village U-S‘A- has pro- 
duced a series of five booklets on 
child abuse written especially 
for young people who may have 

SOME FACTS ABOUT 
® Organized in 1974 by 1.0.1. (International Orphans, Inc.) - 

after fifteen years of building orphanages, schools and 
hospitals for half-American children in Japan and Vietnam. 

= Sponsors the National Campaign for the Prevention of 
Child Abuse & Neglect, using the media, a national toll- 
free hot line and educational programs to e: 
reporting of suspected abuse and to foster individual 
involvement in worthwhile local community Programs. 

= Undertakes vital research in child abuse with an inter- 
nationally recognized expert research staff, In the future, 
Children’s Village U-S-A: research centers allied with major 
universities throughout the nation will help provide impor- 
tant data to develop innovative programs for prevention 
and treatment. 

For more information call toll-free 

1800-423:580 



4 What happens if | report a suspected case of Child Abuse? 
9 You are protected by law when you make the report in good faith. 
4 Do I need to identify myself? 
B No! 

@ Where do I call? 
.  p When a child's life seems to be in danger, call the authorities im- g mediately. Or you may call your local Child Protective Services at % any time, day or night. The number is listed under Child Protective BS Services in the white pages of your telephone book, 
‘* or you may call our 

Child Abuse Hot Line: 1-800-423-5805 
In California: 1-800-382-5676 

4 What should I tell the Protective Services worker? 
5 Give the name and exact address of the family you are reporting, Also be as specific as possible about the abuse you suspect or have witnessed. And remember, you do not need to identify 

Are you abusing your child ? 
It's an established fact that most abusing parents actually want 
help. Desperately! But they are afra'4 of the consequences of seeking help. Please, act now if you are abusing your child, or if you feel you may become an abuser. Call us, toll free. 

We can direct you to 
caring professionals within your own community 

$ VILLAGE U-S-A- 

. Opened in 1978 the first residential center in the nation designed exclusively to help abused children and their troubled families. Licensed by the State of f California to care for 76 children in residence, hundreds of children and their families each year receive care and treatment from our professional staff of childcare workers, therapists, teachers, nurses and family and child-develop- 
specialists. ment 

fs Governed by a volunteer Board of Directors and directed by Co-founders, a Sara O'Meara and Yvonne Fedderson from the national headquarters, 
_ @ Supported primarily by the private contributions of 

4 individuals, corporations, foundations and the 
7. chapters and auxiliaries of Children’s Village U-S-A- 
Hh Financial information from our annual audited 
1 : statements is available upon request. 

National Headquarters: 
6463 Independence Avenue - Woodland Hills - CA 91367 

| self painted over by fame 
| and notoriety—to become a 

Books 
takes the advice of Job’s comforter: to 
curse heaven and die. The Almighty is an 
organism, he concludes, in which the suf- 
ferer is only a cell gone wrong. The cre- 
ator, he declares, cannot escape his conta- 
gion: “I am the carcinoma of God.” 

Fritz Zorn is a pseudonym, chosen 
spitefully and well. In German, Zorn | 
means anger. This rancorous testament 
is the work of a sensitive mind slowly 
unhinged, a desolate howl against the 
inhuman condition. It is a sound famil- 
iar to doctors. Occasionally, if the 
writer is skilled enough, laymen can hear 
it. In Mars even the whispers are 
deafening. — By Richard Stengel 

Old Boy 
HOW TO BECOME A VIRGIN 
by Quentin Crisp 

St. Martin's; 192 pages; $9.95 

g ritain has two reigning queens; Eliza- 
beth II and Quentin Crisp. Or so 

Crisp maintained in his autobiography 
The Naked Civil Servant. In it, the former 
artist's model and self-described Stately 
homo of England detailed his early life 
and hard times. The book was surprising- 
ly comic, acidulous and touching, and 
the TV-film version won 
awards for Actor John 
Hurt. It was precisely as the 
old poseur had figured: 
“Even if you only lean 
limply against a wall and 
you happen to live a very 
long time, gradually it will 
begin to give way.” 

In the sequel, Crisp, 73, 
Starts Out to recover the old 

Crisp 
virgin again. Here, he 
shows as much interest in society as sexu- | 
ality. The English, he says, “want their 
jobs to be boring so that they can strike.” 
An overnight Americanophile, he finds 
Los Angeles “a happy Ireland.” On a 
Broadway director: He is the “very model 
ofa modern millionaire: that is to say that 

| he dresses for all occasions like a college 
student.” On gay activists “Anyone who 
demands acceptance places himself in the 
same position as a girl who asks, ‘Do you 
really love me?’ Every mature woman 
knows where that gets her.” 

In the end, after a four-year flirtation 
with celebrity, Crisp finds himself once 
again back on the posing platform for an 
art class. One student remarks, “You were 
a nine days’ wonder, weren't you?” 
Bitchy, Crisp acknowledges, but true. 
Even so, he says, “I have been very lucky 
I asked for bread and was given a stone. It 
turned out to be precious.” His book is a 
bit precious too. But it is also disarming 
and, in its way, valiant. The reconstructed 
virgin may be on his way to fulfilling a | 
childhood dream: to become “a kinky” 

| Elizabeth Barrett Browning. —By.D. Reed 

SCAVULLO 
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Sexes. 

Marital Tales of Two Cities 
The ways and means of long-distance marriages 

Ki’ Tong, 32, and Bob Long, 37, a 
couple for eight years and a married 

couple for four, have never lived together 
in the same town or house. She is a news- 
caster al WABC-TV in New York City. He 
is an independent TV producer-director 
in Los Angeles. As a rookie at Eyewitness 
News, Kaity is on call seven days a week, 
so Bob flies in to spend two weeks with her 
every month. The rest of the marriage is 
conducted by telephone. They talk six or 
seven times a day, and last month their 
phone bill was $800. “I tuck her in at night 
and wake her up in the morning,” says 
Bob, who stays accessible to Kaity at all 
times through various paging and 
answering services. “There is 
nothing good about separation, 
but we refuse to let it be an obsta- 
cle,” he says. “She thinks I’m cute 
and I’m in love with her. The rest 
is mechanics.” 

Such indomitability helps. 
There are at least 700,000 com- 
muter couples according to some 
estimates. In the Age of Divorce, 
where others fail in the comfort of 
one home in one city, the com- 
multers are determined to bring off 
marriage on the wing. The re- 
quirements are simple enough: 
jobs in two different cities, each 
too good to turn down, a full-time 
sense of humor, the ability to 
memorize airline schedules, plus a 
tolerance for the earaches that 
come from hours on the tele- 
phone. Leisure time is no prob- 
lem. “The little time off you have 
you spend commuting,” says He- 
lene von Damm, 43, a two-city 
presidential aide. “By the time 
you get together, half the weekend 
is over, and you have to think 
about getting back.” 

According to researchers, 
about half of the conjugal com- 
muters are in the academic world, 
where work schedules are flexible and 
jobs too scarce to turn down. But the num- 
bers are increasing in business, politics, 
show biz and journalism. The education 
level is high—about 90% have done some 
graduate work. Family income tends to 
average $30,000 to $40,000 a year. Often 
the commuting comes about because the 
wife has reached a level at which further 
advancement means moving, and the 
husband solidly supports the move. 

Doris Etelson, 51, the first woman vice 
president of Howard Johnson Co., the res- 
taurant chain, has been married for 32 
years and commuting for five. When she 
was Offered the job in Boston, her husband 
Robert, 54, who owns an air-freight truck- 

THM Crart Gy Niger Hobres 

ing company in Newark, responded with 
enthusiasm. “She supported me for years,” 
he says, “and now she is entitled to what- 
ever success she can get.” One person who 
opposed the commuting was her boss, 
Howard B. Johnson. Says Doris: “He was 
concerned that it would either jeopardize 
my marriage or disrupt my business effi- 
ciency. He was wrong on both counts.” 

Mary Downs, 38, is now a Denver 
stockbroker who commutes to Washing- 
ton, D.C., where Husband Fred, 37, is a 
Veterans Administration official. Three 
years ago, when she lived in Washington, 
she says, “D.C. was dragging me down. I 
was a superbitch because I was unhappy 
about where I was living.’’ Now she is hap- 
pily self-sufficient, with “good friends in 
both cities.” Reunions with Fred, she says, 
are “like honeymoons.” His male friends 
question the arrangement, as friends and 
in-laws often do about commuting cou- 
ples, managing to imply that the marriage 
is in trouble. Not so, says Mary. “We have 
always had good communication—both 
cerebral and sexual—which encourages 

us that we are doing the right thing. We 
are still a couple.” 

But another commuter, a Chicago 
businesswoman who eventually gave up 
commuting—and marriage—said she 
could not cope with the dislocations. 
“There was a glamorous facade,” she said. 
“In fact I was stuck on planes next to 
drunks and children.” She felt her life was 
cut in half and “lonely at both ends.” 

Many new commuters report on the 
shock, sometimes comic, of working out 
new support systems—from how to bal- 
ance the family checkbook, to finding a 
new doctor or dentist, to simply lugging 
the family silver back and forth to have it 
on hand for dinner parties in both cities. 
Says Harriet Engel Gross of Governors 
State University, one of the sociologists 
who study commuter marriages: “The de- 
cision to live apart produces a life-style 

that is difficult at best, endured in 
the service of career or other goals, 
but not one endorsed enthusiasti- 
cally.” The typical commuter, re- 
searchers say, is very serious about 
marriage, feels guilty about sepa- 
rations and lives under fairly 
heavy stress. Those who fare best 
have been married seven years or 
more and have either no children 
or grown children. Sociologist Na- 
omi Gerstel of the University of 
Massachusetts found that com- 
muters who live apart a month or 
more at a stretch “were much 
more likely to find the situation 
extraordinarily stressful. They be- 
gan to develop ‘separate worlds,’ 
or their marriages began to resem- 
ble non-marriages.” 

“The secret is to roll with the 
punches,”’ says Secretary of 
Transportation Drew Lewis. 
“When the schedule changes, 
you've got to be totally flexible, 
whatever comes. Just don’t worry 
about it.” Lewis and his wife 
Marilyn, both 50, seem to spend 
half their time in automobiles, 
driving the triangle from their 
farm outside Philadelphia to 
Washington and Harrisburg, 
where Marilyn is a second-term 

delegate in the state legislature. “I love all 
the driving,” she says, “because it lets me 
collect my thoughts, and when I’m driv- 
ing with Drew, it’s a private time when 
the telephone doesn’t ring.” Drew grouses 
about the inconveniences—the right 
clothes are always in the wrong city, and 
leisure activities are pared to the bone. 
Says he: “There isn’t as much time for the 
fun things, but with Marilyn in the legisla- 
ture, our conversation is much broader. 
We don’t have to discuss the garden, the 
dog and the children.” 

Combining long-distance marriage 
with child rearing is the hardest part of 
commuting. One two-year-old child of a 
commuter marriage, who lives with his fa- 
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ther in Yarmouth Port, Mass., has been to 
the airport so often that he calls all air- 
planes “Mommy.” Some toddlers, like the 
18-month-old daughter of Susan Davis, 
vice president of a Chicago bank, manage 
to veto commuting entirely. “She was real- 
ly very angry that her father 
had disappeared,” says Su- 

| san. “He would kiss her and 
she would turn her head 

| away.”” So Susan’s husband 
gave up a high-level job in 
Milwaukee and is now back 
in Chicago. Says she: “From 
the start it was not clear 
how to make a two-career 
family work.” 

Betty Loafmann, 38, a 
management consultant for 
Aubrey Daniels & Asso- 
ciates, has been commuting 
to various cities for four 
years. She manages to get 
home to Chicago almost ev- 

| ery weekend, and her two-year-old son 
seems free of anxiety and stress, But Hus- 
band Glenn, 37, a psychotherapist, admits 

| that he envies the glamour of Betty's trav- 
el. The tension of departure often pro- 
duces a marital spat on the way to the air- 
port on Sunday nights. Their life, he says, 
is “weird, but it can work.” 

Some couples are so starved for small 
talk that reunions begin with a rush of 

Kaity talking to Husband Bob 

compulsive jabbering. Others find them- 
selves acting self-conscious during re- 
unions..“ Psychologically, it is tiring,” says 
University of Delaware Sociologist Mar- 
vin Sussman. “You just cannot pick up 
where you left off.”” 

One way of coping is to 
turn the reunion into a new 
courtship. Says Sarah Conn, 
a clinical psychologist who 
runs workshops for two-ca- 
reer couples in Newton, 
Mass.: “This person who 
shows up on Friday night is 
not the old familiar person 
whose dirty old socks have 
been hanging around for a 
week. There’s a newness, 
comparable to going out on 
a first date.” 

Couples who fantasize 
all week, or all month, about 
wild sexual bouts are often 
startled to find they much 

| prefer sitting by a fire or just holding 
| hands. Says Mary Crawford, a professor at 

a Pennsylvania college who used to com- 
| mute to Iowa: “Roger and I had a feast-or- 
famine sex life—once a month I flew home 
to Iowa for three days. If we climbed into 
bed weary, wanting just to sleep together 
spoon fashion, we felt faintly guilty.” 

Like many commuters, Robin and 
Marvin Whaley, a young couple juggling a 

84 

St. Louis-Atanta marriage, report that 
separation reduces the trivial day-to-day 
fussing of marriage. Robin, 26, works in 
ad sales at a CBS-TV-owned station in St. 
Louis, and Marvin, 29, has a similar job at 
an Atlanta radio station. When they are 
together, says Marvin, “it’s all prime 
time.” Air fare has risen during their two- 
year commute, and they have cut down on 
telephone calls as an economy measure. 
Recently he sent her a singing telegram | 
that cost $45, instead of one week’s calls. 
Almost as an act of will, the Whaleys have 
ruled sexual jealousy out of their lives. 
They think such doubts are too much to 
cope with in a busy two-city marriage. 

Though husbands and wives living far 
apart seem to be a recipe for extramarital 
sex, researchers insist that commuters do 
not have any more affairs than stay-at- 
home couples. The reason seems to be 
that so much concentration is poured into 
work and marriage that little time, or en- 
ergy, is left over. The commuters, say re- 
searchers, single-mindedly await the day 
when they can become ordinary one-city 
folk again. “They are functioning on ‘de- 
ferred gratification,” says Sociologist 
Sussman. They are, in other words, the 
new troops of the Protestant ethic, endur- 
ing hardship now for the sake of better 
days ahead. —By John Leo. Reported by 
Maureen Dowd/Washington and Nancy Pierce 

Williamson/New York, with other bureaus 

Leonard Bernstein conducts the Vienna Philhar- 
monic Orchestra in this historic presentation of 
the music of Beethoven. Each pr 
and in: 
mus 

am will teach 
ire as Maestro Bernstein discusses his 
interpretations while M. aximilian Schell 

ss a backdrop of the life and times of 
eethoven. 

Filmed in Vienna, Bonn, Munich and Amster- 
dam, this exceptional series spans the musical 
genius of Beethoven. 
SERIES FEATURES: THE NINE SYMPHONIES / 
MISSA SOLEMNIS (Conce: ebouw Orchestra, 
Amsterdam) / STRING QUARTET IN C-SHARP 
MINOR, OPUS 131 / THE CREATURES OF 
PROMETHEUS, OPUS 43—Music from the 
Ballet / OVERTURES: LEONORE NO. 3 / 
KING STEPHAN / CORIOLAN / EGMONT 
Simulcast on National Public Radio. 
The series is underwnitten. by Kraft, Inc. 
and the City of Vienna. 

Kraft 

© 1982 Kraft, Inc 
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Milestones 
MARRIED. André Previn, 52, composer and | 
music director of the Pittsburgh Sympho- 
ny; and British Glass Engraver Heather 
Hales, 33; he for the fourth time (Actress 
Mia Farrow was his third wife), she for 
the second; in Pittsburgh. 

DIVORCED. Christiaan Barnard, 59, South 
African surgeon who performed the 
world’s first successful human heart 
transplant; and Barbara Barnard, 31, bou- 

| tique owner and daughter of a Johannes- 
burg industrialist; after twelve years of 
marriage, two sons; in Cape Town. She re- 
ceived custody of the children. 

DIED. Paul Lynde, 55, comedian best known 
as a wisecracking panelist on NBC’s The 
Hollywood Squares; of a heart attack: in 
Beverly Hills, Calif. Lynde’s cheerfully 
prissy manner and arch responses to 
game-show questions won him five 
Emmy nominations and a wide daytime | 
following. As an actor, he played a befud- 

dled fussbudget who delivered witticisms 
in the face of disaster in the stage and film 
versions of Bye, Bye Birdie and more than 
a dozen hapless Hollywood comedies, 

DIED. John Jarman, 66, former Oklahoma 
Congressman who switched to the Re- 
publican Party in 1975 after Democratic 
reformers weakened the seniority system; 
of skin cancer; in Oklahoma City 

DIED. Walter (“Red’’) Smith, 76, Pulitzer- 
prizewinning columnist whose wry wit 
and pursuit of what he called “the pure 
crystal stream of the declarative sentence” 
made him the most influential and ad- 
mired sportswriter of our time; in Stam- 
ford,Conn. Smith, in the great line of such 
sportswriter-debunkers as Ring Lardner, 
Westbrook Pegler and Damon Runyon, 
kept his subjects at arm’s length. “These 
are still games little boys play,” he said. 
“The future of civilization is not at stake.” 
He gave a strong hint of what was to be- 
come his skewed, lifelong approach to a 
story on his first sports assignment in 1928: 
covering a night football practice, he wrote 
the piece from the viewpoint of a glow- 
worm depressed by the awesome competi- 

tion of the field lights. Smith was excep- 
tionally prolific, turning out five columns a 
week for 21 years at the New York Herald 
Tribune, and four a week for ten years at 
the New York Times. He lavished most of 
his attention on his favorite sports—base- 
ball, boxing, horseracing and football— 
but he also was a keen lover of the outdoors 
and wrote with affection about fishing. 
“He might have been a great athlete,” 
Smith once wrote of himself, “except that 
he is small, puny, slow, inept, uncoordinat- 
ed, myopic and yellow.” 

DIED. Sigurd Olson, 82. who led a 60-year 
fight to protect the wilderness along the 
U.S.-Canadian border; of a heart attack, 
after snowshoeing; in Ely, Minn. Among 
his books are The Singing Wilderness and 
Runes of the North 
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elp Wanted. 
Apply Within 

ourself. 
“Thousands of miles away, a very poor child 

urgently needs help. Without love and con- 
cem, that child will almost certainly become 
even more malnourished. There will be little 
chance to go to school. Little medical attention. 
Little hope for a future filled with anything 
except unending poverty. 

“But there’s one person who can definitely 
improve that child’s life—you. And no expe- 
rience is nec 

“All you have to do is look within yourself, 
and see if you can share just a small amount 

of your good fortune with a truly needy child. 
“Christian Children’s Fund sponsorship is only $18 a month—just 

60¢ a day. Yet those few dollars can work wonders in Third World coun- 
tries. Your sponsored child will get nutritious food. Schooling. A doctor's 
or nurse’s care. Necessary clothing. Or whatever it takes to help meet 
the child’s needs. 

“You don't have to decide today about becoming a sponsor Just 
send in the coupon; CCF will Paes a child’s photo and family back- 
ground. You'll also learn how your caring will help 
that child. Then make up your mind. 

“I know how much your love and concem are 
needed, so please let this be one Help Wanted ad 
you answer 

“A poor child far away is waiting and hoping for 
you to say yes: 

Send Your Love Around The Worl d. 
ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee 

Dr James MacCracken 9 
CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc., Box 26511, Richmond, VA 23261 

either 0 in 

Sally Struthers. National Chairperson 

Iuish tosponsoraboyO girl 
QO Bolivia C1 India 
C) Brazil O Indonesia : 1 Uganda 

i 0 Guatemala 0) Kenya C) Philippines ‘i 
1 Any child who needs my help. (If you would like to sponsor more than one child in any of the 

O Thailand 5 

above countries, please specify the number in box [es] of your choice.) 

PLEASE SEND MY INFORMATION PACKAGE TODAY. 

Fl C) Iwant to learn more about the child assigned to me. If | accept the child, I'll send my first sponsor 
ship payment of $18 within 10 days. Or I'll return the photograph and other material so you can ask 
someone else to help. 

(| prefer to send my first payment now: enclosed is my first monthly payment of $18 for each child. 
CI cannot sponsor a child but would like to contribute $___— = i 

Name —— 

Address : = i 

City _ State : Zp . 

In the U.S.: CCF. Box 26511, Richmond. VA 23261 i 
In Canada: CCF, 1407 Yonge St., Toronto, Ontario M4T 1Y8 
Member of the American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service, Inc 
Gifts are tax deductible. Statement of incorne and expenses available on request NTIM14 

| Christian Children’s Fund, Inc. 
ee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee ee 
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A s disasters go, this one was terrible, but not unique, certainly 
not among the worst on the roster of U.S. air crashes. There 

was the unusual element of the bridge, of course, and the fact 
that the plane clipped it at a moment of high traffic, one routine 
thus intersecting another and disrupting both. Then, too, there 

| was the location of the event. Washington, the city of form and 
regulations, turned chaotic, deregulated, by a blast of real winter 
and a single slap of metal on metal. The jets from Washington 
National Airport that normally swoop around the presidential 
monuments like famished gulls are, for the moment, emblemized 
by the one that fell; so there is that detail. And there was the aes- 
thetic clash as well—blue-and-green Air Florida, the name a fly- 
ing garden, sunk down among gray chunks in a black river. All 
that was worth noticing, to be sure. Still, there was nothing very 
special in any of it, except death, 

L | Essay 

The Man in the Water 

with a universal character. For a while he was Everyman, and 
thus proof (as if one needed it) that no man is ordinary. 

Still, he could never have imagined such a capacity in him- 
self. Only minutes before his character was tested, he was sitting 
in the ordinary plane among the ordinary passengers, dutifully 
listening to the stewardess telling him to fasten his seat belt and 
saying something about the “no smoking sign.” So our man re- 
laxed with the others, some of whom would owe their lives to 
him. Perhaps he started to read, or to doze, or to regret some 
harsh remark made in the office that morning. Then suddenly he 
knew that the trip would not be ordinary. Like every other per- 
son on that flight, he was desperate to live, which makes his final 
act so stunning. 

For at some moment in the water he must have realized that 
reneina/us ranxrotice/ar he would not live if he continued to 

i 

which, while always special, does 
not necessarily bring millions to 
tears or to attention. Why, then, the 
shock here? 

Perhaps because the nation saw 
in this disaster something more than 
a mechanical failure. Perhaps be- 
cause people saw in it no failure at 
all, but rather something successful 
about their makeup. Here, after all, 
were two forms of nature in colli- 
sion: the elements and human char- 
acter. Last Wednesday, the ele- 
ments, indifferent as ever, brought 
down Flight 90. And on that same 
afternoon, human nature—groping 
and flailing in mysteries of its own— 
rose to the occasion. 

Of the four acknowledged he- 
roes of the event, three are able to 
account for their behavior. Donald 
Usher and Eugene Windsor, a park 
police helicopter team, risked their 
lives every time they dipped the 
skids into the water to pick up sur- 
vivors. On television, side by side in 
bright blue jumpsuits, they de- 

| scribed their courage as all in the . 

hand over the rope and ring to oth- 
ers. He had to know it, no matter 
how gradual the effect of the cold. 
In his judgment he had no choice. 
When the helicopter took off with 
what was to be the last survivor, he 
watched everything in the world 
move away from him, and he delib- 
erately let it happen. 

Yet there was something else 
about the man that kept our 
thoughts on him, and which keeps 
our thoughts on him still. He was 
there, in the essential, classic cir- 
cumstance. Man in nature. The man 
in the water. For its part, nature 
cared nothing about the five passen- 
gers. Our man, on the other hand, 
cared totally. So the timeless battle 
commenced in the Potomac. For as 
long as that man could last, they 
wentat each other, nature and man; 
the one making no distinctions of 
good and evil, acting on no princi- 
ples, offering no lifelines; the other 
acting wholly on distinctions, prin- 
ciples and, one supposes, on faith. 

Since it was he who lost the line of duty. Lenny Skutnik, a 28- — 
year-old employee of the Congres- 
sional Budget Office, said: “It’s 
something I never thought I would do”—referring to his jumping 
into the water to drag an injured woman to shore. Skutnik added 
that “somebody had to go in the water,” delivering every hero’s 
line that is no less admirable for its repetitions. In fact, nobody 
had to go into the water. That somebody actually did so is part of 
the reason this particular tragedy sticks in the mind. 

But the person most responsible for the emotional impact of 
the disaster is the one known at first simply as “the man in the 
water.” (Balding, probably in his 50s, an extravagant mustache.) 
He was seen clinging with five other survivors to the tail section of | 
the airplane. This man was described by Usher and Windsor as 
appearing alert and in control. Every time they lowered a lifeline 
and flotation ring to him, he passed it on to another of the passen- 
gers. “In a mass casualty, you'll find people like him,” said Wind- 
sor. “But I've never seen one with that commitment.” When the 
helicopter came back for him, the man had gone under. His self- 
lessness was one reason the story held national attention; his ano- 
nymity another. The fact that he went unidentified invested him 
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Courage in the line of duty: Windsor rescues a passenger 
fight, we ought to come again to the 
conclusion that people are power- 
less in the world. In reality, we be- 

lieve the reverse, and it takes the act of the man in the water to 
remind us of our true feelings in this matter. It is not to say that 
everyone would have acted as he did, or as Usher, Windsor and 
Skutnik. Yet whatever moved these men to challenge death on 
behalf of their fellows is not peculiar to them. Everyone feels the 
possibility in himself. That is the abiding wonder of the story. | 
That is why we would not let go of it. If the man in the water gave 
a lifeline to the people gasping for survival, he was likewise giv- 
ing a lifeline to those who observed him. 

The odd thing is that we do not even really believe that the 
man in the water lost his fight. “Everything in Nature contains 
all the powers of Nature,” said Emerson. Exactly. So the man in 
the water had his own natural powers. He could not make ice 
storms, or freeze the water until it froze the blood. But he could 
hand life over to a stranger, and that is a power of nature too. 
The man in the water pitted himself against an implacable, im- 
personal enemy; he fought it with charity; and he held it to a | 
standoff. He was the best we can do — Sr Roger Resoahiett | 
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